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Letter from the Editor-in-Chief

The June issue of the Data Engineering Bulletin features an opinion piece by Carlo Zaniolo et al, a collection of papers on the topic of knowledge management for e-commerce, and letters from the 2021 IEEE TCDE Award winners.

It feels nostalgic to read the opinion piece written by Carlo Zaniolo et al on the topic of stable semantics and aggregates. It continues to amaze me that aggregates combined with recursion can be so powerful and at the same time so elegant. The immediate contribution of the paper is to unify the semantics of programs with different aggregates, and thus significantly simplify the verification of their stable model semantics. But the paper is really a culmination of a long history of research focusing on how to express very powerful algorithms using declarative programs and the root of the research dates back to a few seminal works by Zaniolo decades ago, including the work on the Logic Database Language (LDL).

The subject of this special issue is knowledge management for e-commerce, curated by associate editors Bing Yin and Sreyashi Nag, who work on e-commerce search at Amazon. Despite e-commerce’s huge growth in the last decades and the massive technology investment behind online shopping, the field is still in its early stage when it comes to creating an amazing customer experience. The challenge is that a great customer experience must be founded on a clear understanding of customers’ needs and the products that can potentially fulfill the needs. It has become clear that knowledge management – from customer profiling to product knowledge graph curation – lies at the core of this effort.

We would like to congratulate Divesh Srivastava and Arun Kumar for winning the 2021 IEEE TCDE Award. Srivastava is the recipient of the Impact Award for his contributions to many areas of data management in the last three decades, including deductive databases, streaming algorithms, and data integration, etc. Kumar is the recipient of the Rising Star Award for his vision and pioneering work on DB+ML systems. In their letters, they shared their unique perspectives on the past and the future of data management.

Haixun Wang
Instacart
Letter from the Special Issue Editor

The global e-Commerce market size is valued at USD 9.09 trillion with an annual growth rate of 14.7 percent. The 2020 pandemic dramatically changed people’s lifestyles. E-Commerce will further accelerate its growth and penetration into people’s daily lives. E-Commerce websites and apps are among the top visits of everyone’s daily routine. Customers want E-Commerce websites and apps as their personal assistant that finds the exact products they are searching for, provides recommendations when they are not sure which products to buy, and answers questions about product details. E-Commerce presents a diverse set of data mining challenges such as product attributes parsing, learning to rank product lists, product clustering, and classification, personalization.

This special issue selects six example works in data mining for E-Commerce from industry companies such as Walmart, Etsy, and Amazon and academia institutes. In recent years, Deep Learning has become the new norm for AI and Machine Learning. We certainly see the trend in the submissions that many old E-Commerce problems benefit from the advanced deep learning algorithms. We selected a few papers in this issue to showcase the applications of Deep Learning in E-Commerce applications. The first paper presents academic research to improve hierarchical product classification with transformer models. Transformer models such as BERT are state of the art for many NLP tasks. However, E-Commerce often has its unique vocabulary and domain-specific texts. Fine-tuning and self-supervised continuous pre-training with domain-specific data is the trend to apply the BERT style models in E-Commerce. The authors demonstrated the effectiveness of this approach in the Common Crawl data set. The second paper works on a similar problem, but it is from a real-world application by the Amazon team. The Amazon team demonstrated the effectiveness of domain-specific fine-tuning of BERT models and shared valuable tips and tricks to get it working in a real production such as negative sampling, soft label with temperature scaling, bootstrap learning, and leveraging in-domain knowledge augmentation. The third paper is also from an Amazon product knowledge team. It presents the application of graph neural networks in parsing and understanding product descriptions. E-Commerce data comes as a big heterogeneous graph of queries, customers, sellers, products, product entities (brand, franchise, etc.) and thus is an ideal place for graph neural networks to shine.

E-Commerce has the advantage over brick-and-mortar stores in their ability to personalize the experience based on user profile. The fourth paper is an example of such personalization work in airline ticket marketing. The interesting part is their approach that leverages knowledge graph embeddings rather than rule-based knowledge engineering to better target the right audience. The fifth paper presents the work in Etsy’s personalized product ranking. As the buyer continues on their shopping mission and interacts with different products in an online shop, their model learns which attributes the buyer likes and dislikes, forming an interpretable user preference profile and improving re-ranking performance over time within the same session. E-Commerce should make a generational lift from a simple Information Retrieval engine to a more proactive mission-aware shopping assistant. Etsy’s work demonstrated encouraging user experience improvements as a result of mission-aware personalization.

The last paper in this special issue is from Walmart. The authors re-visited an old problem in learning to rank for web search, the positional bias in the displayed result list. E-Commerce websites often have a more diverse UI layout, such as a grid view instead of a simple list view in web search. The author addressed the inefficiency of applying the classic position bias removal method to E-Commerce. The paper is interesting since it demonstrates some unique challenges in E-Commerce than the general web search.

Working on this issue has been a privilege for me, and we would like to thank the authors for their contributions.

Bing Yin and Sreyashi Nag
Amazon.com
Developing Big-Data Application as Queries: an Aggregate-Based approach

Carlo Zaniolo, Ariyam Das, Jiaqi Gu, Youfu Li, Mingda Li, Jin Wang
University of California at Los Angeles

Abstract

Recent advances on query languages (QLs) and DBMS suggest that their traditional role in application development can and should be extended dramatically in many big-data application areas, including graph, machine learning and data mining applications. This is made possible by the superior expressive power that database aggregates bring to recursive queries and the realization of their powerful non-monotonic semantics via efficient and scalable fixpoint-base operational semantics. Thus, in this paper, we discuss how classical algorithms can be expressed concisely using queries with aggregates in recursion that have a rigorous declarative semantics. Then we discuss what modifications, if any, are needed on such programs to have an efficient and scalable fixpoint-based operational semantics, whereby we can also identify queries that are conducive to bulk-synchronous and stale-synchronous parallelism.

1 Introduction

Relational DBMS and their logic-based QLs made possible for programmers to develop applications without having to navigate database storage structures via statements written in a procedural language. Many initial skeptics notwithstanding, relational DBMS proved quite effective in terms of usability, performance and scalability. In fact their success led to and was reinforced by significant extensions, including the introduction of very powerful aggregate functions, such as OLAP functions that enable direct support for descriptive analytics by SQL queries. Another important extension was the SQL support for recursive queries which allows simple algorithms, such as transitive closure, to be expressed directly as queries. However, the quantum leap in expressive power achievable by combining recursive queries with aggregates was never realized because of SQL stratification requirement, which specifies that non-monotonic constructs can be applied to the results of recursive definitions but cannot be used in the recursive definitions. This requirement was then enforced to avoid the major semantic problems faced by recursive reasoning via non-monotonic constructs. However, significant progress was made since then by researchers focusing on the use of aggregates in AI, logic programming and Datalog: for instance, the concept of Stable Models has gained wide acceptance as the formal basis for declarative semantics in the logic programming arena [5] [6]. So far, however, these advances did not have much impact upon the database field because of two main issues. The first issue is that the non-constructive definition of Stable Model Semantics (SMS) for programs with negation is making difficult for programmers to show that their queries with aggregates satisfy SMS, and the second issue is that establishing the SMS for a program does not guarantee its efficient constructive realization, and significant re-writing of the original program is often needed to implement it via fixpoint computations and the recursive query implementation techniques of SQL DBMS, as well as Datalog systems.

In this paper, we describe an approach that addresses these two issues and proved successful in a number of advanced applications [1, 8, 9, 11–13, 15]. We will start with an intuitive treatment of the declarative SMS of recursive queries with extrema, and show that queries with count, sum and average can be reduced to queries with max. Then, we provide simple criteria to detect when the SMS of such queries can be turned directly into an efficient and scalable fixpoint computation and when these instead require significant rewriting by the techniques described in the paper. While in our examples we use Datalog programs, we will show how these can be expressed using SQL queries for which the same conclusions apply. Throughout the paper, we will refer to queries and programs as synonyms.
2 Stable Model Semantics and Fixpoint Computation for Programs with Extrema

A simple application of extrema in recursive queries consists in finding the min or max distance from a given initial node a of all nodes in the graph where the edges have positive length. The following program, computing max distances, exemplifies key semantic issues.

Example 1 (A stratified program to compute the max distance from a):

\[
\begin{align*}
 r_1 &: \text{dist}(a, 0), \\
 r_2 &: \text{dist}(Y, \text{Dy}) \leftarrow \text{dist}(X, \text{Dx}), \text{arc}(X, Y, \text{Dxy}), \text{Dy} = \text{Dx} + \text{Dxy}, \\
 r_3 &: \text{mxdist}(Y, \text{max}(\text{Dy})) \leftarrow \text{dist}(Y, \text{Dy}).
\end{align*}
\]

Assume for instance that we have the following fact base that describes an acyclic directed graph:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{arc}(a, b, 10) & \quad \text{arc}(a, c, 20) & \quad \text{arc}(b, c, 18) & \quad \text{arc}(c, d, 12)
\end{align*}
\]

Then, the semi-naive fixpoint computation on the first two rules derives the following new atoms at each step (whereas the naive fixpoint includes the atoms produced at previous steps along with those produced at this step):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step 1</th>
<th>Step 2</th>
<th>Step 3</th>
<th>Step 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>\text{dist}(a, 0)</td>
<td>\text{dist}(b, 10), \text{dist}(c, 20)</td>
<td>\text{dist}(c, 28), \text{dist}(d, 32)</td>
<td>\text{dist}(d, 40)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With the computation on the first two rules having reached fixpoint, rule \( r_3 \) is applied next, whereby Step 5 produces \( \text{mxdist}(a, 0), \text{mxdist}(b, 10), \text{mxdist}(c, 28), \) and \( \text{mxdist}(d, 40) \), while \( \text{mxdist}(c, 20) \) and \( \text{mxdist}(d, 32) \) are not derived since they are dominated by the previous atoms\(^\text{[1]}\) and thus they are not maximal.

Our stratified derivation can be optimized by pushing the max constraint into recursion, while keeping the original stratification whereby the fixpoint computation of \( \text{dist} \) by rules \( r_1 \) and \( r_2 \) must be completed before \( r_3 \) can be used to derive \( \text{mxdist} \).

Example 2 (Using max in recursion to compute the max distance from a):

\[
\begin{align*}
 r_1 &: \text{dist}(a, 0), \\
 r_2 &: \text{dist}(Y, \text{max}(\text{Dy})) \leftarrow \text{dist}(X, \text{Dx}), \text{arc}(X, Y, \text{Dxy}), \text{Dy} = \text{Dx} + \text{Dxy}, \\
 r_3 &: \text{mxdist}(Y, \text{Dy}) \leftarrow \text{dist}(Y, \text{Dy}).
\end{align*}
\]

The semi-naive fixpoint computation of our rules \( r_1 \) and \( r_2 \) so revised produces atoms that are dominated by other atoms produced at later steps. These non-maximal atoms are called provisional max atoms, and they are depicted as cancelled in the picture below, since they will be lost at later steps.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step 1</th>
<th>Step 2</th>
<th>Step 3</th>
<th>Step 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>\text{dist}(a, 0)</td>
<td>\text{dist}(b, 10), \text{dist}(c, 20)</td>
<td>\text{dist}(c, 28), \text{dist}(d, 32)</td>
<td>\text{dist}(d, 40)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Max (min) atoms that are not provisional are called final max (min) atoms. Then, with the fixpoint computation for \( \text{dist} \) completed Step 4, \( r_3 \) at Step 5 simply renames the final max atoms so obtained producing \( \text{mxdist}(a, 0), \text{mxdist}(b, 10), \text{mxdist}(c, 28) \) and \( \text{mxdist}(d, 40) \).

The minimal model of a monotonic program can be derived by an eager computation that, at each step, derives all the possible consequences of the current interpretation. A derivation that at each step only derives a non-empty subset of those consequences will be called judicious. Then, we have that a program with extrema has \( M \) as its stable model iff \( M \) can be derived via a judicious derivation that contains no provisional atom\(^\text{[1]}\).

For instance, the stratified derivation shown for Example 1 is a judicious one since the fixpoint computation of \( \text{dist} \) by rules \( r_1 \) and \( r_2 \) produces no provisional atom, and \( r_3 \) then selects from the atoms so generated the

\(^\text{[1]}\) We say that atom\((X_1, Y_1)\) dominates atom\((X_2, Y_2)\) when \(X_1 = X_2\) and \(Y_1 > Y_2\).
final max mxdist atoms. Indeed, the iterated fixpoint computation of every max-stratified program defines a judicious computation that produces its stable model.

On the other hand, although the eager computation in Example 2 contains provisional atoms, it still computes the stable model of our program. Indeed, after all those provisional atoms are cancelled during the fixpoint computation, we have a valid judicious derivation for the stable model of our program. Programs that have this property will be said to be resilient. The program in Example 2 is resilient.

The requirement that programs must have SMS is now widely accepted in the field because otherwise programs might not have sound logic-based semantics, as illustrated by the following example. Say, for instance, that users are only interested in nodes whose distance from a along the longest path is < 40, and they add the condition Dy<40 to r3 in Example 2. The modified program is still stratified and returns dist(a, 0), dist(b, 10), dist(c, 28) dist(d, 40) and mxdist(a, 0), mxdist(b, 10), mxdist(c, 28), which defines its stable model.

However, if Dy<40 is added to r2, instead of r3, then the eager computation generates the following derivation:

Example 3 (Eager computation for Example 2 after dist(c, 20) is added to r2):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step 1</th>
<th>Step 2</th>
<th>Step 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dist(a, 0)</td>
<td>dist(b, 10), dist(c, 20)</td>
<td>dist(c, 28), dist(d, 32)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Then in Step 4, r3 derives from these: mxdist(a, 0), mxdist(b, 10), mxdist(c, 28), mxdist(d, 32).

The logical problem with this outcome is that the atom dist(c, 20) is no longer in the result; thus, there is no justification for dist(d, 32) and mxdist(d, 32) to be in the answer.

Therefore, for Datalog programs with aggregates to produce logically sound results, the programs must have SMS. We will first discuss how to achieve this objective for programs with max and min, and then for programs with count, sum and average whose formal semantics is actually defined using max.

Pre-Mappable Extrema and Stable Model Semantics: In our previous examples, we have seen that an eager fixpoint computation produces a stable model for some queries but not for others. Thus programmers need simple criteria to guarantee that their programs belong to the first group (i.e., they are resilient) and the notion of pre-mappable (PreM) constraints [17] is introduced next to satisfy this requirement.

The mapping defined by a set of rules in a program is called their Immediate Consequence Operator (ICO) and it is denoted by T. Then, the constraint γ is said to be pre-mappable (PreM) to T when, for every interpretation I of P, we have that: γ(T(I)) = γ(T(γ(I))).

For instance, in rule r2 of Example 1, to find the maximal Dy for a given Y, we only need to consider the max Dx value for the X value that, via arc(X, Y, Dx), produces that Y. Thus, in Example 2, the constraint is_max(Y, Dy) applied to the head of r2 can be pre-applied to dist(X, Dx) in the body of the rule, and from there to the rules generating dist(X, Dx) in the previous step of the fixpoint computation without changing the results of the fixpoint computation. This PreM property allows us to transform Example 1 into Example 2 with assurance that the same mxdist results will be obtained. More recently, it was proved [16] that PreM also guarantees that recursive programs with extrema satisfying PreM have a SMS that can be computed using the fixpoint techniques now used in the efficient implementation of recursive queries by SQL and Datalog systems. General conditions for PreM to hold is a given program were discussed in [18].

The PreM property provides a very useful sufficient condition for recursive queries with aggregates to have a declarative SMS that can be computed quite efficiently using the techniques currently used for monotonic queries. Nevertheless, many queries have SMS although they do not satisfy PreM. For instance, consider Example 2 with Dy < 40 added to r2. Then, instead of using an eager derivation we can omit deriving dist(c, 20) at Step 2, and derive dist(c, 28) at Step 3: this completes a judicious derivation free of provisional atoms that thus delivers its stable model. In this revised program, the PreM property is lost and an eager fixpoint derivation does not produce its stable model, whereby other techniques, such as those discussed in the next sections are needed to compute it.
**Programs with MIN.** The formal properties of programs with min can be derived by duality from those of programs with max and imply that many min programs of practical interest have SMS. For instance, if we revise our examples to use min instead of max, we find that $r_2$ still satisfies $\mathcal{Pre}M$ after the addition of $\text{Dy} < 40$, and therefore an eager fixpoint computation can be used to compute its stable model. Moreover, the presence of cycles of positive length in $\text{graph}(\_, \_, \_)$ does not compromise the SMS of our min programs, since the second time a node $Y$ in the cycle is visited during derivation, its larger $\text{Dy}$ value is discarded, whereas in max queries larger values turn previous values into provisional ones. A wide range of classical graph algorithms can be expressed concisely using aggregates in recursive rules that have the $\mathcal{Pre}M$ property and are thus conducive to efficient and scalable implementations [8, 11, 13, 15]. In fact, along with other optimization techniques, the semi-naive fixpoint can be extended to programs with extrema, with the simple provision that the new atoms generated at each step will replace any provisional atom they dominate.

### 3 Semantics of Programs Using the Continuous Count and Final Count Aggregates

The OLAP functions of SQL introduced the continuous count aggregate which returns all positive integers up to the cardinality of the set. Continuous count will be denoted by $\text{mcnt}$, since it is monotonic in the lattice of set containment, i.e. if $S_1 \subseteq S_2$ then $\text{mcnt}(S_1) \subseteq \text{mcnt}(S_2)$. The final count $\text{fcnt}$ that computes the cardinality of a set can be expressed as the max of the monotonic count on the set. For instance, with $\text{bintbl}(\_, \_, \_)$ denoting an arbitrary binary table the following rule computes the cardinality of the set of distinct $Y$-values associated with a group-by value $X$:

$$r : \text{mcagr}(X, \text{mcnt}(Y)) \leftarrow \text{bintbl}(X, Y).$$

The semantics of this rule is as follows:

**Definition 1** (Defining the semantics of continuous monotonic count $\text{mcnt}$):

- $r_a : \text{mcnt}(X, 0) \leftarrow \text{bintbl}(X, \_).$
- $r_b : \text{mcnt}(X, C_1) \leftarrow \text{mcnt}(X, C), \text{bintbl}(X, Y), \text{onenext}(Y, (X, C), C_1 = C + 1.$
- $r_c : \text{mcagr}(X, \text{max}(C)) \leftarrow \text{mcnt}(X, C).$

The predicate $\text{onenext}(Y, (X, C))$ guarantees that, for each group-by value $X$, each value $Y$ is counted exactly once. In Datalog this can be expressed by replacing $\text{onenext}(Y, (X, C))$ in $r_b$ with the pair of goals $\text{choice}(X, C), Y), \text{choice}(X, Y, C)$, since programs that use the choice construct have SMS [7]. In the actual implementations, the use of the get_next construct, that visits the tuples in $\text{bintb}$ exactly once, guarantees that this constraint is never violated. Also observe that the zero count assigned by $r_a$ is always eliminated by $r_c$. Thus the semantics of the final count that compute the cardinality of the set can now be defined using $\text{mcnt}$ and max. For example, the semantics of the following rule:

$$\text{fcagr}(X, \text{fcnt}(Y)) \leftarrow \text{bintbl}(X, Y).$$

is defined by the following two rules:

- (a) : $\text{magr}(X, \text{mcnt}(Y)) \leftarrow \text{bintbl}(X, Y)$.
- (b) : $\text{fcagr}(X, \text{max}(C)) \leftarrow \text{magr}(X, C)$.

### A Bill of Materials (BoM) Example.

Here, $\text{basic}(\text{Part}, \text{Cost})$ is the price charged by the supplier of a part.

**Example 4** (basic describes the cost of basic parts, and arc defines the part-subpart graph):

- basic(a, 6.2). basic(b, 9.4). basic(c, 13.2). basic(d, 4.8). basic(e, 4.8). arc(a, f). arc(b, f). arc(c, f). arc(c, g). arc(d, g). arc(e, g). arc(f, g).

Assume now that we introduce the (somewhat artificial) notion of complex assemblies as those which are assembled from three or more components which are either basic parts or complex subassemblies. Then the following query returns the complex assemblies in our BoM.
Example 5 (Find the assemblies and the total count of basic parts they contain when this is \( \geq 3 \)):

\[
\begin{align*}
\rho_1 : \text{cassb}(\text{To},3) & \leftarrow \text{basic}(\text{To},_), C = 3. \\
\rho_2 : \text{cardc}(\text{To},\text{fcnt}(\text{Frm})) & \leftarrow \text{cassb}(\text{Frm},_), \text{arc}(\text{Frm}, \text{To}). \\
\rho_3 : \text{cassb}(\text{To},\text{Totcnt}) & \leftarrow \text{cardc}(\text{To},\text{Totcnt}), \text{Totcnt} \geq 3.
\end{align*}
\]

The semantics of this program is defined by the following program obtained by expanding \( \rho \) into rules \( \rho_a \) and \( \rho_b \) that express the computation of \text{fcnt} aggregate via \text{mcnt} and \text{max}:

Example 6 (Defining the semantics of \text{fcnt} in Example 5 as the \text{max} of \text{mcnt}):

\[
\begin{align*}
\rho_1 : \text{cassb}(\text{To},2000) & \leftarrow \text{basic}(\text{To},_). \\
\rho_{2a} : \text{cardc}(\text{To},\text{mcnt}(\text{Frm})) & \leftarrow \text{cassb}(\text{Frm},_), \text{arc}(\text{Frm}, \text{To}). \\
\rho_{2b} : \text{mxcard}(\text{To},\text{max}(\text{C})) & \leftarrow \text{cardc}(\text{To},\text{C}). \\
\rho_3 : \text{cassb}(\text{To},\text{Totcnt}) & \leftarrow \text{mxcard}(\text{To},\text{Totcnt}), \text{Totcnt} \geq 3.
\end{align*}
\]

The \text{max} aggregate is the only non-monotonic construct in this program. Therefore, to achieve SMS, we must find a judicious derivation that does not produce any provisional \text{max}. One such derivation could e.g. use \( \rho_1 \) and \( \rho_{2a} \) to produce \text{cardc}(f,3) and \text{cardc}(g,3). At this point, our judicious derivation produces \text{mxcard}(f,3) but not \text{mxcard}(g,3). Then, from \text{mxcard}(f,3) we derive \text{cassb}(f,3). From this, we derive \text{cardc}(g,4), which yields \text{mxcard}(g,4) and \text{cassb}(g,4). Since this derivation has produced no provisional \text{max}, SMS is guaranteed. On the other hand, an eager computation would have used \text{cardc}(g,3) to produce \text{mxcard}(g,3) before deriving \text{mxcard}(g,4) and \text{cassb}(g,4), which remove the provisional \text{mxcard}(g,3) but not \text{cassb}(g,3). Thus we cannot use the eager fixpoint technology of our current systems to compute the stable model for this program. As we look for a solution, we see that there is a simple one that consists in revising \( \rho_3 \) into the following rule:

\[
\rho'_3 : \text{cassb}(\text{To},\text{max}(\text{Totcnt})) \leftarrow \text{mxcard}(\text{To},\text{Totcnt}), \text{Totcnt} \geq 3.
\]

The \text{max-enhanced} version of the program so obtained has the same SMS as the original program and its eager fixpoint computation produces its stable model, thus we will say that our program is \text{quasi-resilient}. While many programs of interest are quasi resilient, others are not, and no max enhancement will deliver their SMS. For instance, say that we add the additional goal \( \text{Totcnt} < 4 \); then, the stable model for this program contains \text{cassb}(f,3), but it does neither contains \text{cassb}(g,3) nor \text{cassb}(g,4). However the fixpoint of its max-enhanced version now contains \text{cassb}(g,3). Thus the max-enhancement here neither preserves the original SMS nor it makes it resilient. To address this situation, users must be provided with (i) criteria to recognize programs that can be max-enhanced into equivalent programs that are resilient, and (ii) more general implementation methods for programs that have a SMS but do not belong to group (i). The notion of \text{Reverse PreMappability} (R\text{PreM} ) provides a simple answer to (i). With \( T \) denoting the the ICO of one or more rule, we will say that R\text{PreM} holds for \( T \) if \( \gamma(T(I)) = T(\gamma(I)) \) for every \( I \). Since \text{PreM} holds for \text{max} in rule \( \rho_3 \), \text{max} can be introduced into this rule without changing the result; indeed, it only enforces the max constraint on atoms generated from rule \( \rho_{2b} \), i.e. atoms that already satisfy the max constraint. However if we instead use rule \( \rho'_3 \), then \text{a max atom, such as} \text{mxcard}(g,4) \text{obtained from} \rho_{2b}, \text{will be filtered out by the} < 4 \text{condition, whereby} \rho'_3 \text{will now return} \text{mxcard}(g,3) \text{as max: a clear violation of SMS. Therefore, to realize the SMS for the program with the} < 4 \text{condition, we need different solutions, such as the one that relies on the pre-counting technique discussed in the next section.}

**Dealing with Duplicates.** Duplicates are immaterial for extrema because of their idempotence property, but not for the other aggregates a special notation is needed to specify that duplicates are not excluded from the computation. Say for instance that we have a ternary table \text{terntbl}(A1, A2, A3) and for each value of A1 we
would like to count all occurrences of \( A2 \), where every occurrences of \( A2 \) associated with different \( A3 \) value contributes to the count. Then, instead of the following rule,

\[
\text{dbagr}(X, \text{fcnt}(\langle Y, Z \rangle)) \leftarrow \text{terntbl}(X, Y, Z).
\]  

(2)

we can use the rule (3) below with the special duplicate notation that will also be used for sum and average:

\[
\text{dbagr}(X, \text{fcnt}(\langle Y, Z \rangle)) \leftarrow \text{terntbl}(X, Y, Z).
\]  

(3)

4 Queries Using Sum and Average.

The semantics of the sum of the elements in a set can be specified by adding up its elements while counting them so that the sum value associated with the final count can be returned.

Consider for instance the following example that for each assembly derives the total of the costs of the basic parts it uses, by adding up those of its subparts. The notation \( \text{sum}(\text{Cost}, \text{Frm}) \) denote that duplicate \( \text{Cost} \) from different subparts \( \text{Frm} \) all contribute to the sum.

Example 7 (For each assembly, find the total cost of the basic parts it uses):

\[
\rho_1 : \text{pcst}(\text{To}, \text{Cost}) \leftarrow \text{basic}(\text{To}, \text{Cost}).
\]

\[
\rho_2 : \text{ragr}(\text{To}, \text{sum}(\text{Cost}, \text{Frm})) \leftarrow \text{pcst}(\text{Frm}, \text{Cost}), \text{arc}(\text{Frm}, \text{To}).
\]

\[
\rho_3 : \text{pcst}(\text{To}, \text{Cost}) \leftarrow \text{ragr}(\text{To}, \text{Cost}).
\]

Now, the computation of \( \text{sum}(\text{Cost}, \text{Frm}) \) requires (a) an initial step where count and sum are initialized to zero, (b) an iterative step that adds one to the current count and adds the new \( \text{Cost} \) to the current sum, and (c) a final max step that selects the final count, which is used to return the final sum value associated with it.

Example 8 (The max-based formal semantics for Example 7):

\[
\rho_1 : \text{pcst}(\text{To}, \text{Cst}) \leftarrow \text{basic}(\text{To}, \text{Cst}).
\]

\[
\rho_{2a} : \text{rsum}(\text{To}, C, S) \leftarrow \text{pcst}(\text{Frm}, _{\text{_}}), \text{arc}(\text{Frm}, \text{To}), C = 0, S = 0.
\]

\[
\rho_{2b} : \text{rsum}(\text{To}, C_{1}, S_{1}) \leftarrow \text{pcst}(\text{Frm}, C_{\text{t}}), \text{arc}(\text{Frm}, \text{To}), \text{rsum}(\text{To}, C, S), \text{onextr}(C_{\text{st}}, \text{Frm}, (\text{To}), C), C_{1}=C+1, S_{1}=S+C_{\text{st}}.
\]

\[
\rho_{2c} : \text{ragr}(\text{To}, \text{max}(C)) \leftarrow \text{rsum}(\text{To}, C, _{\text{_}}).
\]

\[
\rho_3 : \text{pcst}(\text{To}, \text{Cst}) \leftarrow \text{ragr}(\text{To}, \text{Fcnt}), \text{rsum}(\text{To}, \text{Fcnt}, \text{Cst}).
\]

To define the semantics of average, rule \( \rho_3 \) above will be modified to return \( \text{Cst}/\text{Fcnt} \) instead of \( \text{Cst} \).

As we now investigate the declarative and operational semantics of this example, we see that we can assume that no cycle exists in the BoM part-subpart graph, no provisional max value is ever generated by \( \rho_{2c} \) and SMS is thus guaranteed. However, when it comes to operational semantics, the situation of sum is quite different from that of count; this can be easily seen by comparing rule \( \rho_{2a} \) in Example 6, where successive count values are ignored by \( \text{cssb}(\text{From}, _{\text{_}}) \), against rule \( \rho_{2b} \) in Example 8 in which successive values are cumulatively added incorrectly to the sum. Thus, except for special cases, such as that of perfectly balanced trees, an eager computation will not deliver the correct sum value. To realize SMS, we must therefore revise the original program to make sure that, for each node, the \( \text{Cst} \) contributions of its predecessors are added all at once. One technique to achieve that is the pre-counting approach used in \( \text{[12]} \) which will compute the sum at a node only after the sum is computed at each of its immediate predecessors. To implement this technique, the program in Example 7 is revised into that in Example 9 below, by the addition of rule \( \rho_0 \) that precomputes the in-degree of each node. Then, \( \rho_2 \) is modified into \( \rho_2 \) to keep count of the number of a node’s immediate predecessors that have so far contributed to its sum. Thus, the correct final sum value used in \( \rho_3 \) is the one obtained when count is equal to the in-degree of the node. In passing, observe that \( \rho_3 \) also illustrates how multiple aggregates sharing the same group-by value can be specified in the head of a rule.

\footnote{Using the max of the continuous count on the set elements does not identify their sum when negative numbers are present.}
Example 9 (Cost of nodes by pre-computing the number of their incoming arcs):

\[
\begin{align*}
\bar{\rho}_0 : \text{indgr}(\text{To}, \text{fcnt}(\text{Frm})) &\leftarrow \text{arc}(\text{Frm}, \text{To}). \\
\bar{\rho}_1 : \text{pcst}(\text{To}, \text{Cost}) &\leftarrow \text{basic}(\text{To}, \text{Cost}). \\
\bar{\rho}_2 : \text{ragr}(\text{To}, \text{sum}(\text{Cost}, \text{Frm}), \text{fcnt}(\text{Frm})) &\leftarrow \text{pcst}(\text{Frm}, \text{Cost}), \text{arc}(\text{Frm}, \text{To}). \\
\bar{\rho}_3 : \text{pcst}(\text{To}, \text{Cost}) &\leftarrow \text{ragr}(\text{To}, \text{Cost}, \text{NNods}), \text{indgr}(\text{To}, \text{NNods}).
\end{align*}
\]

Thus we have now a program where the eager FPC realizes its SMS, returning the same \text{pcst}(\text{To}, \text{Cost}) atoms as the original program. Pre-counting is also applicable to programs with count and average and represents a simple technique to derive an efficient and scalable fixpoint computation for programs that have a declarative SMS. However, in the simple form we have discussed, pre-counting relies on the assumption that all the nodes are reachable from basic parts. When that is not the case, more complex programs could be used to compute the actual count of immediate predecessors of a node reachable form the basic parts. Alternatively, the Group-by Layering technique described in [16] can be used to avoid the generation of provisional values, by delaying the derivation of each group-by node until a derivation step where the last of its predecessors is computed. In acyclic graphs, this step could be determined using topological sorting, but this requires a complex Datalog program and implies the serialization of nodes that could be computed in parallel. The technique described in [16] instead computes for each node its maximum distance from basic nodes and is amenable to parallelism.

5 Parallelism and Layered Computation.

By applying pre-counting on Example 7 we obtained Example 9 where the computation a new node is started only after it is completed at its predecessors. In many applications of interest, this kind of revision is not needed since the completion conditions that enable the fixpoint computation to realize SMS follow directly from the structure of the program and the parallelization strategy used by the system. Among such applications, we find those using algorithms such as Markov-Chains, Lloyd’s Clustering and Batch Gradient Descent.

Markov Chains. This algorithm is interesting because of its similarity to the Page Rank algorithm that led to Map-Reduce. Thus, in Example 10 we assume a database of facts \text{mov}(\text{Frm}, \text{To}, \text{Perc}) where \text{Perc} denotes the fraction of population that every year relocates from city \text{Frm} to city \text{To}. For each city, there is also a non-zero arc from the city back to itself showing the fraction of people who remain in the same city. Therefore, the sum of \text{Perc} for the arcs leaving a city (i.e., a node) is equal to one.

Now, assuming that initially every city has a population of 100,000 people we would like to determine how the population evolves over the years. Also to assure termination, we stop the computation after 999 steps (i.e., a number of steps that is normally sufficient for the computation to either converge to a final state or reveal that no convergence should be expected). Then, we can use the following program, where \text{sum}(\text{In}, \text{Frm}) adds up the \text{In} contributions from all \text{Frm} cities, without discarding duplicate \text{In} values coming from different \text{Frm} cities:

Example 10 (The Markov Chains algorithm):

\[
\begin{align*}
\rho_1 : \text{markv}(1, \text{Cit}, \text{Pop}) &\leftarrow \text{mov}(\text{Cit}, \text{To}, \_), \text{Pop} = 100000. \\
\rho_2 : \text{next}(J, \text{To}, \text{sum}(\text{In}, \text{Frm})) &\leftarrow \text{markv}(J, \text{Frm}, \text{Pop}), \text{mov}(\text{Frm}, \text{To}, \text{Perc}), \text{In} = \text{Pop} \times \text{Perc}. \\
\rho_3 : \text{markv}(J1, \text{Cit}, \text{Pop}) &\leftarrow \text{next}(J, \text{Cit}, \text{Pop}), J \leq 999, J1 = J + 1.
\end{align*}
\]

Observe that we have here a program that is locally stratified by the value of the first argument in \text{markv}, whereby SMS hold. The same conclusion follows by representing as a directed arc the dependency from the group-by arguments \text{markv}(J, \text{Frm}, \_ ) in \rho_2 to \text{markv}(J1, \text{Cit}, \_ ) in the head of \rho_3. Since \text{J1} = \text{J+1} the graph so established is acyclic, and this provides yet another proof that declarative SMS holds.

Now, for an operational semantics that correctly realizes the SMS of this program, we can observe that the number of incoming arcs representing the population that migrate into a city each year remains the same, and thus
we can use the pre-counting approach previously described. Then, the head $\rho_2$ will be extended with an additional argument that counts the number of contributions added so far. Then, $\rho_3$ ignores the sum values produced by $\rho_2$, until the count argument equals the pre-counted in-degree of the node. The stable model for the program generated by this pre-computing transformation is then computed by the eager derivation that is conducive to scalability via stale-synchronous parallelism [4][16].

However, other solutions are available and actually preferable in Datalog systems that support more advanced operational semantics. Indeed some Datalog compilers [2] will recognize the explicit local stratification that holds for the group-by argument in our rules, and arrange for an evaluation where all computations at level $J+1$ are performed after the $J^{th}$-level ones are completed. In these Datalog systems, the stable model for Example [10] can be computed with no revision required in the program. The same conclusion holds for systems designed to support bulk-synchronous parallelism (BSP) in which a new distribution-computation cycle at level $J+1$ is not started until the completion of the previous cycle, in which aggregates at group-by level $J$ were evaluated. This approach achieves high parallel performance [9].

**Applications Requiring a Combination of Different Aggregates.** Queries that combine multiple aggregates can express concisely a broad spectrum of advanced algorithms that support graph, data mining and ML applications with superior performance and scalability [3][8–15]. For instance, we next discuss Lloyd’s clustering algorithm that combines sum, average and min aggregates.

**K-means Clustering:** We are given a large set of $D$-dimensional points. Each point is described by a unique $\text{Pno}$ and its coordinate values in each of the $D$ dimensions, i.e., by $D$ facts conforming to the following template: $\text{point}(\text{Pno}, \text{Dim}, \text{Value}).$ We also have a small set of centroids, for which we generate an initial assignment $\text{center}(0, \text{Cno}, \text{Dim}, \text{Val})$ by the predicate $\text{init}(\text{Cno}, \text{Dim}, \text{Val})$ defined using any of the simple techniques described in the literature. Then, Lloyd’s clustering algorithm can be expressed concisely as shown in Example [11].

**Example 11 (Clustering a lá Lloyd):**

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{r}_0 : & \text{center}(J, \text{Cno}, \text{Dim}, \text{Val}) \leftarrow \text{init}(\text{Cno}, \text{Dim}, \text{Val}), J = 0. \\
\text{r}_1 : & \text{cdist}(J_1, \text{Pno}, \text{Cno}, \text{sum}(\text{SqD})) \leftarrow \text{point}(\text{Pno}, \text{Dim}, \text{Val}), \text{center}(J_0, \text{Cno}, \text{Dim}, \text{CVal}). \\
& \quad \text{SqD} = (\text{Val} - \text{CVal}) \ast (\text{Val} - \text{CVal}), J_1 = J_0 + 1. \\
\text{r}_2 : & \text{mdist}(J_2, \text{Pno}, \text{min}(\text{DSm}, \text{Cno})) \leftarrow \text{cdist}(J_1, \text{Pno}, \text{Cno}, \text{DSm}), J_2 = J_1 + 1. \\
\text{r}_3 : & \text{center}(J_0, \text{Cno}, \text{Dim}, \text{avg}(\text{Val}, \text{Pno})) \leftarrow \text{mdist}(J_2, \text{Pno}, [\_ , \text{Cno}]), \text{points}(\text{Pno}, \text{Dim}, \text{Val}), J_2 \leq 999, J_0 = J_2 + 1.
\end{align*}
\]

At each step J Example [11] computes the quadratic distance of each point from each centroid, so that $r_2$ can select for each point the centroid closest to it. Then, for each centroid, $r_3$ recomputes its position by averaging the coordinates of the points that have this as their nearest centroid.\(^3\)

This program is structurally similar to the Markov Chains program of Example [10] and the two programs have similar properties in terms of declarative and operational semantics. In fact, the first argument in the heads of their rules define an explicit stratification that implies SMS. Moreover, since the cardinality of $\text{Pno}$ and $\text{Cno}$ sets remain constant throughout the computation, we can use the pre-counting approach to construct the stable model by an eager fixpoint computation that is conducive to SSP scalability. However, with bulk-synchronous parallelism (BSP) the SMS of this program can be realized quite naturally and efficiently by simply synchronizing the BSP steps with the first arguments in the head of the rule, i.e., with $J_0$, $J_1$, $J_2$. This guarantees that the declarative and operational semantics of our programs are completely aligned and conducive to efficient implementations.

\(^3\)Thus min assume a total ordering where $[X_1, Y_1] \leq [X_2, Y_2]$ holds if $X_1 < X_2$ or if $X_1 = X_2$ and $Y_1 \leq Y_2$. This ordering is easily extended to lists of arbitrary length.
that are scalable via BSP. In fact, Lloyd’s algorithm is among the several data mining algorithms implemented on Apache Spark using Datalog with recursive aggregates. The performance and scalability of these algorithms have undergone extensive experimentation, showing that they perform as well or better than the same algorithms expressed by lengthy procedural-language programs [18,9,11,13,15].

**Expressing ML Applications** The problem of supporting efficient and scalable ML applications concisely expressed as Datalog queries with aggregates was studied in [12]. For instance, to support gradient descend, we can use a verticalized representation \( vtrain(\text{Id, C, V, Y}) \) for the training set, where \( \text{Id} \) denotes the id of a training instance, \( Y \) denotes its label, \( C \) and \( V \) denote the dimension and the value along that dimension, respectively. Then a Batch Gradient Descent application can be expressed by the program in Example 12 where

- \( \text{model}(J, C, P) \) is the training model in verticalized form, where \( J \) is the iteration counter \( C \) is a dimension in the model, and \( P \) is the parameter value for that dimension.
- \( \text{gradient}(J, C, D) \) contains the gradient result \( G \) at iteration \( J \) for the \( C^{th} \) dimension.
- \( \text{predict}(J, \text{Id}, \text{YP}) \) represents the intermediate prediction results, where \( \text{Id} \) denotes the id of the training instance, and \( \text{YP} \) its the predicted \( y \) value at iteration \( J \).

Firstly, the model is initialized according to some predefined mechanisms in \( r_0 \) (Here we use 0.01). Then the function \( f \) is used to make predictions on all training instances according to the model obtained in the previous iteration in \( r_1 \). Next the gradient is computed by the function \( g \) (derived according to the loss function \( L \)) using the predicted results in \( r_2 \). Finally, in \( r_3 \) the model is updated w.r.t the gradients (and optional regularization \( \Omega \)). Here, \( lr \) denotes the learning rate and \( n \) is the number of training instances. Then, the training process moves on to the next iteration.

**Example 12 (Batch Gradient Descent (BGD)):**

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{r}_0 & : \text{model}(J, C, P) \leftarrow vtrain(\_C, \_C, \_), J = 0, P = 0.01. \\
\text{r}_1 & : \text{predict}(J, \text{Id}, \text{sum}(Y_0)) \leftarrow vtrain(\text{Id, C, V, }\_), \text{model}(J, C, P), Y_0 = f(V, P), J_1 = J + 1. \\
\text{r}_2 & : \text{gradient}(J_2, C, \text{sum}(G_0)) \leftarrow vtrain(\text{Id, C, V, Y}), \text{predict}(J_1, \text{Id, YP}), G_0 = g(YP, Y, V), J_2 = J_1 + 1. \\
\text{r}_3 & : \text{model}(J, C, NP) \leftarrow \text{model}(J, C, P), \text{gradient}(J, C, G), \\
& \quad NP = P - lr \times (G/n + O(P)), J = J_3 + 1.
\end{align*}
\]

As in previous two examples, the \( J \) argument in the group-by establishes a structure that guarantees SMS and superior scalability via BSP. The same is true for a wide spectrum of ML algorithms that can be expressed with different functions \( f, g, \Omega \) in above program. In particular, the Mini-batch Gradient Descent (MGD) require only minor changes to above queries [12].

**6 Conclusion**

The usage of aggregates in recursive Datalog programs entails a concise expression for very powerful algorithms that combine a formal declarative SMS with a powerful and scalable fixpoint-based operational semantics. This paper has unified the semantics of programs with different aggregates by turning them all into equivalent programs with extrema, and thus significantly simplified the verification of their SMS by reducing it to the exclusion of provisional extrema from the derivation. Using the \( \text{PreM} \) property we identified a large class of resilient or quasi-resilient programs for which the current implementation techniques used in Datalog provide an efficient and SSP-scalable implementation of their SMS. For programs that do not belong to this class, the paper proposed simple rewriting techniques, such as pre-counting to realign their operational semantics with declarative one. Finally in many programs of practical interest, the synchronized execution produced by SSP also guarantees the

---

\[\text{For instance, the corresponding procedural version requires twenty-fold the lines of codes used in Example 11.}\]
correct derivation of their SMS. These findings suggest that many big-data algorithms that are now developed using procedural languages can instead be developed directly using query languages, including SQL, since recursive Datalog queries with aggregates, can be translated into equivalent SQL queries, as discussed in the appendix.
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A Aggregates in Recursive SQL Queries

The single source shortest path Datalog query of Example 1 can be expressed in SQL.

**Example 13 (SSSP on base table: edge(Src: int, Dst: int, Cost: double) by stratified SQL):**

```sql
WITH recursive sssp (Dst, Cost) AS
  (SELECT "a", 0)
UNION
  (SELECT edge.Dst, sssp.Cost + edge.Cost
   FROM sssp, edge WHERE sssp.Dst = edge.Src)
SELECT Dst, MIN(Cost) AS minCost FROM sssp GROUP BY Dst
```

To express the query of Example 2 by a compact representation, we will assume that the aggregate columns, such as MIN(Cost) are implicitly grouped by the other columns in SELECT: i.e., by Dst for the example at hand.

**Example 14 (SSSP on base table: edge(Src: int, Dst: int, Cost: double) by unstratified SQL):**

```sql
WITH recursive sssp (Dst, min(Cost) AS minCost GROUP BY Dst) AS
  (SELECT "a", 0)
UNION
  (SELECT edge.Dst, sssp.minCost + edge.Cost
   FROM sssp, edge WHERE sssp.Dst = edge.Src)
SELECT Dst, minCost FROM sssp
```

Similar translations apply to the other examples and aggregates discussed in the paper, with the provision that the keywords ALL and DISTINCT will be added to specify their behavior in the presence of duplicates.
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Abstract

In order to deliver a coherent user experience, product aggregators such as market places or price portals integrate product offers from many web shops into a single product categorization hierarchy. Recently, transformer models have shown remarkable performance on various NLP tasks. These models are pre-trained on huge cross-domain text corpora using self-supervised learning and fine-tuned afterwards for specific downstream tasks. Research from other application domains indicates that additional self-supervised pre-training using domain-specific text corpora can further increase downstream performance without requiring additional task-specific training data. In this paper, we first show that transformers outperform a more traditional fastText-based classification technique on the task of assigning product offers from different web shops into a product hierarchy. Afterwards, we investigate whether it is possible to improve the performance of the transformer models by performing additional self-supervised pre-training using different corpora of product offers, which were extracted from the Common Crawl. Our experiments show that by using large numbers of related product offers for masked language modelling, it is possible to increase the performance of the transformer models by 1.22% in wF1 and 1.36% in hF1 reaching a performance of nearly 89% wF1.

A Introduction

Product aggregators like market places or price portals support customers in finding the right offer for their desired product. To ensure a good customer experience, product aggregators integrate heterogeneous product offers from large numbers of online shops into their own product categorization hierarchy. This hierarchical product classification task is a major challenge for product aggregators as most shops use their own proprietary categorization hierarchy as well as diverse titles and descriptions for the same product. A promising technique to improve hierarchical product classification are pre-trained transformer models [5, 14]. These pre-trained transformer models have recently shown success for many NLP tasks [2, 3, 12, 13, 19, 22]. The training of transformer models involves two steps [2, 3]:

1. Pre-Training: The model is pre-trained on a huge corpus of texts from books, news, online forums and stories using self-supervised Masked Language Modelling (MLM).

2. Fine-Tuning: The pre-trained model is fine-tuned for downstream tasks using task-specific training data.
During pre-training the model acquires general knowledge on language representation. This knowledge can be applied to solve downstream tasks. In related work the pre-training step is extended by additionally pre-training the transformer model on domain-specific text corpora \([4, 5, 7, 23]\). In these works, the extended self-supervised pre-training results in improved performance on downstream tasks.

Motivated by these findings, we investigate whether additional pre-training using heterogeneous product offers from the Web can improve hierarchical product classification. For this purpose, we use product offers, which the Web Data Commons project has extracted from the Common Crawl. For identifying product offers and their attributes, the project relies on schema.org annotations in the HTML pages of the web shops \([20]\). The annotations enable the reliable extraction of the offer’s title, the description of the offered product, as well as the offer’s categorization within the proprietary categorization hierarchy of the specific web shop. The heterogeneous category values are of special interest, because the categories contain information about the product classification of the web shop. While being heterogeneous and web shop specific, previous work has show that this knowledge about product categories is beneficial for categorizing products into a single central product hierarchy \([9, 17]\).

We experiment with three different product corpora for pre-training that differ in size and relatedness to the downstream task. Through these different characteristics we measure the influence of size and relatedness of the pre-training corpus on the downstream hierarchical product classification task. Additionally, we experiment with different hierarchical classification methods. The methods combine RoBERTa\(_{\text{base}}\) with various classification heads in order to evaluate different approaches for exploiting the product hierarchy. We evaluate the classification methods using two product classification tasks involving product offers from many different web shops.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:

- We are the first to show that the performance of transformer models can be improved for the task of hierarchical product classification by performing additional pre-training using a corpus of related product offers.
- We show that using related product offers results in a better performance compared to randomly sampled product offers.

This paper is structured as follows: Section \(\text{B}\) introduces the classification models that will later be used for the experiments. Section \(\text{C}\) describes the evaluation tasks. While Section \(\text{D}\) presents the results of baseline experiments without additional language modelling. The effects of domain-specific MLM for hierarchical product classification are investigated in Section \(\text{E}\). Section \(\text{F}\) discusses related work. All data and code needed to replicate the results are available online \([4]\).

### B Classification models

The architecture of all classification models is composed of a pre-trained RoBERTa\(_{\text{base}}\) transformer model and a task-specific classification head. RoBERTa\(_{\text{base}}\) is chosen due to its recent success on related Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks \([3]\). Additionally, for one baseline model RoBERTa\(_{\text{base}}\) is replaced by fastText\(_{\text{5}}\), a state of the art neural network architecture for language representations \([1]\). For the classification the RoBERTa\(_{\text{base}}\) model encodes the input text of the product offer. The first token of the encoded product offer is handed over to the classification head. Based on the first token, also referred to as [CLS] token, the classification head predicts a category for each product hierarchy level. Since it can be assumed that the product hierarchy contains valuable information, the given product classification challenge is tackled with three different classification heads. These

\begin{itemize}
  \item [\text{http://webdatacommons.org/largescaleproductcorpus/v2/}]
  \item [\text{https://commoncrawl.org/}]
  \item [\text{https://schema.org/}]
  \item [\text{https://github.com/wbsg-uni-mannheim/productCategorization}]
  \item [\text{https://github.com/facebookresearch/fasttext}]
\end{itemize}
classification heads try to exploit the upfront known product hierarchy. The three approaches are referred to as flat classification, hierarchical softmax and Recurrent Neural Network (RNN).

**B.1 Flat Classification**

For the flat classification, a linear layer makes a prediction based on the [CLS] token. As this classification approach only assigns product offers to lowest level of categories, the parent categories are inferred using the product hierarchy. For training a cross-entropy loss is used.

**B.2 Hierarchical Softmax**

The hierarchical softmax classification head predicts the category path with the highest probability for a product offer. To arrive at a probability for a category path, one local classifier is trained for each category in the product hierarchy. The local classifier predicts the probability of a category to be part of the category path. The product of all local predictions along a category path is the probability of a category path to be predicted for a product offer. Using softmax the most probable category path among all category paths is chosen. The input of the local classifiers is the transformer’s [CLS] token. For training the cross-entropy loss is calculated per local classifier and per global category path. The combined loss deals with both the local impact of a single classifier and the global impact of a combination of classifiers along a category path.

**B.3 Recurrent Neural Network**

For the third classification head a RNN sequentially predicts a category for each level in the product hierarchy. The input for this classification head are the transformer’s [CLS] token and a hidden state with the same size as the [CLS] token. Based [CLS] token and hidden state a linear layer predicts the category for the current product hierarchy level. A second linear layer updates the hidden state. The updated hidden state is fed back into the RNN to predict the next level in the product hierarchy. This procedure is repeated until a category is predicted for each level in the product hierarchy. During training the cross-entropy loss is calculated for each predicted category.

**C Evaluation Tasks**

This section introduces the hierarchical product classification tasks that are used for the evaluation. The objective of the tasks is to assign product offers from different web shops to the correct categories in a single central product hierarchy.

**C.1 MWPD Task**

The MWPD task was used at the Mining the Web of Product Data (MWPD) challenge[^11] for benchmarking. The MWPD challenge was part of the International Semantic Web Conference (ISWC2020). In the product classification task of the MWPD challenge participants have to sort product offers from different web shops into the GS1 Global Product Classification standard (GPC[^11]). GPC classifies product offers into a product hierarchy based on their essential properties and their relationship to other products. For the gold standard of the MWPD product classification data set the extracted product offers are manually assigned to the first three levels of the GPC.

C.2 Icecat/WDC222 Task

The training set of the Icecat/WDC222 task is built based on the Open Icecat product data catalogue. The Open Icecat product data catalog provides well maintained and normalized product information. For this work the attributes title, description, category and Global Trade Item Number (GTIN) are considered. For the classification the first three levels of the product hierarchy are considered. In order to evaluate whether a classifier is able to correctly classify heterogeneous product offers, the test set of the Icecat/WDC222 task consists of selected product offers from the Web Data Commons (WDC) Product Corpus. This corpus contains offers from 79 thousand different websites, which use schema.org annotations. Using the GTIN the product offers are assigned to one out of 222 leaf categories in the Icecat product hierarchy. All assignments are manually verified. For all product offers the values of the attributes title, descriptions and GTIN are extracted. As the Icecat training set contains normalized product offers and the WDC222 test set contains heterogeneous product offers, the Icecat/WDC222 task measures the transferability of a classifier trained on clean product offers and transferred to a scenario involving heterogeneous product offers.

Table 1 shows that the MWPD training set is small compared to the training set of the Icecat use case, but the product offers of the MWPD task are drawn from a comparably large number of different hosts. The WDC222 test set is again rather small but covers more hosts than the Icecat training set. These high numbers of hosts are an indication for more heterogeneity, because the product offers are differently represented by different hosts. The analysis of the median and maximum number of records per category of both use cases as shown in Table 2 reveals that the distribution of product offers among the categories is skewed towards a small number of categories. This distribution is common for hierarchical classification tasks. The missing description values of the Icecat/WDC222 task are a sign that the description might harm a classifier’s performance if the classifier is trained on the Icecat training set and applied to the WDC222 test set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MWPD</td>
<td>10,012</td>
<td>3,107</td>
<td>1,547</td>
<td>878</td>
<td>396</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Icecat/WDC222</td>
<td>765,743</td>
<td>2,984</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>2.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Evaluation Task Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation Task</th>
<th>Data Set</th>
<th>Median No. Characters</th>
<th>Missing Values</th>
<th>Median No. Characters</th>
<th>Median No. Records per Category</th>
<th>Maximum No. Records per Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MWPD</td>
<td>Train</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3,228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWPD</td>
<td>Test</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Icecat/WDC222</td>
<td>Train</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>29.65%</td>
<td>1,099</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>145,020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Icecat/WDC222</td>
<td>Test</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>22.72%</td>
<td>140.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>516</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Attribute Statistics
D Baseline Experiments

In order to set baselines, we apply the classification models described in Section B to both evaluation tasks that were introduced in Section C. This section describes the setup as well as the results of the baseline experiments.

D.1 Evaluation Metrics

We use the average weighted F1 (wF1) score and the hierarchical F1 (hF1) score to evaluate the performance of the different models. Both scores are designed for hierarchical classification tasks [10,11]. The wF1 score is calculated as proposed by the organisers of the MWPD challenge and shown in equation 4 [11].

\[
\text{Average weighted F1 (wF1)} = \sum_{j=1}^{L} \frac{1}{L} \sum_{i=1}^{K_j} \frac{n_i}{N} F_i
\]

First, the F1 score of every category i in the hierarchy is calculated. To calculate the weighted F1 score per hierarchy level, the F1_i score for each category i is weighted by number of true instances n_i for each category i divided by the total number of instances N across all categories K on a specific hierarchy level. For the hF1 score all target and prediction categories of the different levels in the product hierarchy are considered to calculate the F1 score. This way the hF1 score is suitable for hierarchical classification tasks, as it directs higher credit to partially correct classifications, considers the distance of errors to the correct category and errors higher up in the hierarchy are punished more severely [10]. Additionally, McNemar’s significance test is applied to verify significantly different model performances on the test set [21]. For the test it is determined if a classifier’s prediction is correct or incorrect first. Second, the numbers of correctly predicted product offers by the first classifier and incorrectly predicted product offers by the second classifier (correct/ incorrect) and vice versa (incorrect/ correct) are calculated. Using these numbers of correct/ incorrect and incorrect/ correct predictions as well as a significance level of 0.01, McNemar’s test determines if the proportion of errors and consequently the performance of the two compared classifiers on the test set is significantly different.

D.2 Experimental Setup

We use the following hyperparameter setting for the experiments: The learning rate is set to 3e-5 for the Icecat/WDC222 task and to 5e-5 for the MWPD task. We use a batch size of 8 and a linear weight decay of 0.01. All fine-tuning experiments are run for 25 epochs on the MWPD data set and 10 epochs on the Icecat/WDC222 data set. The different learning rates and numbers of epochs are a result of multiple experiment runs. In this setting the average results on the test set over three randomly initialized runs are reported for every experiment. For McNemar’s test a majority voting among the results of the different runs is performed. As input for the classification models the values of the attributes title and description are lowercased and excessive white-spaces are removed. For the experiments in this section a RoBERTa_base model is used to obtain a product representation, which is consumed by different classification heads to obtain a classification.

D.3 Results

The naming convention <input attributes>-<transformer model>-<head> is used to refer to the different models. If the value of <input attribute> is "1", only the title is used as input. If the value of <input attribute> is "2", both title and description are used as input. In this section <transformer model> is either "base" for RoBERTa_base or "fast" for fastText. The value of <head> refers to one of the classification heads introduced in Section B "flat", "hier" for hierarchical or "rnn". Experiments with the same capital letter in the column "Same Error Rate" share the same error proportion on the test set according to the significance test. Otherwise the experiment’s error proportion is significantly different. The experimental results for the MWPD task are shown in Table 5. Setting
the results of the model 2-fast-flat into context to the other models shows that all transformer-based approaches outperform the fastText baseline model. A comparison of the models 1-base-flat and 2-base-flat reveals that adding the description as input improves the performance of the classification. The performance difference of the models 2-base-flat and 2-base-rnn is not significant and 2-base-hierarchical performs worse than the other two models. Thus, 2-base-flat is chosen as baseline model for the experiments with domain-specific language modelling as described in Section E. Table 4 shows the results of the different models for the Icecat/WDC222 task. Again, the fastText based model 1-fast-flat is outperformed by the transformer-based models. The comparison of the models 1-base-flat and 2-base-flat shows that adding the description harms the performance of the trained classifier. This finding is expected given the high percentage of missing values and the difference in the median number of characters between training and test set as shown in Table 2. This comparison of the models 1-base-flat and 1-base-rnn shows that the RNN leads to a performance gain. A reason for this improvement might be the huge size of the Icecat training data set compared to the size of the MWPD data set. This size enables the RNN classification head to better learn the encoded hierarchy of the labels, which is beneficial for the classification on the test data set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Attributes</th>
<th>Classification Head</th>
<th>wF1</th>
<th>∆ wF1</th>
<th>hF1</th>
<th>∆ hF1</th>
<th>Same Error Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2-fast-flat</td>
<td>Title, Desc.</td>
<td>Flat</td>
<td>84.26</td>
<td></td>
<td>82.68</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-base-flat</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Flat</td>
<td>87.01</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>87.03</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-base-flat</td>
<td>Title, Desc.</td>
<td>Flat</td>
<td>87.52</td>
<td>3.26</td>
<td>87.62</td>
<td>4.94</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-base-hier</td>
<td>Title, Desc.</td>
<td>Hierarchical</td>
<td>87.00</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>87.47</td>
<td>4.79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-base-rnn</td>
<td>Title, Desc.</td>
<td>RNN</td>
<td>87.47</td>
<td>3.21</td>
<td>87.67</td>
<td>4.99</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Experimental results without Language Modelling - MWPD Task

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Attributes</th>
<th>Classification Head</th>
<th>wF1</th>
<th>∆ wF1</th>
<th>hF1</th>
<th>∆ hF1</th>
<th>Same Error Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-fast-flat</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Flat</td>
<td>77.58</td>
<td></td>
<td>83.64</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-base-flat</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Flat</td>
<td>83.36</td>
<td>5.78</td>
<td>84.69</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-base-flat</td>
<td>Title, Desc.</td>
<td>Flat</td>
<td>80.91</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>81.48</td>
<td>-2.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-base-rnn</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>RNN</td>
<td>86.56</td>
<td>8.98</td>
<td>85.61</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Experimental results without Language Modelling - Icecat/WDC222 Task

E  Domain-specific Language Modelling

After establishing baseline results in the previous section, we now investigate the effect of domain-specific language modelling on the performance of RoBERTa_base models for hierarchical product classification. In this section the extraction of the domain-specific product offer corpora and the applied MLM approach are explained. The effects of domain-specific MLM are demonstrated by fine-tuning the newly pre-trained transformer models on the MWPD use case. The results of this fine-tuning are set into relation to the baseline results without domain-specific pre-training.
E.1 Product Corpora

In total three different product corpora are used for domain-specific MLM. All three product corpora contain product offers extracted from the WDC Product Corpus\(^{11}\). The WDC Product Corpus contains structured data for 365,577,281 product offers that are extracted from 581,482 different hosts using schema.org annotations. The hosts use schema.org annotations to enrich the search results of product aggregators with their web shop’s product offers [20]. Three strategies are applied to retrieve product offers from the WDC Product Corpus. For the first two domain-specific product corpora 1,547 top-level domains of product offers from the MWPD training set are identified. Using these top-level domains, product offers from the same top-level domains are extracted from the WDC Product Corpus. This heuristic assumes that all products offered by a single shop (top-level domain) are related. The first product corpus contains 75,248 product offers and is called Small Related product corpus. The second product corpus contains 1,185,884 product offers and is referred to as Large Related product corpus. Through these two corpora the effect of the number of the product offer on MLM is measured. For the third corpus a large random sample of product offers is extracted from the WDC product corpus. This corpus is referred to as Large Random product corpus. The Large Random product corpus enables us to measure the effect of relatedness of product offers on domain-specific language modelling. Table 5 gives an overview of the product corpora’s characteristics. For the two related product corpora the median number of records per hosts is higher compared to the Large Random product corpus. This shows the focus of the related corpora on the top-level domains extracted from the training set. The Large Random product corpus does not have this focus. Consequently, the number of hosts is a lot higher and the median number of records per host is lower.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Corpus</th>
<th>No. Records</th>
<th>No. Hosts</th>
<th>Median No. Records per Host</th>
<th>Max No. Records per Host</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Small Related</td>
<td>75,248</td>
<td>1,160</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large Related</td>
<td>1,185,884</td>
<td>1,505</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>5,885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large Random</td>
<td>1,029,063</td>
<td>98,421</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2,878</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Size of Product Corpora

All extracted product offers have a title and at least one of the attributes description or category. The attributes are identified using the schema.org product annotations\(^{12}\) name for title, description for description as well as category, breadcrumb and breadcrumbList for category. The attribute category is associated with multiple annotations, because different hosts use various annotations to categorise their products. Lastly, all attribute values are lowercased and excessive white spaces are removed. Table 6 shows that the product corpus Large Random has a comparably high percentage of missing description values. The Large Related product corpus has a lot of missing category values. These characteristics might influence the outcome of MLM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Corpus</th>
<th>Median No. Characters Title</th>
<th>Median No. Characters Description</th>
<th>Median No. Missing Values Description</th>
<th>Median No. Characters Category</th>
<th>Median No. Missing Values Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Small Related</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>10.43%</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>29.69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large Related</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>7.06%</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>68.90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large Random</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>72.99%</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>44.32%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Distribution of Attributes in the Product Corpora

\(^{11}\) [http://webdatacommons.org/structureddata/2017-12/stats/schema_org_subsets.html](http://webdatacommons.org/structureddata/2017-12/stats/schema_org_subsets.html)\(^{12}\) [https://schema.org/Product](https://schema.org/Product)
E.2 Attribute Combinations

For MLM the attributes title, category and description are used. The product categories do not follow the
categories of the downstream hierarchical product classification, because these categories assigned by the online
shops themselves. Still these categories can contain valuable product information. In the basic setup the attribute
values are concatenated to a single line text representation of the product. This default attribute combination
is referred to as Title-Cat-Desc. To measure the effect of the heterogeneous categories, two additional product
text representations are used for MLM. In one scenario only title and description are considered for MLM.
The categories are disregarded. This scenario is referred to as Title-Desc and encoded in the model’s name as
<transformer model>_nocat. As alternative setup, the product attributes are split into two lines. One line contains
the attribute values of title and category and the other line contains the attribute values of title and description.
This scenario is referred to as Title-Cat/Title-Desc and encoded in the model’s name as <transformer model>_ext.
This way the influence of the heterogeneous categories during language modelling can be measured. Due to the
smaller size and the low percentage of missing category values of the product corpus Small Related as shown in
Table 5 the impact of using the category information on the model performance is evaluated using this product
corpus.

E.3 MLM Procedure

The pre-training used to inject knowledge about product offers into the RoBERTa_base model follows the MLM
procedure used to pre-train RoBERTa_base initially. During MLM in each epoch a random sample of tokens from
the input sequence is selected and replaced by the special token [MASK]. Uniformly 15% of the input tokens
are selected for possible replacement. Of these selected tokens, 80% are replaced with [MASK], 10% are left
unchanged and 10% are replaced by a randomly selected vocabulary token. For MLM a language modelling head
predicts the masked tokens of the input. The MLM objective is a cross-entropy loss on predicting the masked
tokens [2, 3]. For the downstream hierarchical product classification the language modelling head is replaced by
one of the task-specific classification heads introduced in Section B.

E.4 Experimental Setup

For pre-training the RoBERTa_base models on the different product corpora, the chosen hyperparameters are a
batch size of 4, a learning rate of 5e-5 and a linear weight decay of 0.01. All models are pre-trained for 5
epochs. The downstream hierarchical product classification follows the same settings as the baseline experiments
described in Section D. In this setting the average results on the test set over three randomly initialized runs for
each experimental setup are reported. Based on their usefulness for the baseline models both attributes title and
description are used as input for hierarchical product classification on the MWPD task. For the Icecat/WDC222
task only the title is used as input. Since the collection of the product corpora focuses on the MWPD task,
the conducted experiments with an extended domain-specific MLM focus on the MWPD task, too. The best
performing pre-trained model on the MWPD task is transferred to the Icecat/WDC222 task. Table 7 and Table 8
show the experimental results of an extended domain-specific MLM for hierarchical product classification.
To reference the different models the same encoding as in Section D is used. For <transformer model> the
identifiers rel_s for pre-training on the Small Large corpus, rel_l for pre-training on the Related Large corpus and
rand_l for pre-training on the Random Large corpus are added. Experiments with the same capital letter in the
column “Same Error Rate” share the same error proportion on the test set according to McNemar’s significance
test. Otherwise the experiment’s error proportion is significantly different.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Product Corpus</th>
<th>Attribute Combination</th>
<th>Head</th>
<th>wF1</th>
<th>∆ wF1</th>
<th>hF1</th>
<th>∆ hF1</th>
<th>Same Error Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2-base-flat</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Flat</td>
<td>87.52</td>
<td></td>
<td>87.62</td>
<td>4.94</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-rel_l-flat</td>
<td>Large Related</td>
<td>Title-Cat-Desc</td>
<td>Flat</td>
<td>87.61</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>87.70</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-rel_s-rnn</td>
<td>Small Related</td>
<td>Title-Cat-Desc</td>
<td>RNN</td>
<td>88.31</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>88.47</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-rel_l-rnn</td>
<td>Large Related</td>
<td>Title-Cat-Desc</td>
<td>RNN</td>
<td>88.74</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>88.80</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-rand_l-rnn</td>
<td>Large Random</td>
<td>Title-Cat-Desc</td>
<td>RNN</td>
<td>88.19</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>88.34</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-rel_l-hierar.</td>
<td>Large Related</td>
<td>Title-Cat-Desc</td>
<td>Hierar.</td>
<td>88.44</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>88.60</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-rel_snocat-rnn</td>
<td>Small Related</td>
<td>Title-Desc</td>
<td>RNN</td>
<td>88.27</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>88.41</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-rel_sext-rnn</td>
<td>Small Related</td>
<td>Title-Desc</td>
<td>RNN</td>
<td>88.74</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>88.98</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Experimental results with Language Modelling - MWPD Task

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Product Corpus</th>
<th>Attribute Combination</th>
<th>Head</th>
<th>wF1</th>
<th>∆ wF1</th>
<th>hF1</th>
<th>∆ hF1</th>
<th>Same Error Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-base-rnn</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Flat</td>
<td>86.56</td>
<td></td>
<td>85.58</td>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-rel_l-rnn</td>
<td>Large Related</td>
<td>Title-Cat-Desc</td>
<td>RNN</td>
<td>86.38</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
<td>85.61</td>
<td>+0.03</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: Experimental results with Language Modelling - Icecat/WDC222 Task

### E.5 Effect of Using Different Product Corpora

Table 7 shows that the baseline model 2-base-flat is outperformed by all other models on the MWPD task. Our best model 2-rel_l-rnn outperforms the baseline model 2-base-flat by 1.22 wF1 and 1.18 hF1 points. According to the significance test this performance difference is significant. This demonstrates the positive impact of domain-specific MLM on hierarchical product classification. The performance increase of the model 2-rel_l-rnn compared to the models 2-rel_s-rnn and 2-rand_l indicates that a large number of related product offers improves the model’s performance the most. Among the classification heads, the results of the models 2-rel_l-flat, 2-rel_l-hier and 2-rel_l-rnn show that the RNN profits most from domain-specific pre-training. Table 8 reveals that the models 1-rel_l-rnn and 1-base-rnn have the same performance on the Icecat/WDC222 task. This underlines that the pre-training corpus has to be as similar as possible to the hierarchical product classification task to gain a significant performance boost from pre-training.

### E.6 Effect of Using Web Shop Categories

The results in Table 8 indicate a slightly positive effect of using the heterogeneous categorization information from the original web shops during pre-training. A comparison of the models 2-rel_snocat-rnn and 2-rel_s-rnn shows that disregarding the web shop categories has a negative but not significant impact on the model’s performance. In the extended scenario of model 2-rel_sext-rnn, the model’s performance improves up to the performance level of the model 2-rel_l-rnn and significantly outperforms the baseline model 2-base-flat by 1.22 wF1 and 1.36 hF1 points on the MWPD task. A reason for these results might be that doubling the product representations during pre-training has a positive impact, because it almost doubles the amount of available text for pre-training. This effect is comparable to doubling the number of training epochs, which might improve the performance results, too. Another reason might be the length of the different attributes. The values of the attributes title and category are rather short compared to the attribute values of the description as shown by the
median number of characters in Table 2. If the product offer is represented by a single line, the generated masked tokens during MLM are more likely part of the description than part of title or category. If mainly tokens from the description are masked, the model learns to better represent these long descriptions. At the same time, it can be assumed that the title is more informative than the lengthy description. By presenting the product offers twice with different attribute combinations to the model during pre-training the disturbing effect of long descriptions is reduced. This allows the model to better exploit the heterogeneous categories and the title. From our results we can conclude that the heterogeneous categories from the web shops have a slightly positive but not significant impact on the model’s performance.

F Related Work

This section discusses related work on the domain adaptation of transformer models and gives an overview of the state of the art concerning hierarchical product classification using transformer models.

F.1 Domain Adaptation

The technique of pre-training transformer models on large text corpora and fine-tuning them for downstream tasks has proven successful in NLP [2, 3, 12]. BERT is one of these transformer models and was pre-trained on publicly available text corpora consisting such as the text of books and the English Wikipedia [2]. Through pre-training the model obtains the ability to encode natural language [13]. This knowledge about natural language is then transferred to downstream tasks. Pre-trained domain-specific models have shown that pre-training on domain-specific text improves the performance on downstream domain-specific tasks [4, 5, 7, 23]. E-BERT for example uses adaptive masking on a product and a review corpus during pre-training to learn e-Commerce knowledge on phrase-level and on product-level. Pre-training enables E-BERT to outperform a BERT based model on different downstream tasks related to e-commerce [5]. Comparing the effects of adaptive masking and random masking using the product offer corpora that were created for this paper is an interesting direction for future work.

F.2 Hierarchical Product Classification

Related work shows that exploiting the hierarchical structure can improve classification results [6, 8, 14, 16]. The participants of the MWPD challenge show that in addition to exploiting the hierarchy, pre-trained transformer models can boost the results of hierarchical product classification tasks [11]. Team Rhinobird, the winners of the MWPD challenge, combine a pre-trained transformer model BERT with a hierarchical classification head [14]. Their Dynamic Masked Softmax classification head sequentially predicts the categories of different levels in the product hierarchy by actively restricting the classes, which can be predicted on the lower levels based on the predicted parent level node. Through different BERT based representations an ensemble of classifiers with the Dynamic Masked Softmax head enables Rhinobird to reach a wF1 score of 88.08 on the MWPD task that is used in this paper. Additionally, Rhinobird [14] applies pseudo labelling on the unlabeled test data to further improve the performance of their model. This procedure might leak information about the test set into the training process. Thus, we compare our models to the Rhinobird results without pseudo labelling. Our best model based on a domain-specifically pre-trained RoBERTa model and a RNN classification head achieves a performance of 88.74 wF1 points. This is an improvement of +0.66 points over Rhinobird’s results. Given that Rhinobird achieves this good performance using an ensemble of models, future work could examine how an ensemble consisting of differently pre-trained and differently fine-tuned transformers can further improve the performance of our model. Team ASVinSpace uses a CNN based approach for language modelling with a multi-output classification head that predicts the categories of the different levels in the product hierarchy [18]. Our best model outperforms ASVinSpace’s approach by +2.14 wF1 points.
G Conclusion

Our results show that the performance of transformer models on hierarchical product classification tasks can be improved through domain-specific pre-training on a corpus of related product offers. All domain-specifically pre-trained and fine-tuned models outperform the baseline model, which relies on general pre-training and task-specific fine-tuning. Our experiments with three different domain-specific corpora of product offers demonstrate that a large corpus of related product offers leads to the highest performance gain. If we adjust the product offer representation during pre-training to exploit the special characteristics of the attributes title, description and category, the result on the hierarchical product classification task is further improved even though only a small corpus of related products is used for pre-training. With this approach and a task-specific classification head our best model outperforms the baseline model by 1.22 wF1 points and 1.36 hF1 points.
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Abstract

The customer experience of online shopping is largely contingent on the accuracy of product classification. Considering the amount of products and all the possible categories, it is desirable to construct a framework to auto-assign products into correct categories at scale. Machine learning based systems often suffer from poor data quality, such as incomplete item descriptions, adversarial noise in the training data, etc., causing low precision/recall of predictions. To overcome these difficulties, we propose a deep hierarchical product classifier based on BERT pretrained knowledge. Additionally, we propose several learning strategies, e.g., bootstrap learning, negative sampling, soft label and semantic augmentation, to capture consistent knowledge hidden behind noisy data to prevent overfitting. Experiments on a large data set with different data configurations prove the effectiveness of the proposed model.

A Introduction

Online retailers provide a wide choice of commodities on their websites and a human curated taxonomy that allows customers to browse and discover products of interest. It is a challenging problem to be able to classify product into correct categories at scale. There are two main sources of information involved in the classification process: description of product and definition of categorization. However, considering large amount of products and the number of categories, catalog data are very often to be noisy. For example, product descriptions provided by content providers might be incomplete or misleading, and the multi-functionality of certain products might result in confusion between taxonomy categories. Human labeling is expensive. Hence, it is desirable to have an auto-product classification algorithm that can efficiently handle noisy data and make correct prediction.

The task defined in this study is to effectively extract the semantic representation of a large corpus of data for downstream classification tasks, i.e. large scale product classification. Learning semantic distributed representation has been well explored in recent years from the level of character representation to document representation, with the majority of the work initially focused on word/token embedding and later on sentence representation [3,5]. Recently, substantial work has shown benefits of using pre-trained models (PTMs) to better understand universal language representations and significantly reduce training time of new models. Two representative research projects, OpenAI GPT-1/2/3 (Generative Pre-training) [6,8] and BERT (Bidirectional...
Encoder Representation form Transformer) [9], designed very deep network structures with various pre-training tasks and achieved SOTA performance in many NLP benchmarks. In this study, we leverage a pre-trained version of BERT for multilingual understanding, named multilingual BERT (mBERT) [10] trained with shared vocabulary and weights on Wikipedia text from the top 104 languages. We hope that product classification for multiple locales (marketplaces, most of time are referred by countries, where online retailers want to operate) with different languages can benefit from this pre-trained model’s ability for multilingual understanding.

Generally, machine learning based systems, e.g. deep learning models, have been found to be vulnerable to various types of noise in the training data, such as corruptions or adversarial samples. Without proper configuration, models with large parameters easily converge to a poor local optimum that overfit to the noise/outliers. The backbone BERT model applied in this research carries millions of parameters, hence proper training strategies to overcome data noise are crucial to the success of the classification tasks. Learning from the task domain and data structures, we explore and design several training strategies to leverage product classification. For example, we create pseudo labels by self-justified learning and smooth model predictions via temperature scaling. These two mechanisms can adaptively prevent model from over-confidence. Accounting for multilabel learning with incomplete data source, negative sampling is also added during training. The performance of these strategies shed lights on model fine-tuning over the noisy data and provide hints for the designation of the next generation of model architectures.

The major contribution of this study can be summarized in 3 folds: 1) We discuss the basic types of data noises existing in practical product data sources; 2) We design a deep hierarchical classifier to efficiently predict product categories in both department and leaf category levels; 3) We propose several training strategies to further improve classification accuracy. To validate the proposed method, we conduct extensive experiments on 2 large independent datasets and also discuss the roles of each training strategy through an ablation study.

B Product Data Quality and Noises

In this section, we will briefly introduce the common types of data noises that affect our classification model. The models of this study are based on natural language processing. Here, we only focus on the noise in text

---

1https://github.com/google-research/bert/blob/master/multilingual.md
information, e.g. descriptions of items and semantic definitions of their categories. These types of noise are also prevalent in multi-modal data but differ in their manifestation and noise distribution.

The text data of a product generally contains descriptions of the item properties. The product title information includes the major properties and functions of the item as a single sentence. Sometimes, the item’s category name is already provided in the title. A more detailed description of the product, its various functions and properties is usually found in the item description in the form of several sentences or bullet points. Thus, sentence-level semantic understanding is crucial to extract the full value of this information. It is worth noting that all of the aforementioned data noise comes from the large raw data mostly provided by sellers, hence manual cleaning requires significant cost and time.

Item categories are predefined by online retailers according to catalog selection. The structure of categories, also termed as taxonomy, is the label space that we are targeting during classification. Hence, given different taxonomies, the accuracy of classification models varies due to changes in the complexity and dimension of the label space. In general, a taxonomy is manually curated by taxonomists as a hierarchical tree. Its granularity decides the size of item categories and learning logic from a given root node to its leaf children. Due to the selection are localized, taxonomy trees are not consistent across locales, thus a model capable of handling various label spaces is needed.

B.1 Incomplete and Misleading Item Descriptions

Incompleteness and misleading product description make the classification task challenging. In this study, we focus on three item text features: item title, item description and item bullet points. The information necessary for a correct classification might exist in each of them or across features. For example, in pet supplies, an aquarium mat, that should be classified as an aquarium decoration, might be confused with a dog bed mat, if the keyword “aquarium” is missing in the title. It is a common case, especially in a new locale where low quality data samples are abundant. Sometimes, incomplete item description comes with misleading information, which results in additional confusion for the model. In the previous case, the item bullet points of the aquarium mat focus on how to clean this item, misleading the classifier on the product usage instead of what the product is, and classify it as an aquarium cleaner. This problem might be severe if the other features are short or noisy. Another example is a fish tank which contains several aquarium decorations as gifts. The model needs adaptive ability to focus on important descriptions of the main product in a bundle.

B.2 Adversarial Item Information

This type of data noise is generated by the sellers who might change item descriptions to depict different product aspects, intentionally or not, leading to products potentially depicted for a different category. We can further characterize the noise into soft adversarial noise and hard adversarial noise. The soft adversarial noise emphasizes some peripheral properties of the item, while the hard adversarial noise contains mendacious item descriptions. In the former scenario, to increase the visibility of their products, some sellers tend to describe multiple functions or properties of the item in detail, which obscures its inherent purpose. It is analogous to the case of misleading item description discussed before. This noise increases the difficulties of a stable learning. In the latter scenario, item description is totally irrelevant to the actual selling item. For instance, a TV mount frame can camouflage as a TV with various sizes as long as the seller removes the keyword ”mount” from the title. Interestingly, this type of adversarial noise sometimes couples with a correct item image, which suggests opportunities to introduce multimodal learning (such as using product images) during product classification.

B.3 Definition of Noise in Label Space

Another important yet hard to eliminate data noise is label noise. Unlike in the unsupervised setting, where the label space can be inferred during feature learning, we train our classifier with supervised knowledge. This
label space is constructed by taxonomists from a selected group of samples over a period of time, or inherited or migrated from an established stable ontology, e.g. item categories of a new locale is a child tree of a mature locale on an international online retailer. As data accumulates, the amount of items with previously unseen labels increases and thus the current taxonomy fails to capture the true label complexity. On the other hand, defined labels are not necessarily mutually exclusive, resulting in a multi-label learning problem. However, incomplete label space is inevitable in this setting. Confusing labels present additional difficulties for supervised classification.

C Deep Hierarchical Product Classification Framework (DHPC)

The proposed model for product classification is a two-stage classifier, making the whole pipeline work as a hierarchical classifier. There are two main reasons. First, the label space of target product categories contains thousands of labels, which are sometimes confusing. Some techniques termed as extreme multilabel classification/ranking (XML/XMR) are designed to deal with this type of learning tasks with large label space. However, effective information mining from the large noisy dataset poses numerous challenges to reach high accuracy. The other reason for hierarchical classification is that taxonomy structure defined by internal taxonomists is a hierarchical tree. It is straightforward to incorporate this structure into our model. Besides, from the business perspective, a hierarchical classifier can help to identify departments with low accuracy and then to fine-tune them separately in the order of priority. In this paper, we denote the first level classifier as the department classifier, which assigns products to a department, e.g., electronics, fashion etc. Each locale generally contains dozens of departments. The second level classifier, called a leaf classifier, predicts items further into granular categories of each department. The number of categories ranges from hundreds to tens of thousands.

The whole pipeline is shown in Fig. 2. First, item text information including item title, description and bullet points are preprocessed to remove nonalphabetic characters and resample for balanced category distribution. Since the number of categories in department and leaf classifiers are distinct, we shall wisely select sampling threshold values. For department classifier, we randomly select hundreds of items per leaf node and combine all leaf node samples in a given department. For leaf classifier, we randomly select thousands of items per leaf node without replacement. After data preprocessing, the department and leaf classifiers are trained independently with an identical deep network structure. Details of the model structure will be presented in the next section.

The inference pipeline differs from the training schedule. Rather than independent querying, it works in cascade from department prediction down to leaf node prediction. As indicated in Fig. 2, the department classifier predicts the source item into the electronics department. The leaf classifier of the electronics department further predicts that item as a iPhone case. That is, we rank model prediction scores to find suggested department and then infer a leaf node within that department. During this process, a set of department prediction scores and the corresponding set of leaf prediction scores is generated. The two scores are then multiplied as confidence score for thresholding and model calibration.

C.1 Deep Neural Network Classifier

Considering model ability to handle multiple languages for various locales, we select a state-of-the-art multilingual model as the backbone structure. Specifically, we choose to use the pre-trained Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) in a multilingual setting. Our model is then fine-tuned on top of this architecture with an additional feed-forward neural network (FFNN) as the non-linear classifier. The model architecture is shown in Fig. 3 and consists of 4 important components: an embedding component, an transformer encoder, a feature pooled network and a non-linear multi-layer classifier. Parameters of the embedding component and transformer encoder are pre-trained on a large corpus of multilingual text.

In the first step, item text information is tokenized by a trained multilingual dictionary (contains 30522 words). Then, the embedding layer projects these tokenized words into a latent space. WordPiece embedding is
Figure 2: Hierarchical product classification framework (DHPC). The blue arrow and green arrow streams respectively indicate training and inference processes.

used here instead of the usual practice word embedding. During this process, segment embedding and position embedding are also concurrently encoded and added to the token embedding. It allows the model to understand sentence-wise sequential order. In our case, we use segment embedding to indicate whether words belong to item title, description or bullet points. The output of this embedding layer is a sequence of high dimensional symbol representations.

The transformer encoder maps the output of the embedding layer to a sentence/paragraph level semantic embedding vector, $E_{[CLS]}$. The original BERT transformer encoder contains 12 identical bidirectional transformer layers. Each layer has two sub-layers. The first is a multi-head self-attention mechanism, and the second is a simple, position-wise fully connected FFNN. A residual connection is employed around each of the two sub-layers, followed by layer normalization. That is, the output of each sub-layer is LayerNorm(x+Sublayer(x)).

**Knowledge Skip.** Generally, supervised classification tasks use the first embedding vector $E_{[CLS]}$ of outputs of the transformer layer as the semantic representation. During experiments, we observed that keywords of product categories frequently exist in the title information, which is relatively easier to catch by attention than statement understanding. Therefore, in our model, we consider both deep and shallow encoded knowledge to enhance classification accuracy. $E_{[CLS]}$ from every other intermediate transformer layer are pooled together with the last one and then undergo a feature pooling network. There are several options for feature pooling, e.g., maxpool, meanpool or concatenation.

The last part of our model is a two-layer fully-connected network with BatchNorm and Dropout layers inside. The classification loss is binary cross entropy allowing for multi-label learning.

C.2 Model Accuracy and Coverage

Model accuracy and coverage are two essential evaluation metrics we use to quantitatively assess the model performance in a product classification system. Since the ground truth distribution of product categories is unequal, and the importance of categories is determined by business purposes, the preferred model must combine high accuracy with high coverage.
Figure 3: Deep hierarchical product classifier with pre-trained BERT knowledge

D Training Strategy

Training a deep neural network on large noisy data, e.g. classifying millions of items with thousands of target labels, would easily result in overfitting and get trapped in a false local optimum, i.e. overconfidence. Especially in our cases, the product’s text information contains mixed types of noise mentioned in the Sec. B. To overcome these difficulties during the training process, general training strategies, such as early stopping, dropout, weight regularization/decay etc., are employed. Moreover, to further improve the model as well, we adopt the following training strategies.

D.1 Bootstrap Learning

The first training strategy is a self-justified learning mechanism accounting for knowledge consistency during training [1]. It augments the usual prediction objective with a notion of perceptual consistency, e.g. consistency of model predictions in each batch training. More specifically, it allows the model to disagree with a perceptually-inconsistent training label and effectively relabel the data while training. The assumption behind this idea is that incorrect labels are likely to be inconsistent with other data points predicted to the same label by the model. Therefore, it acts in a manner of self label clean-up and bootstraps itself until convergence to a stable knowledge. Here, we incorporate this idea into the cross-entropy training loss. Recalling the binary cross-entropy (BCE) loss:

$$L_{BCE}(p, q) = -\sum_{k=1}^{N} p_k \log(q_k) + (1 - p_k) \log(1 - q_k),$$

where $p_k$, $q_k$ are ground truth label and model prediction, respectively. $N$ is the size of target labels. To allow for differentiability of the proposed bootstrap loss, the label consistency is defined by predicted category probabilities $q_k$, hence the above BCE loss is modified as:
\[ L_{\text{Bootstrap}}(p, q) = -\sum_{k=1}^{N} \beta p_k \log(q_k) + \beta (1 - p_k) \log(1 - q_k) + (1 - \beta) q_k \log(q_k), \]

where parameter \( 0 \leq \beta \leq 1 \) balances bootstrap learning and supervised classification. It is empirically set in the range \([0.8, 0.95]\). Due to the large batch training steps \((t_{\text{batch}})\), we can set a delta activation \(\hat{\beta}\) that adaptively turns on/off the bootstrap loss at a given global step \(T_{\text{gate}}\):

\[ \hat{\beta} = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } t_{\text{batch}} < T_{\text{gate}} \\
\beta, & \text{if } t_{\text{batch}} \geq T_{\text{gate}} 
\end{cases} \]

### D.2 Negative Sampling

It is common that a product possess multiple functions, but we have limited knowledge of their complete category labels in the training data. The label tags are provided by sellers based on their limited knowledge of category taxonomy. Generally, one or a few positive labels will be allocated for a given item in the training set and the rest of labels are assumed to be negatively associated with it. However, in such a setting, negative samples outnumber positive samples dramatically, leading to a high precision but low recall. To avoid quick convergence to a false local optimum, we adopt negative sampling in the learning objective. Suppose, in Eq. 8, \(N = N_{\text{pos}} + N_{\text{neg}}\), i.e., \(N_{\text{pos}}\) positive labels and \(N_{\text{neg}}\) negative labels. Eq. 6 is updated as:

\[ L_{\text{negsamp}}(p, q) = -\sum_{k=1}^{N_{\text{pos}}} \hat{\beta} p_k \log(q_k) - \frac{N_{\text{neg}}}{\sigma N} \sum_{j \sim P(\sigma)} \hat{\beta} (1 - p_k) \log(1 - q_k) - \sum_{k=1}^{N} (1 - \hat{\beta}) q_k \log(q_k), \]

where \(P(\sigma)\) is a probability function to select soft negative samples, and \(\sigma\) controls their contribution in the loss.

### D.3 Soft Label with Temperature Scaling

Label smoothing is a way to make our model more robust so that it generalizes well, which is especially useful in big data mining. It was first introduced by Szegedy et al. [2] for multi-class supervised learning tasks in computer vision. It is originally designed for the last classifier layer with softmax function to prevent overconfidence. The mathematical formulation is simple:

\[ p_k = (1 - \epsilon)p_k + \epsilon u(k), \]

by mixing the ground truth label \(p_k\) with a scaling term \(u(k)\). \(u(k)\) is a distribution function in the label space and the simplest choice is a fixed scaling value, e.g. \(\frac{1}{N}\). Hence, it prevents the largest logit (output of last layer) from becoming much larger than all others. We use a similar idea to scale prediction scores instead of the ground truth labels. In Eq. 8, \(q_k\) is the sigmoid output of logit, \(q_k = \text{sigmoid}(\text{logit}_k)\). Therefore, following the same logic, we modify \(q_k\) as :

\[ q_k = \text{sigmoid}(\frac{\text{logit}_k}{\epsilon(t_{\text{batch}})}), \]

where \(\epsilon > 0\) can be a fixed value or a function of global batch training step \(t_{\text{batch}}\) allowing for adaptive scaling as we did in \(\hat{\beta}\). It is worth noting that \(\epsilon > 1\) and \(\epsilon < 1\) carries quite different roles during training, forcing the model towards the opposite converging status. Setting \(\epsilon > 1\) in the early training stage can help to explore potential local optima while setting \(\epsilon < 1\) makes the model quickly converge to a local optimum.
D.4 Augmentation with Label Semantic Information

Label semantic information plays an essential role in product classification, since this knowledge is predefined to perceptively group items with their inherent properties. We also observe that, if text information of an item contains key words having a similar morphology of label name, it has a greater chance to be correctly predicted. Hence, we believe it is beneficial to incorporate the label information into our training data and force the model to understand these patterns. Specifically, we randomly chose a small portion of training data per leaf node and shuffling their title information by words. Then, we insert their labels’ name in any place of the shuffled title. Their item description and bullet points are removed. Because, comparing with item title, other text information tend to follow the logic of natural language in sentences. Shuffling would destroy these properties.

E Experiments

In this section, we include several experiments to validate the effectiveness of the proposed framework in two large datasets. We also conduct an analysis of product classification with different data settings, model structures, supervised learning goals and training strategies. Since these factors might positively affect our supervised learning tasks, we explore their potential and use cases. All experimental details are given below and results are reported with discussions.

E.1 Product Classification in 2 Large Datasets

This experiment is designed to evaluate the proposed model in real use cases. We try to understand how it performs under different language environments and data qualities.

E.1.1 Experimental Settings

Two independent datasets are sampled from two European locales (two countries, L1 and L2, using distinct languages from an online retailer) which contain millions of product items with text information in a newly build online shopping site. L1 data contains 50% of golden data source, i.e. positive labels of items were human-audited and hence high quality, and 50% general data, i.e., samples of original product data source with noise. L2 data is all general data which means it is noisier than L1 data. The major challenge of learning with these two datasets is that we do not have complete positive/negative label information for each item, e.g. labels are not fully explored. Discussion of data collections and label process can be found in Sec. B and Sec. D.2. The training data contains several hundreds of millions of items with thousands of labels. The test set for each locale is sampled from catalog based on importance. It contains thousands of items distributed in thousands of labels. For these datasets, the text information is mixed with incomplete data source (i.e. missing item description or bullet point) that are deliberately constructed to assess practical use cases.

We chose a deep neural network (DNN) model as the baseline comparison. It encodes multi-view text inputs through an embedding layer and then pools the embeddings before a Multilayer Perceptron Classifier (MPC). The MPC consists of a few fully connected layers. This simple yet effective model successfully classify product item with high accuracy. It worth noting that the DNN model is trained from scratch for each dataset using the same set of hyper-parameters.

Accuracy score is calculated from the human assessment of the model prediction. The final prediction score is the multiplication of department confidence score and leaf confidence score, reflecting how much confidence a model has in the final leaf node predictions. This score is then used to threshold model prediction in order to reach a given accuracy demand. Please note, all of the assessment is weighted by the importance of departments.
Table 9: Comparison with DNN baseline model for department/leaf classification in the L1 data. Improvement(+) / Downgrade(-) of the department/leaf level accuracy is reported.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Department Name</th>
<th>Department Acc Improve</th>
<th>Leaf Acc Improve</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Department 1</td>
<td>-0.0377</td>
<td>-0.0427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department 2</td>
<td>-0.1230</td>
<td>+0.0258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department 3</td>
<td>-0.0254</td>
<td>+0.0317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department 4</td>
<td>+0.0065</td>
<td>-0.0433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department 5</td>
<td>-0.0506</td>
<td>+0.0148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department 6</td>
<td>-0.0578</td>
<td>+0.0599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department 7</td>
<td>-0.0262</td>
<td>+0.0520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department 8</td>
<td>+0.0016</td>
<td>+0.0819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department 9</td>
<td>-0.0249</td>
<td>+0.0253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department 10</td>
<td>-0.0658</td>
<td>-0.0067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department 11</td>
<td>+0.0182</td>
<td>+0.0173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department 12</td>
<td>+0.0321</td>
<td>+0.0771</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E.1.2 Results

**L1 Dataset.** Hierarchical classification results of product items in L1 are shown in Tab. 9. Compared with the DNN baseline, the overall accuracy predicted by the proposed model is improved by 3.4% for leaf node predictions but slightly worse (drops 1%) for department predictions. Considering the chain effect in the hierarchical classification, within some departments, DHPC possesses a significantly better accuracy than the DNN model. For example, in Department 11 (the largest department) and Department 12 (the 3rd largest), DHPC is better in both department and leaf classifiers. However, we also observe that, in the 2nd largest department (Department 4), although the department classification beats DNN model, DHPC has an obvious worse accuracy in leaf node classification. After investigation, we found the discrepancy is caused from resampling strategies during data prepossessing since category distribution in this department is less balanced than in the other 2 largest departments.

**L2 Dataset.** L2 data is generally noisier than L1 data, hence the overall classification accuracies in the department and leaf level are lower than that of L1 product classification. In comparison, DHPC improves leaf node accuracy by 2% while the department level accuracy remains the same. Similarly, we further compare them in Department 3, 4, 6 (the top-3 largest departments). Except for the department classification of Department 3, all of the other department/leaf classifications indicate superior performance of the proposed model. Overall, DHPC excels in most department and leaf classifications in the L2 dataset.

**Accuracy VS. Coverage.** In addition to the accuracy assessed with the whole dataset, we attempt to evaluate the confidence of the proposed model, providing insights for model fine-tuning. To this end, we threshold model predictions based on confidence scores to allow at least 90% accuracy. For L1 dataset, DHPC outperforms DNN model by 13% more coverage after thresholding. For L2 dataset, we observe 13% more coverage at 90% accuracy compare to the DNN model.

E.2 Ablation Study of Proposed Training Strategies

In this section, we conduct several ablation studies to evaluate our proposed training strategies and discover their potentials. Parameter exploration in these experiments provides hints for future model design.
Table 10: Comparison with DNN baseline model for department/leaf classification in L2 data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Department Name</th>
<th>Department Acc Improve</th>
<th>Leaf Acc Improve</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Department 1</td>
<td>-0.1516</td>
<td>+0.0345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department 2</td>
<td>+0.0324</td>
<td>+0.0231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department 3</td>
<td>-0.0336</td>
<td>+0.0252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department 4</td>
<td>+0.0091</td>
<td>+0.0259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department 5</td>
<td>+0.0511</td>
<td>+0.1128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department 6</td>
<td>+0.0085</td>
<td>+0.0441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department 7</td>
<td>-0.0477</td>
<td>-0.0630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department 8</td>
<td>+0.0909</td>
<td>+0.0489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department 9</td>
<td>-0.0607</td>
<td>-0.0643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department 10</td>
<td>+0.0417</td>
<td>+0.0913</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E.2.1 Evaluation of Active Bootstrap Learning

Active bootstrap learning helps the model to capture the most consistent knowledge (self-confidence) during training and overcome overfitting issues. We explore various parameter choices for the L1 department classifier. \( \beta \) controls the strength of self-confidence. \( T_{gate} \) indicates at which global training step we will turn on this strategy, otherwise the model uses the traditional binary cross-entropy loss. From results in Tab. 11, we find early initialization of bootstrap learning, e.g. \( T_{gate} = 0 \) with a weak self-confidence setting, e.g. \( \beta = 0.9 \), offers the best performance. Hence, we argue that, for product classification, consistent knowledge captured at the very early stage of training contributes to high accuracy predictions.

Table 11: Influence of bootstrap learning in L1 department classification. Improvement (+) or Downgrade (-).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \beta )</th>
<th>0.9</th>
<th>0.8</th>
<th>0.7</th>
<th>0.6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( T_{gate} = 0 )</td>
<td>+0.0148</td>
<td>-0.0016</td>
<td>+0.0047</td>
<td>+0.0029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T_{gate} = 1000 )</td>
<td>+0.0007</td>
<td>-0.0015</td>
<td>-0.0023</td>
<td>-0.0038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T_{gate} = 3000 )</td>
<td>-0.0011</td>
<td>-0.0020</td>
<td>-0.0024</td>
<td>-0.0038</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E.2.2 Model Pruning

We prune the original BERT model structures by using shallow embedding features for product classification. Specifically, we extract \( E_{[CLS]} \) of the first 2 layers and then pooling (PruneBert\(_2\)), first 4 layers (PruneBert\(_4\)) and first 6 layers (PruneBert\(_6\)). We follow the same hyper-parameter settings for all pruned models and test their prediction power in two L1 product classification tasks, e.g., department classification and leaf node classification of Department 10. In this experiment, we do not add any noise handling training strategies introduced in Sec. D. The prediction accuracy is reported in Tab. 12 which indicates a very close performance to the original BERT when using its first 4 layers. Considering that the original BERT has 110 MM parameters, this experiment suggests a simple structure of BERT with shallow encoding layers (half of total parameters) while effectively captures categorical information in our tasks.

E.2.3 Evaluation of Negative Sampling

Defining a suitable \( P(\sigma) \) in Eq. 8 is challenging given the complex confusion patterns across departments. In this preliminary study, we randomly select a portion of unlabeled categories (\( \sigma \)) as soft negative labels. Here, we explore \( \sigma \) settings from 0 to 60% with step size 10% for department and leaf classifiers respectively. As shown in
Table 12: Changes of department/leaf prediction accuracy after model pruning.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>PruneBERT₂</th>
<th>PruneBERT₄</th>
<th>PruneBERT₆</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Department Classifier (L1)</td>
<td>-0.012</td>
<td>-0.004</td>
<td>-0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaf Classifier (Department 10, L1)</td>
<td>-0.015</td>
<td>-0.001</td>
<td>-0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameters</td>
<td>40MM</td>
<td>54MM</td>
<td>67MM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 13: Influence of negative sampling in department/leaf classification. Improvement (+) or Downgrade (-).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>σ</th>
<th>0.9</th>
<th>0.8</th>
<th>0.7</th>
<th>0.6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Department Classifier (L1)</td>
<td>-0.013</td>
<td>-0.019</td>
<td>-0.011</td>
<td>-0.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaf Classifier (Department 10, L1)</td>
<td>+0.006</td>
<td>+0.001</td>
<td>+0.010</td>
<td>+0.005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 13, the department classifier exerts the best performance when negative sampling is turned off, but the leaf node classifier embraces a large σ value, e.g. σ = 0.7 for leaf classifier of Department 10 in L1 data.

E.2.4 Evaluation of Soft Labels

We search smoothing factor ε in a wide range [1.5, 0.7] to provide a comprehensive understanding of soft labels for noisy data. We turn on this strategy at the very beginning of the training process since we do not found any opportunities if we delay it. The result in Tab. 14 shows that making smoothed soft labels, e.g., ε < 1, helps our model towards high accuracy but it has to be carefully chosen to prevent from over-smoothing, e.g. downgrade if ε < 0.7. We also find the necessity of more training epochs to allow a complete convergence (20% more training epochs).

Table 14: Influence of soft label in department/leaf classification. Improvement (+) or Downgrade (-).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ε</th>
<th>1.5</th>
<th>1.2</th>
<th>0.9</th>
<th>0.7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Department Classifier (L1)</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>-0.001</td>
<td>+0.015</td>
<td>+0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaf Classifier (Department 10, L1)</td>
<td>-0.010</td>
<td>+0.001</td>
<td>+0.010</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

F Conclusions and Future Work

In this study, we propose a deep hierarchical classification framework for text-based product classification based on the pre-trained multilingual BERT model. We address typical types of data noises in the product data source and design several learning strategies to handle them. Experiments on two large datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed model. The additional ablation study further provides domain knowledge of optimal choices of training strategies under different data and task settings.

There are several interesting directions for further investigation. For example, we can improve classification accuracy by using a pre-trained model designed for languages of the targeting locale. Besides, multimodal information such as product images can be complementary sources as a feature. In addition, we can further upgrade the proposed training strategies by adding/replacing them with self-adaptive selection functions, such as label-semantic-based negative sampling.
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Graph Neural Networks for Inconsistent Cluster Detection in Incremental Entity Resolution
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Abstract

Online stores often utilize product relationships such as bundles and substitutes to improve their catalog quality and guide customers through myriad choices. Entity resolution using pairwise product matching models offers a means of inferring relationships between products. In mature data repositories, the relationships may be mostly correct but require incremental improvements owing to errors in the original data or in the entity resolution system. It is critical to devise incremental entity resolution (IER) approaches for improving the health of relationships. However, most existing research on IER focuses on the addition of new products or information into existing relationships. Little research has been done for detecting low quality within current relationships and ensuring that incremental improvements affect only the unhealthy relationships.

This paper fills the void in IER research by developing a novel method for identifying inconsistent clusters (IC), existing groups of related products that do not belong together. We propose to treat the identification of inconsistent clusters as a supervised learning task which predicts whether a graph of products with similarities as weighted edges should be partitioned into multiple clusters. In this case, the problem becomes a classification task on weighted graphs and represents an interesting application area for modern tools such as Graph Neural Networks (GNNs). We demonstrate that existing Message Passing neural networks perform well at this task, exceeding traditional graph processing techniques. We also develop a novel message aggregation scheme for Message Passing Neural Networks that further improves the performance of GNNs on this task. We apply the model to synthetic datasets, a public benchmark dataset, and an internal application. Our results demonstrate the value of graph classification in IER and the ability of graph neural networks to develop useful representations for graph partitioning.

A Introduction

Entity resolution, the problem of grouping related entities together, is an important problem in computer science with many application domains, such as databases (when linking records from different databases that represent the same object) or natural language processing (disambiguating nouns that refer to the same entity) [2][6][12]. Much of the research in entity resolution focuses on static systems where the resolution is performed as a one-time exercise. In many applications, however, a large repository of existing relationships must be continually updated in order to maintain correct groupings of entities. Incremental entity resolution, or dynamic entity resolution, studies the problem of how to update repositories of existing relationships over time [15][24][33]. Studies of incremental entity resolution typically focus on how to adapt to new entities and information as they are received.
However, another important goal in practice is to make the resolved entities incrementally better while not decreasing quality [32]. Where cluster quality is important, we must detect incorrect clusters of relationships with high precision to ensure that healthy clusters are maintained. Incorrect clusters of related entities can arise, for example, from poor quality in the original data, prior incorrect clustering decisions, changing item data, or malicious actors that fool existing entity resolution systems. We refer to clusters or families of incorrectly resolved entities as inconsistent clusters (IC).

As an example of where Inconsistent Cluster detection is important, consider entity resolution in the domain of e-commerce products. Stores such as Amazon, AliExpress, WalMart, and eBay provide huge selections of products for customers. These platforms often utilize product relationships to link relevant products together or link them to customers. Examples of product relationships include duplicates, complements, substitutes, and accessories. Many entity resolution approaches have been proposed for these product matching problems [21, 23, 27]. Another useful but less researched relationship is product variations, which refer to families of products that are functionally the same but differ in specific attributes. As an example, shoes that are identical in all aspects other than size and/or color are variations of one another and are shown to customers on a single page to simplify selection. In this case, the entire resolved cluster is shown to the customer, and the inclusion of any shoe that does not belong will make the whole family inconsistent. In this case, IC defects are directly visible to customers and are critical to fix. More generally, inconsistent clusters of items can be detrimental in any entity resolution system.

Conventional entity resolution methods were not developed to detect ICs with high precision for IER. In the conventional approach, a matching step generates the probability for a relationship between all pairs of items. Matching is followed by a clustering step, wherein clusters are formed by applying a graph processing algorithm such as transitive closure to all edges above a threshold value [2, 19]. To determine whether existing clusters should be divided, one could apply matching and clustering within all existing families. However, it is possible for pairwise scores to conflict [26], leading to incorrect cluster formation and preventing existing Inconsistent Families from being detected. It has been observed that different clustering algorithms have different strengths and weaknesses [19]. We propose instead a classification task to evaluate cluster quality that generates a score for any given cluster being inconsistent. In addition to allowing us to escape the weaknesses of any particular graph processing algorithm, this approach has the benefit that the score can be tuned to ensure high precision identification of ICs. Before either forming a new cluster or disaggregating an existing cluster, IC detection can be used to ensure high confidence that every cluster is incrementally improved. This ability is especially useful when the quality of each individual cluster is important such as in the product variations problem above.

We formulate the IC detection problem as a graph classification problem on weighted undirected graphs, where edges represent the similarities between each node. We then develop a binary graph classifier to predict whether the candidate items jointly form a consistent cluster. Although we have motivated it from an entity resolution perspective, the problem represents a rich area of study for graph classification since the data are well represented in graph form with node features associated with entities and pairwise similarity scores associated with edges. We apply graph neural networks [5, 14, 16, 20, 30] to the problem of scoring a group of entities for whether they belong together. We demonstrate that existing Graph Neural Network architectures perform well at graph classification on weighted graphs, and we develop a novel message representation that concatenates multiple node aggregation functions together to improve performance. We tested our methods in a variety of problems, including an e-commerce application, open data, and synthetic datasets, and demonstrate the general superiority of the proposed Graph Neural Network approach.

To summarize, we make the following major contributions in this work. First, we introduce the Inconsistent Cluster detection problem as an important problem in Incremental Entity Resolution and demonstrate its usefulness on a real-world product variations dataset. Second, we develop a Graph Neural Network-based binary classifier for solving the Inconsistent Cluster detection problem. We demonstrate a novel message aggregation scheme that significantly improves the performance of a GNN classifier on this task, and show that its performance exceeds state of the art. Third, our extensive evaluations shed light on the superior performance of the proposed method.
against several existing methods. The results show that existing methods may still work well when positive and negative edges are reasonably separated. But when the scores become more mixed and noisy, the advantage of our graph classifier is clear. Finally, we demonstrate that Graph Neural Networks can learn robust representations of weighted graphs for reasoning about partitioning decisions, which we believe will be a valuable area of study for graph representation learning.

B Background

In this section, we review several areas of research that are closely related to this work.

B.1 Product matching

Much existing research on product relationships in e-commerce focuses on product matching, e.g., duplicates, complements and substitutes. Product matching is usually formulated as an entity resolution problem [6, 12]. Konda et al. described an end-to-end entity resolution system that includes steps from data preprocessing to product matching [21]. More recently, many deep learning-based methods have been developed for entity resolution. Mudgal et al. evaluated several deep learning-based approaches for entity matching and found that deep learning-based methods do not outperform existing approaches in more structured domains, but can significantly outperform them on textual and noisy data [23]. Shah et al. discussed two approaches for product matching, including a classification-based shallow neural network and a similarity-based on deep siamese network [28]. Ristoski et al. used both word embeddings from neural language models and image embeddings from a deep convolutional neural network for product matching [27]. Li et al. studied using product titles and attributes for product matching and evaluate their method in two application scenarios, either as a classification problem or as a ranking problem [22]. Datasets that are specifically targeted for product matching have been published. For example, a WDC dataset has been published by [25] for large-scale product matching. Its English language subset consists of 20 million pairs of duplicate products that were extracted from 43 thousand e-commerce websites.

Another closely related area of research is product graphs [9, 18]. A product graph is a framework to capture all aspects of entities in a unified representation, including both product attributes and the relations between them. Such a unified view is beneficial because identifying relevant entity attributes and learning relationships are tightly coupled and can benefit from being treated jointly.

B.2 Incremental entity resolution (IER)

IER has been studied previously with different objectives. [33, 34] address the problem from the perspective of evolving matching rules, and point out that the IC problem arises in cases where a stricter matching rule requires all existing clusters to be reevaluated. [15] discusses IER following record insertion, deletion, and change and allows existing clusters to split apart in response to these operations. The main difference between these works and our own is that we focus on the precision of updates to individual clusters rather than relying on the ER clustering algorithm to cluster optimally. These goals are important in an IER system that may already have relatively high cluster quality that needs to be preserved.

Repairing existing relationships has also been studied from an ER perspective [32] via the creation of a provenance index that tracks how clustering has changed over time. In this work, we identify clusters that need repairs with high precision when the provenance may not be known.

B.3 Collective entity resolution

Collective entity resolution, broadly defined, treats clusters of products jointly in entity resolution [2]. Many existing approaches to collective entity resolution can be described as a two-step process: matching and clustering.
The matching step can be solved with the methods reviewed in the previous section and outputs scores of all edges in a cluster. The clustering step can also be solved using many methods. One popular method is transitive closure (TC) \([2][19]\). In this method, edges below a critical threshold \(t\) are removed and connected components are computed for remaining edges. K-Core is another common method for the clustering step. In graph theory, k-cores of the graph are connected components that remain after all vertices with degrees less than \(k\) are recursively removed. These methods can be evaluated on our task by whether they split a cluster into more than one partition after their application.

Finally, a more recent method called SuperPart is a cluster scoring model \([26]\). SuperPart directly formulates classification of a weighted graph as having one or multiple partitions as a binary classification problem. The SuperPart model featurizes a graph of pairwise edge scores by calculating graph-level features such as the mean external edge (mean of the edges removed by transitive closure at a fixed threshold), the average edge score in the cluster, and the number of connected components after filtering out edges below various thresholds. A random forest is used to extract a cluster-level score from the table of features that represents a likelihood for the cluster to remain as a single partition. To our knowledge, SuperPart is the only prior algorithm that assigns scores to evaluate cluster quality. We will use it as a baseline algorithm in this work.

### B.4 Graph neural networks

Graph neural networks (GNNs) have been an increasingly active research area in recent years \([17]\). GNNs represent relationships between a set of entities as a graph, allowing the incorporation of both entity-level features as well as edge-level features. Many real-world problems can be represented as graphs, such as social networks \([20]\), chemical and biological compounds \([10][13][30]\) and product graphs \([5]\). One widely applicable formulation of graph neural networks, Message Passing Neural Networks \([13]\), uses message propagation to iteratively update embedding representations of nodes, such that the embeddings capture the common patterns between node features directly communicated via edge features. Graph representation learning has been studied extensively, e.g., \([5][14][16][20][30]\); however, GNN research has focused more on learning node embeddings than on graph classification. Gilmer et al. performed graph-level regression to predict 13 chemical properties on a large graph dataset, whereas here we have a graph-level classification task related to the graph partitioning \([13]\). Chen et al. perform graph partitioning at the node level given a fixed number of partitions \([5]\). This task is similar to the classification task described here in that it involves graph partitioning, but is dissimilar in that we have weighted rather than binary edges and are classifying entire graphs rather than nodes. Graph Neural Networks have been explored for entity linkage in knowledge bases in Neural Collective Entity Linking (NCEL) \([4]\), wherein the best candidate edge for a given node is found using an existing clustering. Overall, graph neural network models are particularly compelling for entity resolution because of their flexibility: they can learn from both node features and edge features and make predictions for nodes, edges, or entire graphs. To our knowledge, graph neural networks have not yet been applied to evaluating clusters in entity resolution, for which many applications still use the traditional approach of calculating similarity scores followed by algorithmic clustering approaches.

### C Method

#### C.1 Problem

Product variations are increasingly used by e-commerce websites to group similar products into families so that each family can be shown on a single detail page. Again taking shoes as an example, the shoes that share key aspects such as brand and style would be displayed on the same page; non-key aspects such as size and color are shows as selectable (dropdown) options. Such aggregated views of products allow customers to select specific products much more easily. Since all varied items are shown together, even a single item incorrectly grouped with others creates a visibly inconsistent family. Importantly, stores such as Walmart, Amazon, and Shopify offer
Figure 1: (a) Example of an IC in the context of product variations. Two items representing animal-themed slippers should be separated from traditional Womens’ slippers. (b) Generic binary graph classification problem. Existing fully connected graphs of items contain both correct relationships (solid green lines), and incorrect relationships (dotted red lines) according to auditor labels. The edge labels encode a partitioning of the graph into one subgraph in the case of healthy families ($y = 0$) or multiple subgraphs in the case of IC ($y = 1$). The goal of the classifier is to find the correct graph label $y$ without knowing the true partitioning. The classifier relies on a probability for edge existence $p$ derived from pairwise item similarity. As in the IC family in (b), the task is challenging for algorithmic approaches because $p$ might vary across two true clusters.

sellers the opportunity to upload information about variations directly, allowing for the possibility that incorrect clusters can arise as a result of input data rather than as the output of an entity resolution system.

In this paper, we focus on the problem of detecting whether a family of items form a true cluster, which we define as the Inconsistent Cluster (IC) problem. Due to the need to treat product families collectively, IC detection can be much more challenging than simple pairwise entity matching. Imagine a family of products with 10 members, and only one of them does not belong. The family as a whole is clearly defective. However, if we consider the problem as pairwise product matching, a majority of the 45 product pairs (10 choose 2) are correct matches, with only 9 of them as mismatches. Although we can add a clustering step to further decide whether the family is defective or not, classic clustering approaches such as transitive closure or k-core may not work well for real world problems where noisy data are prevalent [26]. For example, one or two of the 9 scores for mismatched edges may be high.

Importantly, because we use an independent algorithm to classify clusters into consistent and inconsistent clusters, our method can detect errors in the decision made by an entity resolution system. This is an important contrast with other IER approaches because, as our data will show, clustering methods used in entity resolution do not always make correct decisions. Even in this context of noisy pairwise scores, our method can be used to enforce high precision for resolved clusters.

C.2 Formulation

We solve the IC detection problem by formulating it as a binary graph classification problem. Given an input graph $G(V,E)$, a signal $y \in \{0, 1\}$ is to be reported for each graph (Figure 1). A graph with a negative label corresponds to a healthy family and a positive label corresponds to an IC. As noted before, this graph classification task arises not only in finding existing families that are IC, but in confirming that items to be combined have a healthy score. The nodes represent items and all candidate families of items are fully connected with edge scores $p_{ij}$ that represent item similarity between items $i$ and $j$.

For maximum generality, in this work, we assume only that there is a means available to produce the pairwise
node similarity feature \( p \) between all candidate related items. We create these pairwise edge scores for an internal e-commerce application, the inconsistent variation family detection problem, by using a random forest on edge features generated from each pair of records; these edge features are generated by a general record matching platform similar to \([8]\). We also test the method on open data from \([26]\) which contains weighted graphs with ground truth partitionings. Finally, we can test our method on synthetic data. For this purpose, we adopt the Weighted Stochastic Block Model \([1]\), wherein scores between two partitions come from one exponential family distribution, and scores within a given partition come from another.

C.3 Baseline Methods

One common method for making partitioning decisions in entity resolution is transitive closure (TC). In this method, edges below a critical threshold \( t \) are removed and connected components are computed for remaining edges. When enough edges fall below \( t \) to divide a candidate family into two or more connected components, we predict \( y = 1 \) for the family-level label; otherwise, we predict \( y = 0 \). Unlike other models studied here, this method does not provide a continuous score for how the cluster is likely to be classified. However, we note that at a given threshold \( t \), TC is a binary classifier which considers more families to be inconsistent as \( t \) increases. We can therefore create a precision-recall curve for the purpose of comparing to other graph classifiers by sweeping \( t \).

To do this, we construct a family-level score \( s_{TC}^i \equiv 1 - t_{min}^i \) where \( t_{min}^i \) is minimum pairwise threshold at which family \( i \) will have multiple connected components. If \( t_{min}^i \) is low (\( s_{TC}^i \) is high), then the cluster breaks apart easily; however, if \( t_{min}^i \) is high (\( s_{TC}^i \) is low), even edges with high scores must be filtered out to divide the cluster. We use the score \( s_{TC}^i \) as a binary graph classification score for the purpose of constructing a precision / recall curve, where only families with score greater than or equal to a family-level threshold \( t_f \) will be considered IC.

For k-core, we allow tunable \( k \in [3, 9] \), which is chosen in the validation job to optimize the \( F_1 \) metric we report. The k-core algorithm recursively prunes nodes with degree less than \( k \). As for TC, we can calculate a PR-curve for k-core using the minimum pairwise threshold at which k-core would separate or reduce the size of a family.

We also implement the SuperPart algorithm from \([26]\), which explicitly solves the classification task of deciding whether a weighted graph should be broken into multiple partitions. To our knowledge, SuperPart is the only existing graph classification method intended to classify clusters according to whether they should be partitioned.

C.4 Proposed Model

Going beyond prior work, we propose to solve the graph classification problem by applying graph neural network models (GNNs). In particular, we adopt the message passing neural network (MPNN) framework outlined in \([13]\) but propose a new message aggregation scheme that significantly improves the classification performance. MPNNs can be described by their message passing, update, and readout functions. Given a graph \( G \) with node features \( x_v \) and edge features \( e_{vw} \), the MPNN works by aggregating (AGG) messages \( M_t \) at each node \( v \) from neighboring nodes \( N(v) \) at each timestep \( t \). These collected message \( m_{tv}^t \) can depend both on the neighboring node features as well as the edges. The messages are then used to update the hidden state \( h_v \) of the node according to an update function \( U_t \). Finally, after \( T \) timesteps, the graph label is read from all node states according to a readout function \( R \):

\[
m_{tv}^{t+1} = \text{AGG}_{w \in N(v)}[M_t(h_v^t, h_w^t, e_{vw})] \tag{11}
\]

\[
h_v^{t+1} = U_t(h_v^t, m_v^{t+1}) \tag{12}
\]

\[
\hat{y} = R(\{h_v^T | v \in G\}) \tag{13}
\]
Table 15: Performance on real and synthetic data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>TC</th>
<th>K-Core</th>
<th>SuperPart</th>
<th>GCN-E</th>
<th>MAG-GCN (Ours)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Softlines</td>
<td>0.716 (0.006)</td>
<td>0.624 (0.014)</td>
<td><strong>0.721</strong> (0.005)</td>
<td>0.705 (0.005)</td>
<td><strong>0.721</strong> (0.009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardlines</td>
<td>0.873 (0.008)</td>
<td>0.663 (0.002)</td>
<td>0.880 (0.004)</td>
<td>0.877 (0.003)</td>
<td><strong>0.887</strong> (0.003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC-Stratified</td>
<td>0.725 (0.012)</td>
<td>0.746 (0.026)</td>
<td>0.754 (0.023)</td>
<td>0.757 (0.003)</td>
<td><strong>0.774</strong> (0.003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta(1,1), Beta(3,1.5)</td>
<td>0.375 (0.047)</td>
<td>0.433 (0.041)</td>
<td>0.619 (0.071)</td>
<td>0.576 (0.061)</td>
<td><strong>0.687</strong> (0.061)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta(2.5,4), Beta(4,2)</td>
<td>0.706 (0.057)</td>
<td>0.640 (0.067)</td>
<td>0.819 (0.04)</td>
<td>0.737 (0.039)</td>
<td><strong>0.843</strong> (0.039)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta(1,2), Beta(4,1.5)</td>
<td>0.624 (0.051)</td>
<td>0.762 (0.051)</td>
<td>0.914 (0.028)</td>
<td>0.813 (0.048)</td>
<td><strong>0.932</strong> (0.029)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta(1.5,4), Beta(3,1)</td>
<td>0.907 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.856 (0.04)</td>
<td>0.95 (0.016)</td>
<td>0.825 (0.037)</td>
<td><strong>0.967</strong> (0.014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta(1.5,4), Beta(4,1)</td>
<td>0.936 (0.035)</td>
<td>0.924 (0.028)</td>
<td><strong>0.976</strong> (0.019)</td>
<td>0.907 (0.036)</td>
<td>0.973 (0.009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta(1,4), Beta(4,1)</td>
<td>0.979 (0.01)</td>
<td>0.972 (0.016)</td>
<td>0.981 (0.02)</td>
<td>0.93 (0.025)</td>
<td><strong>0.989</strong> (0.014)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We report mean $F_1$ score with parentheses enclosing standard error.

Of the MPNNs, we draw on the design of the Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) [20] and ideas from [35] to produce an architecture that performs well at the task of deciding whether a weighted graph should be divided into one or more partitions. The message passing function for our proposed approach, the MAG-GCN (Mixture AGgregation Graph Convolutional Network), is

$$m_{v}^{t+1} = \text{MEAN}(h_{w}, e_{vw}), \text{MAX}(e_{vw}), \text{MIN}(e_{vw}),$$

(14)

where $(\cdot, \cdot)$ denotes concatenation. We found the concatenation of the edge feature to the node features be important, as observed in [11]. Moreover, the inclusion of the min and max aggregation represents a significant departure from the message passing function of the GCN: $m_{v}^{t+1} \sim \text{MEAN}(h_{w})$. We found that for reasoning about partitioning in a weighted graph, it was helpful for the message passing function to carry more information about the distribution of incoming edge weights than just the mean. To demonstrate these points, we compare the MAG-GCN to an architecture that we refer to as GCN-E [11], which is the same but with message passing

$$m_{v}^{t+1} = \text{MEAN}(h_{w}, e_{vw}).$$

(15)

We also tried adding a sum aggregator to our mixed aggregation, but found that this did not yield any benefit. We also note that for the graphs studied here, where all of the information is contained in the edge weights, it is not obvious how to adopt a vanilla GCN architecture such as that in [20], where the focus is on learning from node features. After completion of this work, we became aware of [7], which demonstrates that a similar mixed aggregation scheme enhances GNN performance in a broad array of applications.

For all of the GNN architectures we studied, the update function consists of a fully connected neural network $f_U$ with ReLU activation, and the readout function consists of a fully connected network that operates on the mean of the hidden states $\bar{h}_{v}, R = f_R(\bar{h}_v)$. Following readout the loss is calculated with binary cross-entropy. We utilized learning rates between $10^{-2}$ and $10^{-3}$. Initial node features were set to a vector of zeros and the edge weights $e_{vw}$ were set to the pairwise edge similarity. Hyperparameters were tuned on synthetic datasets. Our graph neural network models were built with Deep Graph Library [31], a general framework for building Message Passing Neural Networks.

D Results

D.1 Experimental design

To evaluate model performance, we choose transitive closure, k-core, and SuperPart as baseline methods. For evaluating performance on a test set, we use F1 score. For the F1 score metric, a threshold is first chosen to
We first evaluated all of the methods in an internal application. Several audited datasets are created as follows. A group of items was shown to auditors on a single page, and the auditors were given the task of partitioning it into one or more Variation families. One audited dataset consists of approximately 8,500 such families from a Softlines product line containing 76,000 items which have been partitioned according to auditor labels; approximately 3,800 of these families were split by the auditors and are therefore IC. The second audited dataset consists of approximately 6,500 families from a Hardlines product line containing 124,000 items; 2,700 families are IC.

We also use a publicly available dataset released in [26] called IC-Stratified; this dataset contains a training set with 2649 nodes and a test set with 2424 nodes with ground truth partitionings into one or more families.

Finally, we evaluated our methods on synthetic datasets. When generating the datasets, we tested different degrees of separation between positive and negative pairs, as well as the specific distributions for generating the weights of these pairs. The systematic study on synthetic datasets allow us to gain deep insights on the advantages and disadvantages of the different methods under different conditions. We generate synthetic data by creating graphs of 1 or 2 ground truth families, where the latter is an IC example. Each node had probability of 0.97 to be part of the first true family and 0.03 to from the second. All edges within true families were drawn from one Beta distribution, and all edges between true families were drawn from another.

### D.2 Real-World Datasets

For the Softlines and Hardlines datasets, we trained and tested the models on a fixed training, validation, and test set 5 times, each with a different random seed for the pairwise classifier training. For IC-Stratified, pairwise scores are provided and we split the training set into training and validation 5 different ways. A comparison of the cluster scoring models can be found in Table 15 with PR-AUC curves shown in Figure 2. Overall, we find that a model-based cluster scoring mechanism helps with the task of identifying inconsistent clusters, with both SuperPart and MAG-GCN outperforming the TC baseline. We find that the MAG-GCN model performs the best overall in Softlines, Hardlines, and the public dataset IC-Stratified from [26]. The GNN model is particularly effective at improving recall at high precisions, an important metric for applications. An example precision-recall comparison between the MAG-GCN and the TC baseline can be found in Figure 2.

To understand the origin of the improved performance, we plot the GNN score against the TC score in Figure 3. We observe that the MAG-GCN derives its improved performance by boosting the scores of TC’s false negatives more than reducing the scores of false positives. We also observe that larger families tend to benefit more often from the GNN than their smaller counterparts. This pattern can be better understood by examining some examples. The lower portion of Figure 3 shows example families that were correctly labeled positive by the GCN but incorrectly by transitive closure. We see that while the pairwise model correctly drew low-probability edges between clusters in many cases, there is often a structural component in the graph that makes it difficult to
Figure 3: Study of improved performance. Upper: MAG-GCN score is displayed against the TC score for (a) Softlines, (b) Hardlines, (c) IC-Stratified. Blue points are ground truth negative ICs, red points are ground truth positive ICs, and size represents the number of items in the family. The upper left hand corner of the graph represents the area where the GCN increased the score compared to TC. The primary effect of the GCN is to boost the scores of positive examples more than negative examples. Lower: example families of products that were classified as non-IC by TC but were correctly classified as IC by MAG-GCN. The red points represent items, black edges represent true positive edges, and blue dotted lines represent true negative edges. The width of the line is proportional to the pairwise model prediction $p$. For example, in the rightmost plot, owing to a single edge with weight 0.85 between two true clusters, TC did not suggest partitioning into two families with high likelihood (score = 0.15); however, MAG-GCN correctly did (score was 0.78, true label was 1.0).

D.3 Synthetic datasets

A study of synthetic data is shown in Figure 4. As mentioned previously, we produced artificial families of items ranging from size 5 to 15 using a different distribution for true positive edges and true negative edges. By varying the parameters of the distribution, we were able to determine how methods of cluster scoring perform across different levels of difficulty. The distributions and corresponding performances are shown in Figure 4 and Table 15. We find that MAG-GCN consistently outperforms or is competitive with the other methods, with particular performance increases for noisy data. For example, when positive edges are drawn from $\text{Beta}(3, 1.5)$ and negative edges are drawn from a uniform distribution – a noisy setting – MAG-GCN has an F1-score of 0.687 vs. 0.375 for TC and 0.619 for Superpart - an 83% and 11% improvement over the baselines, respectively. However, when both positive and negative distributions are well-separated, most methods do well. This points to the usefulness of our method in the noisy data setting, which is common in applied settings such as our internal task.
Figure 4: Performance on synthetic data. Top: beta distributions used generate synthetic data. Negative edges are drawn from the red distributions while positive edges are drawn from the blue distribution. Bottom: different cluster scoring techniques are applied to each distribution. We utilize the synthetic datasets from Table 15 (N = 1000).

We also tested all methods against the GCN-E, which is similar to MAG-GCN but uses only mean node aggregation rather than the mixture of mean, min, and max. We note that the concatenation of the edge feature into a GCN alone is insufficient to learn this task as successfully as our method.

**E Discussion**

As in previous work [26], we find that by applying an additional cluster scoring model we can improve performance on the joint task of classifying an entire family as inconsistent. Of the cluster scoring mechanisms we tested, we find that the MAG-GCN is most effective, outperforming its immediate competitor SuperPart. We also found that the benefit of the MAG-GCN is most dramatic for recall in the high precision regime, which is a relevant metric for production use cases where we wish to fix only high-confidence IC families. The performance of the MAG-GCN in comparison to SuperPart was also interesting. We noticed that when little data was available, SuperPart performed well and once better than MAG-GCN (second to last plot in Figure 4), suggesting that the SuperPart model may be better regularized. However, MAG-GCN appears to be more flexible and able to learn effective representations of a wide variety of weighted graphs. Understanding the power of Graph Neural Networks relative to featurized representations of graphs is an interesting topic for further study.
We also make note that MAG-GCN is significantly better than GCN-E, where the edge feature is simply concatenated and the aggregation function is the mean. Xu et al. [35] note the mean aggregation function is effective at learning the distribution of its surroundings while the max aggregation function is more effective at distinguishing outliers. We note that the mean aggregation function provides information about the center of the distribution of incoming edges, while the min and max aggregation functions provide some sense of its spread.

To frame the results in terms of our IC detection application, the decision at the cluster level, rather than pairwise, appears to add value over TC primarily by increasing model score for families that would be false negatives under TC because they are tied together by outlier edges. In Figure 3, the benefit of the GNN score appears to increase for larger families, where there is more opportunity to have an outlier edge. We suspect that in real-world applications of inconsistent family detection to product graphs, where there may be hundreds or even thousands of products linked together, the benefits of this technique will grow.

Despite the performance enhancements achieved by the MAG-GCN, further work including raw node features such as images and text is needed to take full advantage of the graph neural network paradigm for product relationships. For the use case of automatically cleaving high confidence families, further work is recommended on using GNNs to learn the correct partitioning within the IC. Models whose loss depends on the categorization of each node such as the Line Graph Neural Network [5] might be well suited for this task.

F Conclusions

Using graph neural networks that leverage graph structure, we are able to significantly improve the ability of clustering scoring models to detect Inconsistent Clusters for e-commerce applications. More generally, we show that graph neural networks can learn robust graph representations of weighted graphs for partitioning decisions. Future work will focus on incorporating additional node and edge features, as well as studying graph neural network structures that partition the graph explicitly rather than classify the entire graph as either consistent or inconsistent. For the binary classification problem, we hypothesize that methods allowing learnable coarsening of the graph [3][29] could be useful. Graph neural networks offer an interesting path forward for other entity resolution problems because node features can be included along with the edge weights studied here.

In terms of incremental entity resolution, focusing on the IC problem allows us to handle the important case where we want to enforce that cluster quality does not degrade with ER updates. Having an Inconsistent Cluster detection mechanism is an efficient way to accomplish this regardless of the quality of pairwise scores, since precision and recall for cluster-level updates can be tuned along the curves shown in Figure 2. In this paper, we mainly studied the IC detection problem in the context of existing clusters prior to splitting, but the same cluster quality checks can be applied to clusters prior to being merged or split. Future work will include evaluating how to combine merging and splitting to optimize the IER in the general case.
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Abstract

The use of email marketing campaigns in e-commerce is an essential aspect for driving sales and establishing or maintaining good customer service. However, ensuring their success in the airline industry is challenging, and the risk is high that the marketing campaign content is not suited to the needs of specific travelers. The traveler may rapidly feel spammed and the offer content promoted via emails may even be no longer accessed. Consequently, the use of personalised recommender systems for email marketing campaigns becomes essential to build user loyalty and to increase offer conversion. Recently, the use of knowledge graphs has proven to be an effective way to recommend products. In this work, we propose an approach that leverages knowledge graph embeddings to better target the right audience in email marketing campaigns for airline products recommendation. We conduct extensive experiments to compare our approach with the currently in-production rule-based system used by airline marketers and a supervised machine learning model based on handcrafted features as another baseline. The results suggest that the use of knowledge graph embeddings is the most effective approach.

A Introduction

With the digital transformation of retail commerce from physical sale points to virtual stores, recommender systems have shown their value in easing the search and purchase decision process of customers who are facing an ever increasing amount of products [1]. In order to embrace e-commerce techniques and boost their revenues, some airlines are using the so-called Amadeus Anytime Merchandizing (AAM) Notification System which is an IT solution that allows airline marketers to effectively define, deploy, monitor and adjust airline email marketing

campaigns sent to the travelers in real-time. Customized notifications can be defined and sent to travelers, after booking a flight, to suggest them additional services to buy (e.g. extra baggage, specific meal, preferred seat) called ancillaries. The solution acts as a bridge between the travelers retailing touchpoints and the airline’s service and delivery system. As shown on the left side of Figure 1 when using this solution, the airline marketer can choose the appropriate time when to send the notification (e.g. 5 days before departure), what product to recommend (e.g. Leg Space Seat), how to send the offer (e.g. via an Email) and to whom this offer should be sent (matching targeting criteria).

Despite all the functionalities included in the AAM Notification System, it is difficult for an airline to find the optimal audience to target for a given offer. We conducted an analysis of historical sales triggered by some notification campaigns during the period 14 May 2019 - 17 Dec 2019 ran by one of our partner airlines and we observed a poor conversion of the notification offers (Section C.3). This is partly due to the challenging decision-making process that an airline marketer faces when it comes to deciding which values (belonging to broad ranges) are appropriate for the criteria to be used (e.g. sending time, flight itineraries, flight departure point, etc.). Targeting customers with unsolicited notifications can be counter-productive and lead to adversarial effects on customer loyalty if done incorrectly. It is therefore critical to identify the customers that we expect to react positively to an advertised service in order to avoid spamming them with non-personalized emails. This problem can be seen as an inverse recommendation scenario, i.e. recommending a user to an item.

Inspired by recent works that have illustrated the effectiveness of using knowledge graph embeddings [2–4] and gradient boosting algorithms [5, 6] for item recommendation, we propose the Travel Knowledge Graph Embeddings for email marketing campaigns (TKE) framework to better target the audience for a service the airline wishes to recommend through email marketing campaigns (Figure 1). In this paper, we made the following contributions:

1. We design and develop a Knowledge Graph using Semantic Web technologies to represent the travelers past trips as well as to semantically enrich airline products.

2. We learn vector representations of travel entities via knowledge graph embedding algorithms and we leverage gradient boosting algorithms to compute prediction scores to better target the audience in email marketing campaigns.

3. We perform an empirical comparison of our approach with the current in-production rule-based system as well as with an hypothetical classical machine learning approach using handcrafted features on a real-world production dataset.

Figure 1: On the left side: AAM Notification System. On the right side: Flowchart of our proposed TKE framework. Notification dataset used in this study is generated from the AAM Notification system. Contextual features include booking context (e.g. number of passengers, date of departure, etc.), notification information (e.g. media used to send the notification, time of notification, etc.).
The paper is organized as follows. Section B provides a literature review of the related work. Section C introduces some preliminary concepts, the recommendation problem, the dataset and the knowledge graph used to conduct this work. In Section D, we describe both our TKE approach as well as a machine learning model using handcrafted features as another baseline. In Section E, we present the experiments we carried out and we demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach. Finally, in Section F, we give some conclusions and we outline some future works.

B Related Work

This section provides a literature review of the research conducted on email marketing campaigns in the e-commerce and tourism domains. We also present state-of-the-art methods of knowledge graph embedding algorithms and the use of gradient boosting algorithms for recommender systems.

B.1 Email Marketing Campaigns

Emails allow marketers to send messages to their customers at very low cost. They generally generate faster responses and create an opportunity for interactive communication with customers [7]. In [8], the authors analyze 70 randomized field experiments and find that email promotions not only increase customers’ average purchase spending during the promotion window but also carry over to the week after the promotion expires. In our study, we will focus on personalized email marketing campaigns. In [9], the authors performed an empirical comparison of supervised machine learning models based on decision tree and logistic regression algorithms in order to improve the open rate and conversion rate of email marketing campaigns. In [10], the authors propose to use transactional features and instant messaging metadata to train a boosting tree regression algorithm to timely anticipate the needs of consumers in order to increase their level of engagement as well as the rate at which they repurchase products.

In the tourism domain, even if widely used, limited research is conducted on email marketing campaigns. In [11], the authors found that customers’ favourite emails contain special offers, discounts and coupons as well as real-time communication tools. When customers perceived these emails as meeting their personal preferences, they developed a strong relationship with the sender. In [12], the authors demonstrated that the personalization, interactivity and price were important predictors of the possibility of revisiting the same accommodation. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to propose a supervised machine learning approach to enable personalized email marketing in the airline travel industry.

B.2 Knowledge Graph Embeddings

A knowledge graph embedding (KG embedding) is a representation of a knowledge graph (KG) component into a continuous vector space. The objective of learning those embeddings is to ease the manipulation of graph components (entities, relations) for prediction tasks such as entity classification, link prediction or recommender systems.

In [13], the authors classified the learning algorithms into two main categories namely translational distance models and semantic matching models.

For the first category, TransE [14] is often mentioned as the most used translational distance model. TransE represents both entities and relations vectors in the same space $R^d$. Given a fact $(h, r, t)$, the relation is interpreted as a translation vector $r$ so that the embedded entities $h$ (head) and $t$ (tail) can be connected by $r$ with low error, i.e., $h + r \approx t$ when $(h, r, t)$ holds. TransH [15] introduces relation-specific hyperplanes, each relation $r$ being represented on a hyperplane as $w_r$, its normal vector. TransR [16] follows the same idea as TransH, but instead of projecting the relations into a hyperplane, it proposes to create a specific space per relation.
In the second category, semantic matching models exploit similarity-based scoring functions. In [17], the authors associate each entity with a vector to capture its latent semantics. Each relation is represented as a matrix that models pairwise interactions between latent factors. The score of a fact \((h, r, t)\) is defined by a bi-linear scoring function minimized through tensor factorization based on ALS optimization technique.

Palumbo et al. [18] propose to use property-specific KG embeddings generated from node2vec algorithm [19] in order to compute relatedness scores between items and users. Similarly, we propose to use translational distance and semantic matching models to generate embeddings and to use them as latent features of a gradient boosting algorithm.

B.3 Gradient Boosting Algorithms

Gradient boosting is a machine learning technique for regression and classification problems, which produces a prediction model in the form of an ensemble of weaker prediction models.

In [5], the authors used multiple additive Regression Trees (Dart) which is an ensemble model that uses boosted regression trees and handles the overspecialization. Their approach for online accommodation recommendation ranked 1st in the famous RecSys 2019 Challenge. In [6], the authors used XGBoost [20] which is an implementation of gradient boosting decision trees to predict tweet engagement, they have intensively used exploratory data analysis to extract and compute relevant features to feed XGBoost algorithm. Their solution ranked 1st in the RecSys 2020 Challenge. In our work, we use XGBoost algorithm as a supervised machine learning algorithm to better target the audience in email marketing campaigns based on the computed embeddings and contextual features (Figure 1).

C Data & Problem Formulation

In this section, we first provide definitions of some useful concepts. Then, we define the problem and research questions addressed in this work. Finally, we present the dataset and the design of the knowledge graph used for the experiments.

C.1 Preliminaries

We define a Knowledge Graph (KG) similarly to what is done in [21].

**Definition 1:** A knowledge graph is a set \(K = (E, R, O)\), where \(E\) is the set of entities, \(R \subseteq E \times \Gamma \times E\) is a set of typed relations between entities and \(O\) is an ontology. The ontology \(O\) defines the set of relation types (‘properties’) \(\Gamma\).

**Definition 2:** Travelers are a subset of the entities of the KG, \(t \in T \subset E\).

**Definition 3:** Ancillaries are all products offered by the airline beyond air tickets. They can be flight-related (e.g. extra baggage, preferred seat, etc.) or standalone (e.g. lounge access) services. Ancillaries are advertised in the email marketing campaigns. Ancillaries are a subset of the entities of the KG, \(a \in A \subset E\).

**Definition 4:** A notification campaign is a set of notifications sent to an audience of travelers within a given period of time and under some criteria to recommend an ancillary product.
Definition 5: We define the conversion rate of a notification campaign as follows:

\[
CR = \frac{1}{N_0} \sum_{i=1}^{N_0} \text{hit}(N_i)
\]  \hspace{1cm} (16)

where \(N_0\) is the number of notifications sent through the notification campaign, and \(\text{hit}(N_i)\) is equal to 1 if the notification \(N_i\) triggers a purchase. In our work, we focus on optimizing the conversion rate.

C.2 Problem Formulation

Given a notification campaign aimed at a large audience of travelers who have already booked a flight in a given context, we aim to target the relevant travelers among all the travelers that the notifications will reach. More specifically, we address the following research questions:

RQ 1: How to extract the relevant sample of travelers to target for a given notification campaign?

RQ 2: How does a supervised machine learning approach perform compared to a rule-based approach to target the relevant audience for a notification campaign?

RQ 3: How does the use of KG embeddings compare to the use of handcrafted features as input of a supervised machine learning model trained to target the relevant audience for a notification campaign?

C.3 Notification Campaign Analysis

We analyzed three notification campaigns summing up to approximately 8.2 million notifications sent by one of our partner airlines to its travelers between 14 May 2019 and 17 December 2019 in order to understand the behavior of travelers in response to the notification campaigns, and to compute the conversion rates of these notification campaigns.

As shown in Table 16, there are three different types of ancillaries that are advertised in three notification campaigns. By analyzing airline sales data over the same period, we can see that only 3 out of 34 different types of purchased ancillaries were offered in the notification campaigns. This shows an untapped sales potential. Moreover, we observed that 50% of sales triggered by a notification happens on the same day (< 24 hours) after receiving the notification. This demonstrates the effect of a notification on the purchases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notification Campaign</th>
<th>Notification time</th>
<th>Date Range</th>
<th>Number of Notifications</th>
<th>Sales</th>
<th>CR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Extra leg room seat</td>
<td>5 days before Departure</td>
<td>19 May - 23 December 2019</td>
<td>~355 K</td>
<td>~2.8K</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prepaid baggage</td>
<td>2 days before Departure</td>
<td>14 May - 17 December 2019</td>
<td>~7.5 M</td>
<td>~11K</td>
<td>0.15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lounge</td>
<td>Right after air ticket purchase</td>
<td>16 October - 17 December 2019</td>
<td>~338 K</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>0.03%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Notifications</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>~13.8K</td>
<td>0.18%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While the prepaid baggage notification campaign was aimed at all travelers who booked a flight during the period indicated in Table 16, the notification campaigns for Lounge access and Extra leg room seat contain a number of filtering criteria that explain the large discrepancy in terms of the number of notifications sent out. Indeed, for these two notification campaigns, the airline marketer chose to send the notification to a quite restrictive audience by combining a number of criteria (fare family, aircraft type, no chargeable seat in their booking, etc.)
C.4 Airline Travel Notification Dataset

We conducted experiments on a real-world production dataset of bookings from the T-DNA database. Each booking contains one or several air ticket purchases, and is stored using Passenger Name Record (PNR) information. The PNR is created at reservation time by airline reservation system and contains information about the purchased air ticket (e.g. travel itinerary, payment information), traveler demographics and ancillaries information if purchased (comprised in the EMD ticket). The considered dataset contains approximately 2.33 million bookings for approximately 2.85 million unique travelers.

The Airline Travel Notification (ATN) dataset is produced by joining the notification dataset and the historical bookings dataset from T-DNA. This dataset contains information about the shopping and booking context (e.g. search date, number of passenger, departure date, etc.) and information about travelers (e.g. demographics and loyalty membership information). In total, the dataset contains 42 columns and ~ 8.2 million rows. For our experiments, the dataset was broken down into three different sub-datasets that correspond to the three different notification campaigns (Table 16).

C.5 Airline Travel Knowledge Graph

The Airline Travel KG is constructed from the T-DNA database. We develop an ontology which is available in the Turtle format at https://gitlab.eurecom.fr/amadeus/tke4rec/-/blob/master/ontology/ams_ontology.ttl. To design the KG, we have defined 7 classes corresponding to top level entities and based on the various tables available in the T-DNA database:

- **Traveler**: A traveler is identified by a T-DNA id. A traveler has a booking history (PNRs) that contain purchase history (air tickets, EMD tickets). An instance of traveler is a schema:Person.

- **Trip Reservation**: A trip reservation (PNR) represents the booking of all travelers contained in the PNR. It contains information such as the number of passengers, the destination, etc.

- **Journey**: A journey is linked to a trip reservation. Each journey has a stay duration, departure and arrival airports.

- **Air Ticket**: An air ticket is contained in a PNR and contains flight and transactional information. A PNR can have multiple air tickets because of the different flight legs (e.g. Nice-Paris, Paris-New York) or/and the number of passengers.

- **EMD Ticket**: An Electronic Miscellaneous Document (EMD) ticket is linked to an air ticket. It contains information on the ancillary purchased by the traveler (e.g. ancillary type, ancillary price, etc.).

- **Ancillary**: An ancillary is a service purchased by a traveler (associated to a flight) in addition to the air ticket. It is identified by a sub-code (RFISC), labelled by a commercial name, defined by ATPCO. It belongs to a group of ancillaries (Group, RFIC). We propose to model the different ancillaries as SKOS concepts and we create an ancillary thesaurus represented as a concept scheme.

- **Airport**: It represents the airport where the traveler travels to. An airport serves one or several cities.

The KG used to tackle our use case contains 41 different properties (Figure 2), ~ 80 million edges and ~ 9 million nodes.

We present in Table 17 some statistics about the Airline Travel KG. In Figure 3, an excerpt of the KG is
Figure 2: Distribution of #relations of properties in the Airline Travel KG. All prefixes can be found in the ontology definition.

Table 17: Statistics of subgraphs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subgraph</th>
<th>#Edges</th>
<th>#Nodes</th>
<th>#travelers</th>
<th>#PNRs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Extra leg room seat</td>
<td>7M</td>
<td>800K</td>
<td>67K</td>
<td>205K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prepaid baggage</td>
<td>64M</td>
<td>7.6M</td>
<td>572K</td>
<td>2.2M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lounge</td>
<td>6.7M</td>
<td>789K</td>
<td>42K</td>
<td>203K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

depicted, where a Malaysian traveler identified by T21354, born on "1988-05-05" has booked a one way flight for two people from Kuala lumpur to Melbourne. The EMD ticket identified by 23143 and linked to the air ticket 21563 represents the purchase of an ancillary (a seat).

D Approach

Our proposed framework TKE can be seen as a two-stage approach as presented in Figure 1. In the first stage, we extract contextual features from the ATN dataset and compute KG embeddings of travelers and trip reservations from the Airline Travel KG. In the second stage, contextual features and KG embeddings are used as input of an XGBoost classifier in order to predict, for a given user, whether the notification should be sent or not.

We also propose a supervised machine learning model that includes as input contextual features and additional handcrafted travelers’ features that capture travelers’ preferences which we think could be particularly significant for model accuracy (hypothesis proven in the ablation study) as another baseline to compare with. We describe below the handcrafted travelers’ features as well as the KG embeddings used in TKE:

- **Handcrafted travelers’ features**: Features designed to capture travelers’ preferences for ancillaries, destinations, points of sale, etc. and also customer lifetime value (Section D.1).
Figure 3: Excerpt of the knowledge graph representing the travelers included in a Trip reservation through the property `schema:underName`, as well as other properties and relations to other entities. Literals are represented in blue rectangle, whereas other entities are represented in blue circle. In this depiction, some properties that links travelers, trip reservations, air tickets and emd tickets are represented as an example, but more properties are included in the graph.

- **Knowledge graph embeddings**: Latent features representation of travelers and trip reservations computed based on KG embedding algorithms such as TransE [14] (Section D.2).

### D.1 Handcrafted Travelers Features

In this section, we present the handcrafted travelers features designed to compare their use with that of KG embeddings. We compute several features based on travelers purchase history, such as preferred ancillary, preferred destination, etc. We list below the features computed that leverage travelers’ history:

- **Bookings count**: Number of bookings already purchased by the traveler with the airline.
- **Average flight revenue**: The average booking price tickets for all historical bookings of the traveler.
- **Preferred ancillary**: This feature corresponds to the most sold ancillary to the traveler.
- **Preferred destination**: This feature corresponds to the most visited destination (airport) by the traveler.
- **Preferred seat characteristic**: This feature represents the seat characteristic that is the most purchased by the traveler. There are three types of seat characteristic namely Upper deck, Exit Row, Leg Space.
- **Extra leg room seat already purchase**: For each seat characteristic, we create a binary feature that represents if a traveler has already purchased an Extra leg room seat or not.
- **Seat sales count**: This feature represents the number of times a seat has been purchased by the traveler.
- **Prepaid baggage sales count**: This feature represents the number of times a prepaid baggage has been purchased by the traveler.
- **Lounge sales count**: This feature represents the number of times a lounge access has been purchased by the traveler.
• **Notification response rate**: This feature is equal to the number of sales divided by the number of notifications sent to the traveler (regardless of the recommended service).

The handcrafted features and the features available in the ATN dataset are used as input of a gradient boosting decision tree classifier. We use the official implementation of XGBoost to train a binary classifier to predict if the notified travelers will convert or not. In Section E, we give more details about the hyper-parameters used in XGBoost.

### D.2 TKE Features

In this section, we explain how the KG embeddings used in TKE are computed. We use translational distance models to compute travelers and trip reservations embeddings as shown in Figure 1. More formally, we learn the KG embeddings based on a link prediction task, where some links of ancillary purchases and seat products are hidden in the training set, and put in the test set. Translational distance models are trained under the closed world assumption using a pairwise loss that penalizes negative instances. More concretely, ancillaries that were not purchased by a traveler are considered as negative instances under the closed world assumption. Translational distance models are evaluated using ranking metrics such as hit rate or mean reciprocal rank. Hence, these models will return a high similarity score (low euclidean distance) for the ancillaries that are close in the graph embedding space to the embeddings of the ancillaries historically purchased by the travelers. As an example, we obtain a hit rate of \( \sim 0.42 \) with the TransE algorithm on the Airline Travel KG. In addition to translational distance models, we implemented a single-hidden multi-layer perceptron (MLP) as proposed in [22], where each relation (as well as entity) is associated with a single vector. More specifically, given a fact \( (h, r, t) \), the vector embeddings of \( h \), \( r \), and \( t \) are concatenated in the input layer, and mapped to a non-linear hidden layer. The score is then generated by a linear output layer. The generated embeddings are used as input of XGBoost classifier in addition to the contextual features as shown in Figure 1. We carry out a thorough empirical comparison of the aforementioned KG embedding algorithms and select the KG embeddings that allow the classifier to predict with the highest accuracy.

### E Experiments

The objective of the experiments is to compare the use of handcrafted features (a) with the use of KG embeddings (b). (a) helps in interpreting the results and predictions obtained by the algorithm, while (b) lacks interpretation (latent features), but is easier to compute and maintain. We publish our code as open source in order to ease reproducibility.

#### E.1 Experimental Setup

In this section, we present the different settings and the evaluation protocol (evaluation metrics and split of the dataset) used to conduct the experiments.

**Dataset**: We experiment both approaches (a) and (b) with the three datasets presented in Table 16. We use the Airline Travel KG presented in Section C.5 to generate the KG embeddings useful for our main approach TKE.

**Training & Test Sets**: The three datasets corresponding to the three notification campaigns are split using the same strategy. Each dataset is sorted temporally, and 80% of the first rows of each dataset are used as training/validation sets. We use a cross-fold validation to train and validate all models \( k=5 \), a split of 80% for training and 20% for validation). The remaining 20% are used as test set to evaluate the model. The split between training and validation set is performed randomly in order to avoid a seasonality effect that is usually occurring in....

---

7 XGBoost: https://XGBoost.readthedocs.io/
8 https://gitlab.eurecom.fr/amadeus/tke4rec
Table 18: Evaluation results of the different approaches. (a) represents the results of XGBoost for different inputs; (b) represents the results of the TKE approach for different KG embedding algorithms. The average standard deviation (by varying the seed when splitting the dataset) of each metric is as follows: $AUC - ROC : \pm 0.02$, $TPR : \pm 3\%$, $TNR : \pm 2\%$, $CR : \pm 0.1\%$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Extra leg</th>
<th>room seat</th>
<th>Prepaid baggage</th>
<th>Lounge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AUC-ROC</td>
<td>TPR</td>
<td>TNR</td>
<td>CR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rule-based</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) ADS</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>78%</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) HDS</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>2.37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) AHDS</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>2.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) TransE</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) TransH</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) TransR</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) MLP</td>
<td><strong>0.87</strong></td>
<td><strong>88%</strong></td>
<td><strong>69%</strong></td>
<td><strong>3.2%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The travel industry. KG embedding algorithms are often designed to solve a link prediction task. We consider it is appropriate to split the KG by removing some edges that are included in the set of properties that link travelers with ancillaries and consider them as test sets, in order to evaluate the quality of the computed embeddings.

**Evaluation metrics:** The output of our approach is the probability of purchasing the recommended ancillary $a$ included in the notification $N$:

$$P(\text{purchase} = a | N) = P(\text{purchase} | \text{Context}, \text{TE}, \text{RE})$$

(17)

where, $\text{TE}$ and $\text{RE}$ are the Traveler and Trip reservation embeddings.

To evaluate and compare, the different approaches implemented, we used the conversion rate defined at definition 5 and the three metrics defined as follows:

- **TPR:** The true positive rate is the percentage of correct positive predictions. It represents the ratio of travelers that the algorithm suggests to send the notification and effectively purchase the ancillary. TPR is defined as follows:

$$TPR = \frac{TP}{TP + FN}$$

(18)

- **TNR:** The true negative rate is the percentage of correct negative predictions. It represents the ratio of travelers that the algorithm suggest to not send the notification and effectively do not purchase the ancillary. TNR is defined as follows:

$$TNR = \frac{TN}{TN + FP}$$

(19)

- **ROC-AUC:** The area under ROC curve (FPR, TPR) helps to choose what is the optimal probability threshold that maximizes the CR and TPR and is defined as follows:

$$ROC-AUC = \int_0^1 TPR \, d(FPR)$$

(20)

where, $FPR = 1 - TPR$ is the false positive rate

It is noteworthy that the conversion rate was measured offline as well as all the metrics based on the test set. According to equation 16, $N_o$ represents the number of predicted positives and each hit $hit_i$ corresponds to a true positive prediction.
Implementation Framework & Parameter Settings: For KG embedding algorithms, we use the deep learning framework pytorch\(^9\) to implement MLP\(^{22}\) and the library pykg2vec\(^{23}\) for all the other KG embedding algorithms. The hyper-parameters of all the models were tuned using a combination of random-search and grid-search algorithms. We apply grid-search algorithm on the implemented algorithms using the following values: the embedding size \(k \in \{32, 64, 96, 128, 256\}\), the batch size \(\in \{128, 256, 512, 1024\}\), the number of epochs \(\in \{50, 100, 200\}\), the learning rate \(lr \in \{0.001, 0.003, 0.01, 0.03, 0.1, 0.3\}\) and negative samples \(Ns \in [2, 10]\) for MLP algorithm. We also optimize the following hyper-parameters of XGBoost classifier: the max depth of a tree \(\in [5, 50]\), the number of trees \(\in [10, 100]\), the sub-sample of each tree \(\in [0.65, 0.85]\) and the col-sample of each tree \(\in [0.65, 0.85]\). In addition to these hyper-parameters, we compute a weighted score (ratio of number of negative class to the positive class) that we use in XGBoost to approach the problem as a cost-sensitive learning problem due to the high class imbalance between positive (purchase) and negative (no purchase) classes (Table 16).

E.2 Results and Discussion

In this section, we discuss the results obtained from the experiments. Results of the experiments conducted are presented in table 18. TPR, TNR and ROC-AUC metrics are not provided for the rule-based approach implemented in AAM Notification System. The reason behind this is that the dataset used in the experiments is generated by the AAM notification system, which is different from the original dataset that contains all travelers used for the rule-based approach to identify the travelers matching the targeting criteria.

Ablation Study: Table 18 shows that using the features from the ATN dataset in addition to the travelers handcrafted features (AHDS: ATN + Handcrafted features) as input of XGBoost performs better than using only one of them (ADS: ATN features or HDS: Handcrafted features) as input for all notification campaigns. We also observe that using only travelers handcrafted features as input information of XGBoost gives better results than using the entire ATN dataset for all notification campaigns. We compute the most important features of the model (a) AHDS for each notification campaign and we report below the three most important ones with their respective information gain:

- **Extra Leg Room Seat**: \{Preferred Seat Characteristic: 0.31, Preferred ancillary: 0.12, Ticket amount: 0.08\}.
- **Prepaid Baggage**: \{Preferred destination: 0.21, Destination: 0.12, Prepaid Baggage sales Frequency: 0.10\}.
- **Lounge**: \{Average Flight Revenue: 0.22, Destination: 0.20, Age: 0.15\}.

Knowledge graph embeddings: We observe in Table 18 that using KG embeddings (concatenation of traveler and reservation KG embeddings) with contextual features as input of XGBoost performs better than using travelers handcrafted features regardless of the algorithm used to compute the embeddings or the notification campaign. Moreover, KG embeddings computed from MLP shows to perform better than KG embeddings computed from translational distance models except for the lounge notification campaign, where the use of KG embeddings computed from TransH model gives the best results.

F Conclusions and Future Work

In this work, we have presented a two stage approach to address the problem of audience targeting for email marketing campaigns: first, we compute KG embeddings of travelers and reservations; second, we use these

\(^9\)Pytorch:https://pytorch.org/
embeddings in addition to contextual features as input of a XGBoost classifier to learn what is the relevant audience to target for a given notification campaign. We conducted several experiments to address our research questions:

**RQ 1**: The results of the experiments presented in Table 18 show that extracting the relevant audience for a given notification campaign is not an easy task. Indeed, despite the fact that the conversion rate increases significantly with our approach, it remains relatively small. However, thanks to our approach, notification campaigns are better targeted and we manage to avoid recommending an unsuitable service to at least 65% of passengers.

**RQ 2**: Experiments have shown that the handcrafted features based supervised machine learning approach (a) gives better results than the rule-based one. Indeed, in Table 18 we can observe that the conversion rate is multiplied by more than 3 for Extra Leg Room Seat, almost 4 for Prepaid Baggage, and 12 for Lounge. Hence, we prove the benefit of using supervised machine learning over a simpler rule-based approach while it is the currently adopted mechanism used by airline marketers. It should be noted that the list of possible criteria available in AAM Notification System (Figure 1) is the same as the list of features used in the supervised machine learning approach.

**RQ 3**: Experiments show that regardless of the KG embedding algorithm tested, the KG embedding approach is better than the handcrafted features approach. This is very interesting from a scientific point of view, as it shows the added value of having a KG in the travel domain that could be used not only for ancillary recommendation task, but also other recommendation tasks (e.g. Trip recommendation) as the same KG embeddings could be used. It is worth noticing that when dealing with a cold-start problem (new user or item) for on-line usability, a rule-based approach is more appropriate.

Finally, as future work, we expect to tackle the task of personalized ancillary ranking in email marketing campaigns. More specifically, the goal of our future work will be to answer what is the most appropriate service to recommend in a notification campaign. In addition to addressing and optimizing what to recommend to a traveler, it would be interesting to optimize the time when to send the notification as it is an important decision making factor, especially in the airline travel industry [1].
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Abstract

When shopping online, buyers often express and refine their purchase preferences by exploring different items in the product catalog based on varying attributes, such as color, size, shape, and material. As such, it is increasingly important for e-commerce ranking systems to quickly learn a buyer’s fine-grained preferences and re-rank items based on their most recent activity within the session. In this paper, we propose an Online Personalized Attribute-based Re-ranker (OPAR), a light-weight, within-session personalization approach using multi-arm bandits (MAB). As the buyer continues on their shopping mission and interacts with different products in an online shop, OPAR learns which attributes the buyer likes and dislikes, forming an interpretable user preference profile and improving re-ranking performance over time, within the same session. By representing each arm in the MAB as an attribute, we reduce the complexity space (compared with modeling preferences at the item level) while offering more fine-grained personalization (compared with modeling preferences at the product category level). We naturally extend this formulation to weight attributes differently in the reward function, depending on how the buyer interacts with the item (e.g. click, add-to-cart, purchase). We train and evaluate OPAR on a real-world e-commerce search ranking system and benchmark it against 4 state-of-the-art baselines on 8 datasets and show an improvement in ranking performance across all tasks.

A Introduction

When buyers shop online, they are often faced with thousands, if not millions, of products to explore and potentially purchase. In recent years, we’ve seen a growing interest in industrial applications of ranking systems as they help minimize distractions for the buyer and surface a digestible number of products that are most relevant to their shopping mission. These ranking systems take the form of search or recommendation systems, where products are ranked in descending order of relevance to the buyer [13][17][21][31][33][37].

Just as a shopper might browse the aisles of a shop, online shoppers also spend time on a retailer’s website searching and clicking on items before they decide what they want to buy. This process is an attempt to refine their purchase intent as they learn more about the product catalog. For example, a buyer might be interested in purchasing a ring; however, they often must click on a number of different rings before they understand possible styles, shapes, colors, and materials that are available. Eventually, the buyer might decide that they have a preference for an emerald gemstone, with a circular shape, and a gold band. Shifting to looking for a necklace,
the buyer must refine their preference again. Often the buyer’s preference for attributes like colors and materials changes quickly over the course of one visit. An intelligent ranking system must continually serve content that stays relevant to the buyer’s changing preference, a capability we refer to as within-session personalization.

Many production ranking systems today have multiple goals to balance: online retailers not only surface content that is relevant to the shopper’s buying mission (for example, a search query for “wristwatch” must produce wrist watches), but they also aim show content that is likely to improve a business metric (eg. conversion rate, or GMV). In order to balance these goals, many production ranking systems leverage a 2-stage ranking process (Figure 1): the first pass (commonly referred to as candidate set selection) narrows hundreds of millions of items from the product catalog down to a few hundred relevant items [14, 21, 36]; the second pass then re-ranks the top few hundred relevant items in a way that optimizes for specific user action (such as a click or purchase) [9, 10, 22, 31]. In order to maximize prediction accuracy, these systems often train on billions of historical data points that may span over the course of months or years and thus cannot react quickly enough to the buyer’s changing preference within a shopping visit.

In this paper, we propose an Online Personalized Attribute-based Re-ranker (OPAR) that can respond quickly to the changing preferences of a buyer within their immediate shopping session, while still reaping the benefits of a traditional 2-stage system. In the MAB literature, it is common to address this problem by treating each arm in the bandit to represent a single item [37], product category [28, 33] or a context [13, 15, 16]. In contrast, OPAR decomposes each product into a descriptive set of attributes (such as its color, texture, material, and shape), and represents each arm as an attribute. As the buyer interacts with different products in an online shop, the bandit learns which attributes the buyer likes and dislikes, forming an interpretable user preference profile that is used to re-rank products in real-time in a personalized manner. By representing each arm as an attribute, we reduce the complexity of the space, while allowing more fine-grained personalization within a product category. We naturally extend this formulation to weight attributes differently in the reward function, depending on how the user interacts with that item (e.g. attributes from a clicked item will be weighted less than attributes from an add-to-cart item).

In our example of searching for a ring, we see in Figure 2 that initially, the same 12 items are shown to two different users. While user 1 might click on items that contain the attributes crystal, gemstone, ruby, rose gold (outlined in green), user 2 might have different preferences and click on items that contain the attributes diamond, engagement, oval cut, 14K gold (outlined in blue). At this point, OPAR will begin to differentiate the diverging preferences of these two users based on the different attributes that each user has shown interest in. On a subsequent search page, OPAR will rank gemstone rings higher for user 1, while user 2 will see diamond rings at the top of the list. Furthermore, because the learned weights of each attribute can be observed for each user, our model is extremely interpretable.

While OPAR can be used as a stand-alone algorithm, we find it to be most effective when deployed as a
Figure 2: Example of attribute and action-aware re-ranking by OPAR. From left to right: (1) shows search results for the query “Ring”. User 1 clicked on two gemstone rings (outlined in green), while User 2 adds a diamond ring to their cart (outlined in blue) (2) The attribute of the clicked items are “Crystal”, “Gemstone”, “Ruby” and “Rose Gold”, while the add-to-cart item has the attributes “Diamond”, “Engagement”, “Oval-Cut” and “14k Gold” (3) On a subsequent search page, OPAR re-ranks items based on each user’s diverging preferences.

third-pass ranker on top of a traditional two-stage ranking system (see Figure 1). This allows us to leverage the power of traditional 2-pass systems that learn from long-term data aggregated over billions of user and item preferences, while still being nimble enough to personalize a buyer’s experience by taking into account their most recent activity.

In the following, we will introduce the proposed model, OPAR, and show how we apply it to a search ranking problem on a popular e-commerce platform. Our contributions are as follows:

- **Attribute-level personalization**: OPAR performs real-time personalized re-ranking based on user’s preferences at the attribute level and reduces the space complexity while offering more fine-grained personalization.

- **Light-weight, online re-ranker**: OPAR improves ranking performance with little data and requires us to track a minimal number of variables as arms and can be added on top of the traditional 2-pass ranking systems.

- **Interpretable user preferences**: The learned attribute weights give visibility into attributes that the user likes and dislikes. Top-weighted ones can be used for down-stream personalization tasks.

- **Evaluation on real-world datasets**: OPAR is trained and evaluated on real-world e-commerce data and is compared to baselines on 8 datasets from a production e-commerce ranking system. We describe a session-level ranking metric to understand ranking improvements within a session.

## B Related Work

In this section, we summarize the related work from literature and categorize them into two aspects: (1) Session-based Ranking System, and (2) Multi-armed Bandit Ranking System.
B.1 Within-Session Ranking

The within-session ranking task tries to predict what action the user will take next within the current shopping session, leveraging the temporal nature of their browsing behavior from within the same session [17, 34]. Significant breakthroughs in deep learning (i.e., batch normalization and dropout), have led to its wide adoptions in various communities and applications [35]. In [11], recurrent neural networks (RNNs) were proposed for this within-session ranking task and gained significant attraction given its superior predictive performance for the next-item recommendation. This has been an active research area with various enhancements proposed specifically for predicting short-term user behavior within the same shopping session [11, 12, 24, 27, 34].

Given that a long-term memory models are insufficient to address drift in user interests, [18] proposed a short-term attention priority model to capture users’ general (long-term) interest in addition to the users’ within-session interest via a short-term memory model based on the recent clicks. In parallel, [17] studied the behavior-intensive neural network for personalized next-item recommendation by considering both users’ long-term preference as well as within-session purchase intent. As RNNs have shown and emerged as the powerful technique to model sequential data for this task, [20] argued for an alternative model, inspired by machine translation, by proposing an encoder-decoder neural architecture with an attention mechanism added to capture user session intents and inter session dependencies. In addition to sequential models, [23] leverages graph neural networks by constructing a session graph and then modeling a weighted attention layer when predicting user’s preference in session. To tackle uncertainty that arises in a user’s within-session behavior, authors in [8] proposed a Matrix Factorization-based attention model to address large-volume and high-velocity session streaming data and [19] handles the missing value issue for the matrix factorization.

Most previous work cited above do not aim for interpretability of its results. In contrast, the model we propose specifically leverages item attributes from the product catalog, resulting in a simple algorithm that learns interpretable user profiles that aid in within-session personalization. The closest related work is [4] that proposes the attribute-aware neural attentive model for the next shopping basket recommendation but does not seem to easily adapt for the real-time scenario due to its complexity.

B.2 Multi-Armed Bandits Ranking System

Requiring a responsive and scalable ranking system that can adapt to the dynamic nature of shifting user preferences (especially in the cold start setting) has led to increasingly wider industry adoption of multi-armed bandit (MAB) in modern day ranking systems. The theoretical foundation and analysis of MABs have been well-studied, with popular approaches include $\epsilon$-greedy [26], Upper Confidence Bounds [2], Thompson sampling [7], EXP3 [3], and others [26]. In the e-commerce [37] setting, the goal is to maximize user satisfaction (i.e., exploitation), while quickly learning (i.e., exploration) users preferences by exploring unseen content.

Hu et al. in [13] proposed to use reinforcement learning to learn an optimal ranking policy that maximizes the expected accumulative rewards in a search session. Yan et al. from [33] built a scalable deep online ranking system (DORS) with MABs as the last pass to dynamically re-rank items based on user real-time feedback and showed significant improvement in both users satisfaction and platform revenue. Furthermore, authors from [25] proposed a multi-armed nearest-neighbor bandit to achieve collaborative filtering for the interactive recommendation, by modeling users as arms and exploring the users’ neighborhood. [29] proposed an interactive collaborative topic regression model that infers the clusters of arms via topic models [5] and then utilizes dependent arms for the recommendation.

In this literature, it is common to address this problem by treating each arm in the bandit to represent a single item [37], product category [33] or a context [13, 15, 16]. In contrast, OPAR decomposes each product into its descriptive set of attributes (such as its color, texture, material, and shape), represents each arm as an attribute and provides great explainability in addition to its performance.
C Problem Formulation

In this section, we provide definitions for commonly used terms such as sessions and attributes. We then explain our model in two parts: (1) how to represent within-session attribute preferences, and (2) how to re-rank items based on these preferences.

C.1 Definitions

Definition 1: A session is a sequence of actions that the buyer takes while engaging with an e-commerce platform in trying to fulfill a shopping mission (e.g., search, click, add-to-cart). The session typically ends when the buyer leaves the site with a purchase or abandons after a significant duration of inactivity (e.g., 30 minutes). Note that we focus on product search here but should be generally applicable to other ranking or recommendation problems.

Let us define a session $S = \{[Q_t, I_t, A_t]\}_{t=1}^T$ that is a sequence of $T$ user actions within a session, in which $T$ can vary across sessions. The session starts at $t = 1$ and ends at $T$ with a purchase (or becomes inactive). At each time step, item list $I_t \in R^{M \times 1}$ contains $M$ candidate items to be re-ranked for query $Q_t$, and then how the...
user engages with the list of items is represented by $A_t$:

$$A_t(x_i) = \begin{cases} 
0, & \text{no action on } x_i \\
1, & x_i \text{ is purchased} \\
2, & x_i \text{ is added to cart} \\
3, & x_i \text{ is clicked} 
\end{cases}, \forall x_i \in I_t. \quad (21)$$

**Definition 2:** An attribute is a basic unit (e.g. size, color) that describes the product characteristics of an item. The attributes are determined by taxonomists based on the product category while the value of the attributes (e.g. large, green) are volunteered by the seller, or inferred by machine-learned classifiers. These attribute-value pairs help buyers efficiently navigate through an overwhelmingly large inventory. Thus, each item $x_i$ is represented as the composition of its attributes, with $H_{x_i}$ denoting the total number of attributes associated with $x_i$:

$$x_i = \{atr_1, atr_2, \ldots, atr_{H_{x_i}}\}.$$  

Figure 3 shows four category-specific word clouds of attributes-value pairs exhibited in items from top categories at Etsy, one of the largest e-commerce platform for handmade, vintage, and craft supplies. Some of the most common attributes are universal: size, color, and material. Others are category specific: sleeve length, earring location, and craft type. Lastly, some attributes (e.g. holiday, occasion, recipient) describe how or when the item can be used.

**C.2 Problem Statement**

Our goal is to (1) formulate each user’s within-session preference for product attributes and (2) re-rank a list of candidate items based on the user’s inferred within-session preference on item attributes.

**Part 1: How to formulate users’ in-session attribute preferences?**

**Input:** For session $S$, (1) item lists $\{I_t\}_{t=1}^T$ with each item $x_i = \{atr_{H_{x_i}}\}$ as composition of product attributes; and (2) session-level record of user actions on shown items, $\{A_t\}_{t=1}^T$.

**Output** User’s preference $\Theta$ on attributes as beta-distributed: $\Theta = \{\theta_{atr_n}\}_{n=1}^N \sim \{Beta(\alpha_{atr_n}, \beta_{atr_n})\}_{n=1}^N$, where $N$ denotes the total number of attributes encountered in session $S$.

For a user, we model their within-session preference on an attribute as a latent value $\theta_{atr_n} \in [0, 1]$ denoting the probability that they would like the attribute exhibited in the item. Motivated by Thompson Sampling [1], let $\theta_{atr_n}$ be beta-distributed, with $\alpha_{atr_n}, \beta_{atr_n}$ be the two parameters of the distribution. In Section E.2 we show a method on estimating the parameters of attributes from historical data. From the list of shown items $I_t$, the user engages on a subset of items (denoted in $A_t$) to express their preference for item attributes according to $\Theta$. Given the feedback, we propagate rewards from the user actions to the associated attributes with increments, $\delta_{A_t(x_i)}$, and update the posterior distribution of $\Theta$, with rewards normalized at $x_i$ by its cardinality (number of associated attributes on that item).

**Part 2: How to sequentially re-rank $I_t$ based on user preference $\Theta$ to optimize in-session personalization?**

**Input:** At time $t$, (1) Candidate list of items $I_t$, and (2) user in-session preference $\Theta$.

**Output** Sequentially learn $f_t: I_t \times \Theta \rightarrow \tilde{I}_t$.

Below we will present the $OPAR$ algorithm to address the problem statement discussed here.

**D Proposed Algorithm, $OPAR$**

In this section, we present the details of the proposed $OPAR$ model and its extension $OPAR_w$, which differentiates different user actions.
where \( g \)Then, each item \( x \) in-session preference on the attributes. Lastly, we present the user \( \tilde{\text{score}} \) tie-breaker uniformly at random. A larger user is interested in the attribute, \( \text{atr} \) and re-rank items, motivated by the Thompson Sampling approach on [1].

Given attribute-level bandits with each arm as an item attribute, we describe below our approach on how we score 

\[ \text{D.1 Scoring and Re-ranking Item List} \]

Given attribute-level bandits with each arm as an item attribute, we describe below our approach on how we score and re-rank items, motivated by the Thompson Sampling approach on [1].

Let \( N \) denote the number of attributes associated with item list \( I_t \). For each attribute in \( \{ \text{atr}_h : \text{atr}_h \in x_i, \forall x_i \in I_t \} \), we randomly sample \( \theta_{\text{atr}_h} \) from its corresponding distribution, denoting the probability that the user is interested in the attribute, \( \text{atr}_h \), at time \( t \):

\[ \theta_{\text{atr}_h} \sim \text{Beta}(\alpha_{\text{atr}_h}, \beta_{\text{atr}_h}). \]  

(22)

Then, each item \( x_i \in I_t \) is scored and ranked by:

\[ \text{score}(x_i) = \sum_{\text{atr}_h \in x_i} g(\theta_{\text{atr}_h}), \]  

(23)

where \( g(\theta_{\text{atr}_h}) = \frac{1}{\text{rank}(\theta_{\text{atr}_h})} \) is a harmonic function of the index that \( \theta_{\text{atr}_h} \) is ranked among \( \theta_{\text{atr}_h}^{H_{x_i}} \), with a tie-breaker uniformly at random. A larger \( \text{score}(x_i) \) indicates higher satisfaction with item \( x_i \) given users’ short in-session preference on the attributes. Lastly, we present the user \( \tilde{I}_t \), which is reranked list of the items based on \( \text{[score}(x_i))_{x_i \in I_t} \).
D.2 Attribute Parameter Updates

With the feedback gathered from the user action $A_t$, we do the following updates for the attribute parameters. Let $U_t$ denote the set of attributes associated from items with positive actions (i.e., click, add-to-cart, purchase), and $V_t$ be union of all attributes exist in $x_i \in I_t$:

$$U_t = \cup\{ atr_h : \forall atr_h \in x_i \text{ if } A_t(x_i) \neq 0, \forall x_i \in I_t \}, \ V_t = \cup\{ atr_h : \forall atr_h \in x_i, \forall x_i \in I_t \}.$$  

For a given $atrch$, let $\tilde{Y}_{t, atrch}$ and $\tilde{Z}_{t, atrch}$ denote the set of items associated with positive user action and no-action, respectively,

$$\tilde{Y}_{t, atrch} = \{ x_i \in I_t : atrch \in x_i \text{ and } atrch \in U_t \}, \ \tilde{Z}_{t, atrch} = \{ x_i \in I_t : atrch \in x_i \text{ and } atrch \in V_t \setminus U_t \}.$$  

Then, the Beta distribution of each attribute is updated as follows:

$$\alpha_{atrch}^+ = \sum_{\tilde{Y}_{t, atrch}} \delta_{A_t(x_i)} \left( 1 - e^{-|U_t|} \right), \forall atrch \in U_t,$$

$$\beta_{atrch}^+ = \sum_{\tilde{Z}_{t, atrch}} \delta_{A_t(x_i)} \left( 1 - e^{-\gamma|V_t \setminus U_t|} \right), \forall atrch \in V_t \setminus U_t,$$  

(24)

where $| \cdot |_0$ denotes the cardinality operator and $\gamma$ controls intensity on implicit no-actions.

D.3 OPAR algorithm Procedure

In summary, given a session $S = \{ [Q_t, I_t, A_t] \}_{t=1}^T$, OPAR can be summarized with the following steps, with the pseudo code of OPAR$_w$ shown in Algorithm 1.

1. Initialize attribute dictionary $atrDic \in R^{N \times 2}$, which contains $N$ pairs of parameters for attributes, where each row of $atrDic$ denotes the Beta distribution parameter set $(\alpha_{atr}, \beta_{atr})$ for a given attribute. Different initializations have been experimented, including uniform, random or estimated based on held-out historical datasets (shown in Section E.2).

2. At time $t$, we score each item $x_i \in I_t$ based on Eq. (23): it first aggregates over the associated attribute preferences sampled in Eq. (22), and then re-rank items based on scores in Eq. (23) and present as $\tilde{I}_t$. More details in Section D.1.

3. At time $t$, we receive the observation $A_t$ on $I_t$, and then update the distribution of all attributes associated with item $x_i$ in the $atrDic$ based on the Eq. (24) described in Section D.2.

   **OPAR**: attribute-based bandits with *equal* action-weighting for actions in $\{ click, add-to-cart, purchase \}$. This means that for positive actions, $\delta_{\text{click}} = \delta_{\text{add-to-cart}} = \delta_{\text{purchase}}$.

   **OPAR$_w$**: extend OPAR to weight action-aware updates as follows, $\delta_{\text{click}} \neq \delta_{\text{add-to-cart}} \neq \delta_{\text{purchase}}$, and hypertune them.

4. We iterate step (2) and (3) until the end of the session.

E Experiments

In this section, we show how OPAR performs on a real-world e-commerce ranking system and benchmark it against 4 baselines on 8 datasets. While OPAR can be applied to any content that requires re-ranking, we
Table 19: Etsy Real-world Session-based Dataset Over 3 weeks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Session (User)</th>
<th>Query</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Attributes</th>
<th>Actions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Clothing</td>
<td>4642</td>
<td>46091</td>
<td>1100040</td>
<td>2495</td>
<td>58932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Home &amp; Living</td>
<td>9073</td>
<td>103959</td>
<td>2282542</td>
<td>2455</td>
<td>134416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Paper &amp; Party Supplies</td>
<td>4419</td>
<td>35132</td>
<td>691919</td>
<td>1666</td>
<td>55037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Craft Supplies &amp; Tools</td>
<td>10913</td>
<td>123662</td>
<td>2536492</td>
<td>2799</td>
<td>171363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Accessories</td>
<td>5813</td>
<td>38215</td>
<td>897533</td>
<td>2419</td>
<td>49342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Electronics &amp; Accessories</td>
<td>1638</td>
<td>10505</td>
<td>216860</td>
<td>1302</td>
<td>14354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Jewelry</td>
<td>5585</td>
<td>67507</td>
<td>1530285</td>
<td>2266</td>
<td>79874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Overall Category</td>
<td>26442</td>
<td>474594</td>
<td>9295453</td>
<td>3363</td>
<td>624882</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

specifically chose to train, evaluate, and analyze the model performance on a search ranking system, as the explicit search queries issued by a user shows higher purchase intent, allowing us to better evaluate OPAR’s ranking and interpretation capabilities. Our experimentation seeks to answer the following questions:

**Experiment #1:** What is the ranking performance of the proposed OPAR model? *(Answered in subsection E.4.1)*

**Experiment #2:** How does OPAR perform as an action-aware model? *(Answered in subsection E.4.2)*

**Experiment #3:** How does OPAR help to understand users’ short-term, in-session shopping preference? *(Answered in subsection E.4.3)*

### E.1 Data Collection

The dataset is collected and sampled from a month of user search logs at Etsy, one of the largest e-commerce platforms for handmade, vintage items, and craft supplies. To avoid bot traffic, filters are added to include sessions with at least 10 search events (i.e., queries, browses, clicks, add-to-carts) and at least one *purchase* to focus on sessions with strong shopping missions. Using an existing query classifier, we predict the most probable category (e.g. jewelry, home and living) associated with the first query of each session, and then bucket the entire session into one of 7 categories. This helps us understand shopping behaviors within each category. Table 19 shows statistics of each data set, representing nearly 500k search queries from 26k sessions and 620k user actions combined on nearly ten million items, with cardinalities computed within each dataset. We do not perform the evaluation on existing public datasets, because (to the best of our best knowledge) there is no existing dataset that includes all meta-data needed for our study (e.g. query, item attribute, user interaction logs).

### E.2 Experimental Set-up

We split each of the 8 datasets into 2 parts (with sessions ordered chronologically). The first two-thirds of the data is a held-out dataset. Because we are focused on online learning, using only within-session data, the held-out dataset is mainly used for estimating the parameters of the Beta distributions, \( \{(a_{atr}, b_{atr}) \}_{atr} \), and to aggregate attribute counts associated with engaged items to determine attribute popularity, powering the “Atr-POP” algorithm in Section E.3. The remaining data is the testing dataset, on which we report re-ranking performance for OPAR and other baseline algorithms on in Table 20.

While OPAR can function as a stand-alone ranking algorithm, we evaluate OPAR (as well as other baselines) on top of an existing 2-pass ranking system (as described in Figure 1). More formally, each session in the testing dataset, \( S = \{ [Q_t, I_t, A_t] \}_{t=1}^T \) contains a sequential list of query content \( Q_t \), a candidate set \( I_t \) of items to be re-ranked, and logged user actions \( A_t \) on \( I_t \) (e.g. click, purchase). In our experiments, \( I_t \) is a truncated list of the top 48 items returned by an existing 2-pass ranker, indicating that this list comprises of the most
relevant items to the query. As we will see in experimental results, applying OPAR adds an effective layer of attribute-based personalization in real-time that was not feasible with the underlying system. In order to simulate an online environment, only within-session user interactions leading up to the current time step are used for ranking predictions.

E.3 Evaluation Metrics and Baselines

Below, we describe the offline metrics we use to evaluate OPAR on the testing dataset, as well as the baselines we benchmark.

E.3.1 Evaluation Metrics

Following the general ranking metric Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) [30], we propose a set of session-level ranking metrics to evaluate our model.

1. Click-NDCG: For each query $Q_t$ issued in $S$ that has at least one click in $A_t$ (i.e., clicks as relevances), $\text{click-NDCG}_t$ measures the re-ranking performance of the item list $\tilde{I}_t$ (after re-ranking $I_t$) shown to the user at $t$. For all timestamp with at least a click, we first compute stepwise sequential re-ranking performance $\text{click-NDCG}_t$ as:

$$\text{click-NDCG}_t = \frac{\text{click-DCG}_t}{\text{IDCG}_t}, \forall t = 1, \ldots, T,$$

and $\text{click-NDCG}$ of a session $S$ is the average of $\text{click-NDCG}_t$ over events that have at least one click:

$$\text{click-NDCG} = \text{Average}(\text{click-NDCG}_t).$$

2. Purchase-NDCG: Following the above methodology, we compute the session-level re-ranking performance limit to search events with attributed purchases. A session on a shopping site is defined as a sequence of events ending with a purchase or a significant duration of inactivity. Given that, $\text{Purchase-NDCG}$ given a session is essentially $\text{purchase-NDCG}_T$.

For each re-ranking algorithm reported in Table 20, we compute $\text{Click-NDCG} @k$ and $\text{Purchase-NDCG}@k$ for $k = \{4, 12, 24, 48\}$ by averaging $\text{click-NDCG}_s @k$ and $\text{purchase-NDCG}_s @k$ given session $s$ over all sessions in each dataset. Note that $k$ is a multiple of 4 as that this shopping site displays 4 items per row on desktops.

E.3.2 Baselines

We compared OPAR’s ranking performance with 4 state-of-the-art baselines:

1. LambdaMART [32] is the boosted tree version of LambdaRank [6], which introduces the use of gradient boosted decision trees for solving a ranking task and won Track 1 of the 2010 Yahoo! Learning To Rank Challenge. A personalized search re-ranker is trained based on long-term user historical data to optimize for the user’s purchasability on an item given the query issued and the user’s historical preference.

2. Atr-KNN is derived from Item-KNN [11]. Each item is presented by n-hot-encoding of associated attributes with $n$ being the cardinality of all attributes. That is, its $i^{th}$ entry equals to 1 if the referred attribute presents in the item, otherwise 0. Items in the list $I_{t+1}$ are re-ranked based on their euclidean-distance from the last engaged item(s) in $I_t$. Note that the items $x_i \in I_t$ with no-action has no impact on this re-ranking.

3. Atr-POP reranks the candidate set, $I_t$, of items based on the attributes’ popularity estimated with held-out historical records. This baseline is one of the most common solutions derived from [11] given its simplicity and efficacy.
Table 20: Re-ranking performance comparison on overall data sets (top-left) and 7 category-specific data sets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Purchase Intent</th>
<th>LambdaMART</th>
<th>Atr-KNN</th>
<th>Atr-POP</th>
<th>GRU4Rec</th>
<th>OPAR</th>
<th>OPAR</th>
<th>NDCG</th>
<th>NDCG</th>
<th>NDCG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st Purchase</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Flower girl basket</td>
<td>0.1795</td>
<td>0.0130</td>
<td>0.0379</td>
<td>0.0618</td>
<td>0.2594</td>
<td>0.3042</td>
<td>0.1948</td>
<td>0.0103</td>
<td>0.0516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Flower girl basket wedding</td>
<td>0.3162</td>
<td>0.0269</td>
<td>0.0313</td>
<td>0.0416</td>
<td>0.3718</td>
<td>0.3900</td>
<td>0.3109</td>
<td>0.0690</td>
<td>0.2315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Flower girl basket beach wedding</td>
<td>0.1237</td>
<td>0.0135</td>
<td>0.0279</td>
<td>0.0581</td>
<td>0.2092</td>
<td>0.3490</td>
<td>0.2321</td>
<td>0.0696</td>
<td>0.2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Flower girl basket beach wedding</td>
<td>0.3855</td>
<td>0.0358</td>
<td>0.0317</td>
<td>0.0584</td>
<td>0.3518</td>
<td>0.4001</td>
<td>0.3419</td>
<td>0.0552</td>
<td>0.2737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Flower girl basket beach wedding</td>
<td>0.1715</td>
<td>0.0151</td>
<td>0.0269</td>
<td>0.0554</td>
<td>0.2487</td>
<td>0.3279</td>
<td>0.2587</td>
<td>0.0724</td>
<td>0.2785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Flower girl basket wedding</td>
<td>0.4086</td>
<td>0.0346</td>
<td>0.0289</td>
<td>0.0581</td>
<td>0.3361</td>
<td>0.4086</td>
<td>0.3411</td>
<td>0.0552</td>
<td>0.2737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Flower girl basket</td>
<td>0.4399</td>
<td>0.0451</td>
<td>0.0289</td>
<td>0.0581</td>
<td>0.3361</td>
<td>0.4086</td>
<td>0.3411</td>
<td>0.0552</td>
<td>0.2737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over All Category</td>
<td>LambdaMART</td>
<td>0.2952</td>
<td>0.0162</td>
<td>0.0312</td>
<td>0.0478</td>
<td>0.3158</td>
<td>0.3229</td>
<td>0.2729</td>
<td>0.1320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clothing</td>
<td>Atr-KNN</td>
<td>0.2567</td>
<td>0.0067</td>
<td>0.0262</td>
<td>0.0581</td>
<td>0.3317</td>
<td>0.3490</td>
<td>0.2803</td>
<td>0.1470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDCG</td>
<td>Atr-POP</td>
<td>0.2315</td>
<td>0.0213</td>
<td>0.0317</td>
<td>0.0416</td>
<td>0.3247</td>
<td>0.3526</td>
<td>0.2943</td>
<td>0.1668</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPAR</td>
<td>GRU4Rec</td>
<td>0.2952</td>
<td>0.0162</td>
<td>0.0312</td>
<td>0.0478</td>
<td>0.3158</td>
<td>0.3229</td>
<td>0.2729</td>
<td>0.1320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPAR</td>
<td>OPAR</td>
<td>0.2567</td>
<td>0.0067</td>
<td>0.0262</td>
<td>0.0581</td>
<td>0.3317</td>
<td>0.3490</td>
<td>0.2803</td>
<td>0.1470</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 21: Multiple Purchase Intents within One Session

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Timestamp</th>
<th>Query</th>
<th>Query Taxonomy</th>
<th>Engaged Attributes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Flower girl basket</td>
<td>paper and party supplies</td>
<td>Bought this item in this session.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Flower girl basket wedding</td>
<td>paper and party supplies</td>
<td>Bought this item in this session.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Flower girl basket beach wedding</td>
<td>paper and party supplies</td>
<td>Bought this item in this session.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. GRU4Rec \([\text{T}]\) applies recurrent neural networks (RNN) on short session-based data of clicked items to achieve session-based next-item recommendation. Each session is encoded as a 1-of-N vector, in which the \(i\)th entry is 1 if the corresponding item is clicked else 0, with N denoting the number of items. While the user’s consecutive clicks on items used in the next item prediction, it is attribute-agnostic.

While it is common for each arm in the bandits to represent a single item or product category, we skip it as a baseline here as this would incur higher exploration cost with potential latency bottleneck when scaling up to an inventory of hundred millions of items and also lose interpretability of product attributes.
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E.4 Experimental Results

In this section, we describe experimentation results for evaluating three kinds of performance: (1) ranking performance, (2) impact of differentiating between user action types, and (3) interpretability.

E.4.1 Overall Re-ranking Performance

Table 20 shows experiment results of our model (OPARs) against 4 baselines described in Section E.3. The results can be categorized into two parts: (1) performance on the aggregated datasets over all categories (top-left); and (2) performance on each of the 7 category-specific datasets, representing different shopping missions and behaviors across categories (i.e, “Clothing”, “Home & Living”). Across all 8 datasets for the re-ranking task, OPARw outperform against all 4 baselines, including LambdaMART, Atr-KNN, Atr-POP, and GRU4Rec in both purchase-NDCG and click-NDCG.

For the overall dataset (top-left), OPARw shows over 6% lift in click-NDCG@48 compared to the best baseline, and over 20% increase in purchase-NDCG@48. Similar results are observed in each category-specific re-ranking. For $k$, the best improvement for OPARw is achieved at $k = 4$, ordering by $@4 > @12 > @24 > @48$. With attribute-based bandits, interactive feedbacks from the in-session user actions, even just fewer clicks, efficiency propagate rewards to associated attributes and quickly learns preferred attributes that matter the most to the user, thus optimize user purchase intent.

E.4.2 Effectiveness of Action-aware MABs

To explore users’ in-session activity with different types of actions (i.e, click, add-to-cart), we run experiments with the action-aware bandit model, with OPARw hypertuned rewards from clicks vs add-to-carts, to differentiate types of user actions. The results in Table 20 are reported from a tuned model that assigns larger weights to clicks than add-to-carts, with an intuition that there is a high topical drift observed in the user’s browsing intent after items are added to carts. As shown in Table 20, collectively OPARw outperforms OPAR by 1.6% and 1.1% in purchase NDCG@4 and click NDCG@4, respectively. When segmenting by categories, OPARw also outperforms OPAR in almost all categories, except Electronics & Accessories and Craft Supplies & Tools on purchase NDCG.

E.4.3 Interpretability of Within-Session Shopping Mission

It is often observed that a user exhibits multiple purchase intents with diverse preferences within a session. Table 21 presents a record of a user’s in-session activities. Figure 4 (top) shows the sequential improvement of OPAR in session-level click-NDCG over time compared to the baseline, and Figure 4 (bottom) shows how OPAR captures user’s preference, $\theta_{atr}$, on 5 attributes over time. The “Engaged Attributes” column in Table 21 maps out all attributes associated with the clicked items for the corresponding query.

As shown in Table 21, the user is interested in three categories as his/her purchase intents: first in “paper & party supplies”, then drift to “women clothing” and “accessories”, and lastly converted in “accessories” with a purchase. After the browsing period from timestamp $t = 0$ with no user actions, $\beta_{atr}$ for the attributes associated with the browsing-only items are incremented while no attributes have been updated with positive rewards for the given user. OPAR launches from a lower click-NDCG at the beginning, while obtains better re-ranking performance compared with baseline by learning that the user is interested in white prime color and is looking for the wedding occasion theme by the end of $t = 4$. From then OPAR outperforms the baseline in click NDCG while activated more attributes related to wedding themes in beach and tropical and expanded to floral crafting type and blue for prime color. The re-ranking performance continues to improve from $t = 5, \ldots, 9$ as more items related to these attribute themes are discovered.

Starting from $t = 12$, the user starts to explore the 2nd categorical purchase intent, pivoting from “paper and party supplies” to “clothing” and “accessories”. However, the latest activated attributes based on the engaged
items on the first set of shopping queries still relevant. The user has a consistent preference in attributes, such as “Prime Color: Blue”, “Occasion: Wedding”, and “Wedding theme: Fairytale & princess” as she is searching for a “hat for beach wedding” and/or “bride hair decoration beach theme”. Thus, for the second purchase intent starting at $t = 12$, we observe a high jump start in OPAR’s click NDCG at $t = 12$ comparing to the first intent at $t = 1$ and the metric continues to stepwise improve. As demonstrated in Figure 4 (bottom), “wedding theme” and “primary color: blue” are the top two performant attributes that OPAR learned and identified over time.

![Figure 4: In-session OPAR re-ranking performance.](image)

**F Conclusion**

This paper proposes an interpretable Online Personalized Attributed-based Re-ranker (OPAR) as a light-weight third-pass, followed by the normal 2-stage ranking process, to personalize a buyer’s in-session experience based on product attributes. Given the important presence of attributes in the product category with its simplicity in explainability, we propose attribute-based multi-armed bandits to quickly learn the buyer’s fine-grained preferences and re-rank items based on the recent activities within the session to achieve in-session personalization. We then extend the reward function of the attribute-based bandits to weight based on the type of actions the buyer interacts with the item (i.e, click, add-to-cart, purchase). Lastly, we train and evaluate OPAR on the real-word e-commerce search ranking system, and show its superior performance against the baselines across multiples datasets. For future works, we could consider bias correction (i.e, position) in parameter updates to reduce self reinforcing, and model interactions between query and attributes to capture user preferences on attributes beyond
engaged items.
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Abstract

In e-commerce, product search plays a crucial role in helping customers discover and purchase products. Most IR algorithms focus on creating a relationship between product and customer intent. These techniques stand on two pillars of information primarily- first, what information the seller provides about a product i.e. description, title, taxonomy etc, and second, the implicit feedback data that is collected from the search logs which comprises of millions of user activity events. This data is inherently biased in nature as the user activity is not only dependent on the quality of query-item match but also on how probable the user is to observe that item in the first place. In the IR theory and past research efforts, discounting based on position in evaluation methods have been introduced to address this bias. However, these bias reduction methods cannot be applied efficiently to e-commerce cases because of the difference in the search results displayed to the user. The user behaviour in the list view search differs from that in the grid view search and is composed of three major factors- (1) middle bias (2) slower decay (3) row skipping. There have been efforts to model the user attention probability in a grid-based search. However, these efforts have not been considered item meta-information hence, we propose a method to incorporate the item attributes in the user attention estimation model. The idea is to add a non-positional aspect in the propensity model of the user behaviour patterns. This is based on a simple argument that the user attention is not only dependent on the row and column of the item (aka position) but also on the features of product tile. These features can be shipping promise, price, reviews, ratings etc. Some of these feature tags have been designed to attract the attention of customers. Through various experiments on Walmart search logs data, We show that the proposed framework outperforms the debias baseline algorithms. The results reflect better on how different taxonomies, product categories can impact the user behaviour in grid-based product search.
A Introduction

There is an inherent difference between traditional search engines and e-commerce or product search engines. In traditional search engines like Google, the search results are displayed in a list view whereas in the e-commerce search engines like www.walmart.com, the results are displayed in a grid view. The difference in the display of search results can impact the customer’s attention and behaviour. Researchers in a previous study [5] were able to show that in the Image Search Engine Result Pages(SERPs), the user’s attention can be defined by three factors: (1) User’s attention within a row is more in the middle, so there is a bias towards the products in the middle (2) Users tend to skip rows while scrolling on a SERP (3) The decay of user attention is slower in a grid view compared to list view, where the decay happens drastically. This idea was further applied in the e-commerce search [6] and developed an inverse propensity bias model to correct the learning to rank algorithm. While position/presentation of the products on a SERP has been considered in the modelling of the bias, the impact of the product’s meta-information on the user attention has still not been addressed.

Intuitively, the SERPs of the e-commerce search engines are not only different in the presentation but also in the fact that e-commerce is a marketplace which has a direct monetary benefit for the sellers maintaining the product information on the page. Thus, the information present for each product tile such as 'Top Picks', 'Reviews' and 'Ratings' would have a very strong impact on the customers navigating this web space to get the best product suited for their requirements. Figure 1 and 2 shows the difference in results displayed in list vs grid view on walmart web and application.

The impact of these qualitative product features on bias would be different for different categories of products. For example: On a category of Milk with clear intent, the new customer might not be exploring so much on the view presented whilst on a category of clothing, the user’s attention would be influenced by these product tile tags as discussed above. Hence, we extend the framework to model the product meta-information like Ratings, Reviews, Shipping Promise in the propensity model. Incorporating these features into the model will show the impact on the features displayed on the product tile. To model these features, we use a scoring algorithm to assign a score to each product and this score in modelled with the propensity scoring model. Our aim is to learn a ranker and evaluate the impact of the model using an evaluation metric. We also look at the different product taxonomies like Entertainment, Fashion etc because the customer’s intent is different in each product taxonomy.

We organize the rest of the paper in the following way: Section 2 contains related work on grid based e-commerce search, Section 3 contains our proposed framework with details on how the item feature scores are calculated and how the propensity score for modelling is derived, Section 4 mentions the experimental settings, evaluation metric and the results, along with the dataset description, and Section 5 presents the conclusion and the future work. Each section is further divided into subsections.

B RELATED WORK

We will start with a brief introduction of the background and knowledge on the prior research work for analyzing the differences in the user behavior patterns in the list view vs the grid view search, and how this behaviour pattern is used in the propensity score modelling with a brief introduction to LambdaMART ranker.

B.1 GRID SEARCH USER BEHAVIOUR PATTERNS

Products in an e-commerce are placed in different view as compared to the majority of search engines that show the list view for the results. The different placement of products leads to a change in the interaction mechanisms of items. Previously, a number of studies have been done on the user behaviour on image or grid search engines [5][8][9]. All these studies focused on comparing the user interaction behaviour in grid search setting to list view display setting by using search logs and eye tracking methods. Important differences in user behaviour, user being more exploratory and more time spent by the user are some of the findings that were
observed. We list the major findings in grid based search as follows:

(a) **Middle Bias:** There exists a "middle position bias" in the user's examination behaviour. Customers allocate their attention more to the items placed in middle positions in a row. The probability of the user examining items placed on left and right corner in a grid search is less compared to the items in the center. In [5], the researchers consider the dwell time as the factor which is defined as the examination duration of an image and they confirm the middle bias phenomenon. Also, the user behaviour at each position in a row follows normal distribution. Researchers have not used this phenomenon in Learning to rank models of e-commerce yet, and we do not consider it in this research because in the dataset that we use, the number of columns is less than 4 or 5, and our hypothesis is that there are other details in e-commerce search that draw the user attention. So, the middle bias phenomenon is not very effective here.

(b) **Row Skipping:** The customers do not examine each and every product in a grid from top to bottom, they
tend to skip some rows. Users ignore particular rows and directly jump to some distant rows. The probability of the users skipping the first row is very low as compared to the other rows. In [6], row skipping bias in the user behavior was considered in getting an Unbiased Learning to rank model. The probability of the user skipping a particular row was considered as a bias factor when calculating the lambda gradient for a query. The observation was that the row skipping models performed better in taxonomies where user intent was very clear and users were looking for specific set of items. In such cases, users were probable to skip the rows.

(c) Slower Decay: In a list-view web SERP, the attention of the customer decays in monotonically decreasing fashion and is also dramatic but in grid-view, the decay is much slower. The user behavior in the grid search is more exploratory and there is more browsing as there are a lot of items displayed in a page and users don’t have to go to next page to view the next set of items as in the list-view. This leads to the user spending more time in the grid search, concentrating on the items, and thus the decay is slow. In [6], the slower decay user behaviour bias was considered in training unbiased learning to rank models.

These findings are incorporated and Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) evaluation method is also changed based on grid view search user behaviour.

B.2 Click Models

A lot of prior work has been done on-click modelling in the web search by extracting useful information from search logs of any search engine, mainly the click data. Cascade click model is one of the widely adopted technique in list based search that takes multiple types of user feed backs into account and models the user behavior as a sequence of actions [7][10]. There are different types of biases in the click-models, mainly the position bias. Learning from biased data without taking them into consideration leads to a less effective ranking function. In another study, unbiased learning to rank model was introduced where position bias was considered. Inverse propensity weighting is a well known technique adopted to address any kind of bias and is used for unbiased learning [7]. Most of the work in this area assumes that the propensity scores are present in the logs and they study how to reduce the model variance while remaining unbiased. The unbiased learning-to-rank framework is different, because in that, the propensity is not explicitly logged and is buried in the user behavior data implicitly. Unbiased learning to rank does debiasing of the click data and uses it to train the ranker. Unbiased LambdaMART framework [4] was introduced for training an unbiased ranker by jointly estimating the biases at click positions and the biases at non-click positions.

B.3 LambdaMART Ranker

LambdaMART is a widely used Learning to rank algorithm to solve ranking problems in search engines. LambdaMART [2][3][11] uses gradient boosting and the gradient function of the loss function is called lambda function. The minimization of the objective function is performed using the lambda function on the training dataset. In LambdaMART, the lambda gradient of any document is calculated as

$$\lambda_i = \sum_{j:(d_i,d_j)} \lambda_{ij} - \sum_{j:(d_j,d_i)} \lambda_{ji}$$

(27)

$\lambda_{ij}$ is defined as following :

$$\lambda_{ij} = \frac{-2}{1 + \exp(2(f(x_i) - f(x_j)))} |\Delta_{ij}|$$

where $\lambda_{ij}$ is the lambda gradient defined on a pair of documents $d_i$ and $d_j$, $\sigma$ is a constant, $f(x_i)$ and $f(x_j)$ are the scores of the two documents given by LambdaMART, $\Delta_{ij}$ denotes the difference between NDCG scores if documents $d_i$ and $d_j$ are swapped in the ranking list.
C Item Propensity Scoring Model

We will start with a brief introduction of the background and knowledge on propensity estimation and joint optimization within the learning to rank models. Then we provide description of the changes to the proposed propensity scoring model using item features.

C.1 Estimating Propensity using Product Meta Information

We hypothesize that the user is not only influenced by the presentation of search query results but also with certain attributes or tags that have been designed to get customer’s attention by sellers.

We consider four such attributes about an item which can impact user attention:

1. **Two Day Shipping**: In the fast paced world that we are in currently, every user wants their favorite products to be delivered at the earliest. Users tend to compare delivery options with other online competitors and place their order accordingly. Thus, to get user attention on items that are eligible for super fast delivery, a message is shown on product tile that this item is eligible for delivery within 2 days. Fig 3,4 shows a two day shipping tag for products in the result set.

2. **Ratings**: Ratings are given by previous users to the products on any e-commerce platform to indicate how satisfied or dissatisfied previous customers were for that product. This attributes tells what their experience was like and how they rate that experience on a scale of 1 to 5. Fig 3,4 shows the rating tag for products in the result set.

3. **Reviews**: Reviews is the number of reviews a product has received till date. Reviews is a factor in fetching the rating score for an item. Users are attentive towards number of reviews as well along with rating, as an item with a high rating and very low number of user reviews is highly biased. Products with significant number of reviews gains user trust for that products rating.

4. **Relative Price**: Price is an important information displayed to the user on the product tile. A set of expensive items for a query may not attract user attention and user may not look in details with much attention. This will counter the slower decay factor. With relative price score, we try to get the expensive and cheap products for a query that is displayed to user. This feature is the relative score among price of all products fetched in the recall set for a particular query.

Based on the above features, we estimate a score and experiment with it in the propensity model. In scoring method, We assign a binary value in the scoring functions for 2-day shipping, ratings and reviews.

According to the formulation:

\[ S(I) = \gamma \sum_{i=0}^{3} K_i \]  

(28)

where \( K_i \in [-1, 1] \) represents binary vote of the item property.

How to assign the vote for score estimation of an item? To assign a vote for scoring, we look at the quantiles for item features in the data. The threshold for assigning a positive vote or a negative vote is decided using quantile values and then the final score is estimated by the summation of all the votes. The scoring algorithm is mentioned in Algorithm 1.

For example:

If ratings \( \geq 75 \)th quantile-value, we assign a +1 score to the item or If ratings \( \leq 25 \)th quantile-value, we assign
a -1 score to the item etc. In this similar fashion, we compute a score for each item based on these features.

**Algorithm 2**: Score estimation using product meta information

1: Initialize \( \text{score}_i \) as 0
2: if \( \text{twoDayShipping}_i > 0.0 \) then
3: \( \text{score}_i \leftarrow \text{score}_i + 1 \)
4: end if
5: if \( \text{rating}_i \geq 75\text{thQuantileValue} \) then
6: \( \text{score}_i \leftarrow \text{score}_i + 1 \)
7: end if
8: if \( \text{rating}_i \leq 25\text{thQuantileValue} \) then
9: \( \text{score}_i \leftarrow \text{score}_i - 1 \)
10: end if
11: if \( \text{reviews}_i \geq 75\text{thQuantileValue} \) then
12: \( \text{score}_i \leftarrow \text{score}_i + 1 \)
13: end if
14: if \( \text{reviews}_i \leq 25\text{thQuantileValue} \) then
15: \( \text{score}_i \leftarrow \text{score}_i - 1 \)
16: end if
17: return \( \text{score}_i \)

**C.2 Changing the Slower Decay Model**

As mentioned before, in a SERP with a grid view the user attention decreases more slowly when compared to the results in a list view. According to the earlier work [6], the probability of examination of an item at position, \( i \) is
estimated as:

\[ P(o^i = 1) = \prod_{j=0}^{i-1} \min(\beta^{\text{row}(j)} \ast \alpha, 1.0) \]  

(29)

where \( \text{row}(i) \) is the row-number for the item at position \( i \), \( \alpha \) is likeness of customer browsing the next item, \( \beta \) models the customer’s patience in grid view. As we can see, the probability does not account for item meta-information shown on the item tile in SERP. If an user finds any item attractive in SERP, the user tends to spend more time on it and the probability of examination is more. There are multiple details shown on search page that may attract user attention viz. image quality or attractiveness, user ratings of that particular item, number of reviews on it, special offer tag, price of the product or the delivery date of the product. These factors will also contribute to the probability of user examining any particular product in Grid based SERP. Considering this, the decay factor will change accordingly. Based on this hypothesis, we model the estimated score above into the probability of examination at position, \( i \) as:

\[ P(o^i = 1) = \prod_{j=0}^{i-1} \min(\beta^{\text{row}(j)} + S(I) \ast \alpha, 1.0) \]  

(30)

We train a ranker \( f \) based on loss function \( L \) with the propensity score of slower decay model computed using \( \alpha, \beta \) and \( \gamma \) hyper parameters. We use LambdaMART with the ranker, gradient boosting trees as explained before. Following on the same lines, we calculate the lambda gradients by applying inverse propensity scoring. Hence, the lambda gradient for \( k^{th} \) product can be re-written as:

\[ \frac{\delta L}{\delta x_k} = \lambda_k = \sum_q \left( \sum_{y^i_q = k \cap (i,j) \in I_q} \frac{\lambda_{ij}}{P(o^i)} - \sum_{y^j_q = k \cap (j,i) \in I_q} \frac{\lambda_{ij}}{P(o^j)} \right) \]  

(31)

where \( i, j \) are the positions on the SERP, \( x_q \) is the feature vector for query-product pair, \( y^i_q \) means that the \( k^{th} \) product is at position, \( i \) and \( \lambda_{ij} \) is defined as following:

\[ \lambda_{ij} = \frac{-2}{1 + \exp(2(f(x^i_q) - f(x^j_q)))} |\Delta_{ij}| \]

\( \Delta_{ij} \) is the value difference in the NDCG evaluation metric if \( i \) and \( j \) are to be swapped.

**Relative Price Feature :** Price is another information displayed on the product tile in an E-commerce search. Most of the users have a budget in mind when they visit to shop any product. If, for a particular query, most of the items in search results are expensive compared to the range user is looking for, the user may not spend much time on that query viewing the results thus the decay will be comparatively faster. Among the set of items displayed, if there is a relatively cheaper product that also has other attractive tile meta-information, the probability of examining it will be higher. As a part of this work, we consider relative price feature separately to observe the impact of the price on the user behaviour and to check if there is any price bias . Relative price calculation is done as follows:

\[ \text{relp}(i) = 1.0 - k \ast \text{abs(func}(\log(x/\text{mean}\_\text{price}))) \]  

(32)

where \text{relp}(i) is the relative price score for an item \( i \) and \( x \) is the price of that particular item , \( k \) is a constant and \text{mean}\_\text{price} is the mean of prices of all items in the recall set of the query, \text{abs} is the absolute function to get the absolute value, \text{func} can be any activation function \([14]\) like tanh or sigmoid . For example , tanh is defined as

\[ \text{tanh}(x) = \frac{2}{1 + e^{-2x}} - 1 \]
Sigmoid is defined as

\[ \text{sig}(x) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-x}} \]

Thus, in our dataset, we have the relative price score for all query-item pairs. Based on this, we redefine the probability of examination at position i in a GRID based SERP as

\[
P(o^i = 1) = \prod_{j=0}^{i-1} \min(\beta_{\text{row}(j)} + S(I) + \eta_{\text{relp}(i)} * \alpha, 1.0)
\]

(33)

where \( \eta \) is the hyper-parameter introduced to tune the relative price feature in the slower decay model.

For training slower decay model including price feature, we calculate the lambda gradient in the gradient function of LambdaMART as above in (7).

**D  Experiments**

In this section, we conduct a series of experiments to compare our proposed method with the baseline methods for the removal of bias in grid-based e-commerce search. First, we explain our experimental settings, the datasets that we used, how we prepared them, and the metrics we used to evaluate the models. We then report the results obtained in our unbiased learning to rank setting.

**D.1 Datasets**

In this subsection, we provide a brief overview of the search log datasets that we used for our experiments. We used the data from the search logs of e-commerce website at Walmart, an American multinational retail corporation with a significant online presence. In particular, we use the data from three product taxonomies viz. Fashion, Entertainment (ENT), and Every Day Living (EDL), and by considering them for capturing and understanding the user behaviour and we eventually obtain four datasets, one for each category. Our datasets included queries, items, positions, and item features. The item features include raw features like item title match, item popularity, partial match score, along with engagement features like click rates, ‘add to cart’ rates, order rates and attribute features like the number of reviews, ratings, the relative price of the products among the recall set, and shipping promise.

**D.2 Experimental Settings**

In this subsection, we describe the experimental setup. The most common way to evaluate the learning to rank model is by its performance on a holdout set that has unseen data. We perform experiments on each product taxonomy, as mentioned in the subsection above. In our datasets, we perform a random split into a training set (80%), validation set (10%), and test set (10%). We carry out a fast grid search to obtain the best hyper-parameter values for the models. To keep the probability value in a reasonable range, we search alpha in \{0.8, 0.85, 0.9, 0.95\}, beta in \{1.05, 1.1, 1.15, 1.2\}, and gamma in \{0.001, 0.003, 0.005, 0.007, 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07, 0.1\}. For the LAMBDA MARR ranker, we search for the learning rate in \{0.01, 0.05, 0.1\}, the maximum depth in \{3, 5, 7\}, and the minimum data in leaf in \{20, 30, 40, 50, 60\}. We also tune for boosting fraction and feature fraction values in the range 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0 and 0.8, 0.9, 1.0 respectively. The other parameters are the default settings of Unbiased LambdaMART, while we keep the settings consistent for all the baseline and feature models. We consider the slower decay model[25] as the baseline method. Here, we optimize for the position 10 and consider the metric on the validation set to get the optimal parameter values.
D.3 Evaluation Metrics

Here, we explain the evaluation metric considered for the experiment. We consider the traditional evaluation method of Information Retrieval Systems, Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) as the evaluation metric \[1, 12, 13\]. Experiments are performed in offline settings and we obtain the NDCG metric at different positions to compare the proposed framework with the baseline method.

\[
NDCG_k = \frac{DCG_k}{IDCG_k}
\]

(34)

where

\[
IDCG_k = \sum_{i=1}^{\text{|REL|}} \frac{2^{rel_i} - 1}{\log_2(i + 1)}
\]

Here, IDCG@K is the normalizer and |REL| is the list of documents ordered by engagement in the set up to position k. To explain the slower decay of user attention we consider K = 1, 3, 5, 10 for the NDCGs.

On the held-out dataset of Walmart Search logs, we calculate the prediction scores of our models. Using the prediction labels, we apply this evaluation method to get the metrics at different positions across different categories.

D.4 Experimental Results

In this section, we provide an overview of the experimental results that we obtain. We share insights on: (1) how e-commerce search results get better with the proposed framework, and (2) how the user behaviour varies across the product taxonomies. We mention the results in Table 2 and summarize our observations as follows:

- Our proposed method for slower decay using product tile information outperforms the baseline method in Fashion vertical by significant margin. This clearly shows the effectiveness of our proposed framework and assumption that user attention decay is slower when user is attracted by any of the item features.

- Performance of our proposed framework in Fashion affirms our initial assumption that users are more inclined on item tile information when shopping for clothing accessories and decay is much slower in such a case as user looks for detailed information.

- The proposed framework of using item attributes in slower decay probability computation shows improvement in Entertainment and Every Day living category too compared to the baseline method of slower decay. Performance improvement is not much compared to Fashion, and this may be because the users have a specific intent when they shop in such categories.

- Adding relative price feature in slower decay probability computation for fashion gave slight improvement over the proposed framework model without price feature. This suggests that price is not a major factor in the users’ attempt to click on that product and view the details.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Taxonomy</th>
<th>α</th>
<th>β</th>
<th>γ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fashion</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDL</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENT</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Tuned hyperparameters for item propensity scoring model for different taxonomies
Table 23: Experimental Results on different taxonomies using held-out dataset.

We train separate models for different taxonomies to show that the user behaviour patterns differ across categories and the users react differently to the product tile features.

**Hyper Parameter Values:** Here, we report the values that we obtain for the hyper parameters \( \alpha, \beta, \gamma \) and that achieve the optimal performance for the proposed framework. For the Fashion category, the proposed slower decay model with \( \alpha = 0.8, \beta = 1.05 \) and \( \gamma = 0.01 \) outperforms the others. Similarly, for the Every Day Living category, the proposed slower decay model with \( \alpha = 0.95, \beta = 1.15 \) and \( \gamma = 0.001 \) works best. \( \alpha = 0.9, \beta = 1.15 \) and \( \gamma = 0.03 \) are the optimal hyper-parameter values for the Entertainment category with the proposed slower decay framework. We experimented on Fashion with the price feature and \( \alpha = 0.95, \beta = 1.15, \gamma = 0.05, \eta = 0.01 \) are the optimal hyper-parameter values for our dataset.

## Conclusion and Future work

In this paper, we tried to understand the impact of meta-information on the products displayed on the SERPs for user attention. We extended the solution of debiasing the grid product search by modelling the meta-information of the products, like rating, reviews, shipping promise, price in the propensity model. We showed through extensive experimentation how the different product taxonomies have different user behaviour.

As part of future work, we plan to extend this work to incorporate more product tile features and also use the image quality feature to model the user attention in Grid-based E-commerce search engines. We plan to try out different scoring methods as well for tile features score calculation and model middle bias, row skipping behaviour based on product tile features.
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Letter from the Impact Award Winner

Higher, Faster, Stronger: A Research Journey

Earlier this year, I received an email from the TCDE Awards Committee Chair informing me that I was the recipient of the 2021 IEEE TCDE Impact Award, with the citation “for contributions to deductive databases, streaming algorithms, and data integration.” My first thought upon receiving this email was “Wow, this is a great honor!” My second thought was “Who on earth remembers my contributions to deductive databases?”

To put my cited contributions into the context of my research journey over the past three decades, and explain my use of “Higher, Faster, Stronger” in the title of this letter, I summarize my cited contributions below.

Higher: My research in Deductive Databases had the goal of elevating query functionality in databases.

Faster: My research on Streaming Algorithms focused on quickly analyzing data streams in one pass.

Stronger: My research on Data Integration sought to make data combined from multiple web sources robust.

Deductive Databases: Ph.D. Studies I joined the University of Wisconsin–Madison to do my Ph.D. studies in 1987 after completing my B.Tech. in Computer Science & Engineering from IIT Bombay, India. Raghu Ramakrishnan had just joined the faculty there and he offered me the opportunity to work with him as a Research Assistant on a new deductive database system, CORAL, which he had started to build.

Deductive databases seek to enhance relational databases by adding the power of recursion to a relational query language with selection, projection, join, union and aggregation. This elevated declarative query language allows easy expression of a variety of natural problems, including shortest paths in graphs and bill of materials to assemble complex products. This enhanced query language expressiveness calls for time- and space-efficient query processing strategies. Along with Raghu and my fellow Ph.D. student, S. Sudarshan, we proposed and implemented many efficient and innovative strategies in CORAL. My Ph.D. thesis on “Representing and Querying Complex Information in the CORAL Deductive Database System” emerged from this body of work. I would like to thank Raghu for giving me the intellectual freedom to work on a research topic of my choice and Sudarshan for the many collaborations during our Ph.D. studies.

Since its heydays in the early 1990s, recursive query languages used in deductive databases have seen a resurgence in recent years, with diverse uses ranging from data integration and information extraction to networking, program analysis and security. It is intellectually satisfying to see research that I had done find new and interesting uses 2-3 decades later!

Streaming Algorithms: Processing Network Data at Scale After completing my Ph.D. from the University of Wisconsin–Madison in 1993, I joined AT&T Bell Labs in Murray Hill, New Jersey as a research scientist. When AT&T Bell Labs split up into AT&T Labs and Bell Labs in 1996, my affiliation changed to AT&T Labs, but my email address stayed the same, possibly offering a solution to the metaphysical identity problem of the Ship of Theseus. A few years later, I became the Head of Database Research at AT&T, with the good fortune of managing and working with a team of outstanding researchers.

Around the year 2000, many of us at AT&T were inspired by the idea of monitoring and analyzing streams of IP network packet headers using SQL-style declarative query languages, even though the high volume and velocity of the data precluded the possibility of persistently storing all the data flowing through AT&T's IP network. This idea inspired many of us to do a significant body of algorithms and systems research in the nascent area of data stream management systems over the next two decades, and it continues to be an active research topic even today. Since the data could not be persisted, it had to be processed and analyzed quickly in a single pass, using a

1Adapted from the Olympic Games motto, Citius - Altius - Fortius.
limited amount of memory. A variety of natural queries (such as finding quantiles of the distribution of round-trip
times in the IP network) could be answered with approximation guarantees, but not exactly in the data stream
model. The key researchers working on this topic were Graham Cormode, Lukasz Golab, Theodore Johnson, Flip
Korn, S. Muthukrishnan, Vladislav Shkapenyuk and Oliver Spatscheck. We designed and implemented a large
variety of streaming algorithms for fundamental query primitives, which were included in the GS data stream
management system developed at AT&T and used to monitor network traffic. I would like to thank all of them for
the fruitful collaborative research that we have engaged in over the years and decades.

Our ability to deploy streaming algorithms in a live system and tune their performance to operate at scale on
AT&T’s network data streams was crucial to make sure that these algorithms were both theoretically elegant and
practically useful. These algorithms are now widely used to process data in a single pass in databases, networking,
finance, e-commerce, and other domains.

Data Integration: Dealing with Web-Scale Heterogeneity Around the time that I joined AT&T Bell Labs in
1993, the World Wide Web was taking off – the first website was published in 1991 and the first web browser
was released in 1992. With websites being built and independently populated with heterogeneous content, the
challenge of building global information systems that could integrate data from multiple web sources and deal
with web-scale heterogeneity inspired a new generation of researchers.

Web-scale heterogeneity comes in many flavors, ranging from schematic heterogeneity (where different
web sources use different schemas to represent information) to syntactic data heterogeneity (where the same
data values might be represented in different ways across web sources, e.g., typographical errors) to semantic
data heterogeneity (where the web sources might even disagree on the correct values of data items). Robustly
dealing with this range of web-scale heterogeneity has kept the data integration community busy for 25+ years
now. Again, I have been extremely fortunate to work with very smart researchers on this challenging topic
over the years. With Alon Halevy, we did some early work on resolving schematic heterogeneity, using the
idea of “Local as View” mappings and answering queries using views in virtual data integration. With Marios
Hadjieleftheriou, H.V. Jagadish and Nick Koudas, we developed efficient algorithms and tools for effectively
dealing with syntactic data heterogeneity in data integration. With Laure Berti-Équille and Xin Luna Dong, we
have conducted foundational research on resolving semantic data heterogeneity to perform truth discovery. I
would like to thank all of them for the enjoyable and productive research collaborations over the last 25 years.

This body of data integration research has had considerable impact in academia and industry. As one example,
the work on resolving semantic data heterogeneity to perform truth discovery influenced research on knowledge
fusion and identifying trustworthy web sources at Google.

Research Journey: What is Next? Much of my current research is focused around data technologies for
responsible data science and engineering. As society increasingly relies on data-driven decisions, we need to
make sure that this decision making is trustworthy. Ongoing research ranges from timely, responsible data
collection and data sharing, robust data curation for data to be fit for use, and responsible, transparent data use.
There are enough important challenges here to keep me busy for a while!

In conclusion, I would like to thank those who nominated and endorsed me for this award as well as the
TCDE Awards Committee. But most of all, I would like to thank my many collaborators over the years for
making this research journey exciting and productive, and AT&T for giving me the opportunity and freedom to
engage in curiosity-driven research!

Divesh Srivastava
AT&T, USA
Letter from the Rising Star Award Winner

I am delighted and honored to receive this award “for designing and deploying data analytics systems powered by innovative machine learning and artificial intelligence algorithms.” I am thankful to my nominator, letter writers, and the award committee, as well as my students, mentors, and colleagues who helped me in my work. This letter lays out my research worldview at the exciting intersection of DB+ML systems. My hope is to rouse more interest in this intersection, which is fast growing in importance within the wider computing landscape.

Past Waves of DB+ML Systems Work. The DB world has studied ML systems issues for over 20 years. I have seen, and contributed to, three waves. The first wave (late 1990s to late 2000s) saw the rise of in-RDBMS data mining tools. Their main focus was to scale ML algorithms to DB-resident data without modifying RDBMS internal code. A key example is Oracle Data Mining. The second wave (late 2000s to mid 2010s) saw the rise of unified ML system templates. Their main focus was to simplify ML implementation on RDBMSs and dataflow systems. Key examples are MADlib, the Bismarck system from Wisconsin, and Spark MLlib.

What is New Now? The third wave, from mid 2010s, is a much bigger tidal wave. What changed? First, ML and AI have now become a ubiquitous business-critical need, not some arcane academic curiosity. Second, “Big Data” and cloud computing have expanded the variety, complexity, and scale of DB+ML problems. Third, deep learning has revolutionized ML itself, unlocking unstructured data for analytics. And last but not least, this third wave is characterized by “thinking outside the DBMS box” to study problems in contexts that matter for more ML users, viz., bringing DB ideas to ML systems and applications, not just bringing ML to DBMSs.

The New DBfication of ML/AI. I have interacted with over three dozen data/ML practitioners across enterprise companies, Web companies, and domain sciences, as well as many DBMS and cloud vendors, both to help deploy my research to practice and to learn about new problems and bottlenecks. In my opinion, this third wave is not a one off but a historic tectonic realignment in computing: ML/AI is being fundamentally re-imagined as DB-style workloads. This requires new science to more deeply understand the phenomena, processes, and tradeoffs involved, as well as new technology rooted in that science to raise ML user productivity, reduce resource needs and costs, enable new applications, ensure compliance with laws and societal values, etc. The closest analogy is how the “RDBMS research community” formed around the relational model and SQL c. 1980s.

DB problems exist across the entire end-to-end lifecycle of ML/AI applications. Based on my conversations I split that lifecycle into three main stages: Sourcing of data for ML, Building of prediction functions, and Deployment of such prediction functions. Let me give a few key examples of DB problems in each stage. In the Sourcing stage, we need new tools for easier data acquisition for ML on data lakes, less manual data preparation tools for ML, and higher throughput data labeling tools. In the Building stage, we need new model+data debugging schemes and query optimization techniques to improve resource efficiency of ML systems. In the Deploy stage, we need less manual monitoring of predictions and orchestration of complex data+ML pipelines.

Becoming a DBesque ML/AI “Savior.” The above problems are not “pure ML” problems or “pure DB” problems, but “DB+ML problems.” But ML folks cannot tackle them on their own without painfully reinventing ideas already familiar to DB folks, e.g., metadata management, query optimization, provenance, etc. If the DB world fails to help the ML/AI world, is it not a shirking of our intellectual responsibility to the computing field, to science itself, and to broader society? Of course, other computing communities (e.g., systems, HCI, and PL) are also studying some of these problems. But the DB community has a unique expansive role to play due to two major reasons: (1) it has the most successful track record in commodification of data-centric software, and (2) it is a vertical slice of all of computing to study data-centric software in an eclectic and holistic way spanning systems, theory, algorithmics, empiricism, hardware, interfaces, applications, and benchmarking.
In conclusion, I hope this letter gave you a new perspective on DB+ML systems work. My own work, recognized by this award, is but one part of this tidal wave. It will take a whole research community to unlock the full potential of data-centric computing for our modern data-driven world. I hope the DB community can rise to this occasion, reach out with humility to the ML/AI world to learn and engage deeply with ML/AI applications, build solid systems, work with practitioners, and translate our research to impact on practice.

Arun Kumar
UCSD, USA
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